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sunrise in the pines dorinda moody goheen slade 1808 1895 pine
valley utah 1862 collection of the daughters of utah pioneers museum
salt lake city reproduced courtesy ofjeana kimball dorinda was bomborn in
north carolina and eventually settled in texas where she and her husband
had a four thousand acre cotton plantation upon joining the church the
couple freed their slaves sold their farm and prepared to gather to zion
but dorindasDorindas husband soon died making her a widow for the second time
in time she married a widower and headed west with a family of sixteen
several children died on the trail once in utah she and her family were sent
to st george to raise cotton after a year of floods drought and searing
heat the family moved to pine valley where dorinda spent the rest of her
life this quilt celebrates both her hope in spite ofthe loss ofso manyfamilymanyfamily
members and her home amid the evergreensevergreens of pine valley



the saint and the grave robber
converted in the australian goldfieldsgoldfields frederick william hurst
andyjohnandjohnand tohnjohn de baptiste became miningminingpartnerspartners andjellowand fellowjellow emi-
grants but in utah theirtheirpathspaths made a jekyllajekyll undand hyde split

john devitry smith

the colony of victoria australia produced one third of the
worlds gold found in the 1850s as a result every imaginable type
of person converged on the area 1 this assemblage coupled with
englandsglandsEn earlier social amputation of its worst souls to what was
then a place ofperpetual exile transformed the worlds largest island
into what robert hughes in his classic book the fatal shore termed
a wicked noahsmoahs ark ofsmalltimesmall time criminality 2 amid this upheaval
missionaries from the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ventured into the goldfieldsgoldfields in an ambitious attempt to gain a foot-
hold in an area where supposedly rum and gold was all the god the
people wanted 3

the victorian goldfieldsgoldfields particularly proved to be a jekyll and
hyde of tragedy and triumph where the age old struggle between
good and evil was magnified in one small area of the globe two con-
verts of the victorian goldfieldsgoldfields frederick william hurst and john
de baptiste both members of the castlemaine branch and part-
ners in the diggings especially personify this relationship these two
men apparently sharing many of the same hopes and dreams
traveled the road of lifefifeilfe together for a time but eventuallymet greatly
contrasting fates

fred hurstsbursts experiences while opening a window on the
origins of the church in victoria more significantly demonstrate a

metamorphosis from a happy go lucky teenager with seemingly
little religious inclination to a stalwart defender of the faith with an
unshakable commitment to the latter day saint cause although a

byustudies33BYU studies 33 no 1 1993
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virtual unknown in LDS church history fred quickly became one
of those quiet people vital to the churchschurche success apostle john A

widtsoe recalls of hurst he had a marked effect upon my life for
I1 never have spoken with him without feeling that I1 had received
a lift and was better prepared to carry on in my work 4

in direct contrast a recent article in the deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews writes of
john de baptiste the worst villain in salt lake cityscites early history
probably wasnt a murderer or even a member of a band of out-
laws probably the most gruesome criminal was a grave robber who
desecrated as many as 300 burial sites in the cityscites cemetery while
much space has been given to writing about the monster of the

great salt lake if there was a monster baptiste is the best real
life candidate 1155 wilford woodruff records baptistesbaptisterBaptistes deeds as the
mostDaninidamniabledaniniableableabie sicc diabolical satanical helishbelish sacralegesSacraleges sic5 c

recorded in the history of man 6 historian dale L morgan adds
that the baptiste affair provided great salt lake with the strangest
episode in its whole history 1I7

complexion of the victoria goldfieldsGoldfields

the lure of gold was the impetus for both baptistesbaptisterBaptistes and hurstsbursts
decisions to venture to australia a country still considered a vast
prison for englandsglandsEn criminals an idea perpetuated since the landing
of the first convict ship in 1788 81 an article in the times and sea-
sons of april 1845 for example refers to the colonies as the great
depot for the transportation of british convicts 9 enforcing the idea
ofaustralia as a less than desirable place to live let alone serve a mission
indeed in writing of his mission call to australia thomas threevesshreevesThreeves
referred to what a searing experience it had been for the last or-
ganized group ofamerican missionaries assigned to victoria in 1856

friends informed me that I1 was called to australasiaaustralasianAustralasia and offered
me their sympathy during the remainder of the week I1 was the
recipient of inumerable condolences one brother said to me thats
the hardest mission in the world some of the men who were last
called to labour in that field victoria educated and experienced
preachers returned in ten months utterly discouraged another
said As good a mormon as I1 am I1 would rather go to purgatory and
preach to the spirits in prison than to take your mission and finally
another one said the kind of missionary needed in that land is a
man like orson pratt 10
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when the first LDS missionaries arrived in australia their
impressions at times seemed contradictory but the general tenor of
their reports was very negative charles wandell who organized the
first branch of the church in victoria illustrates this point these
colonies have been underatedunaeratedunderated because they were formerly con-
vict colonies but permit me to assure you that it would be difficult
even in england to find a more orderly decent and hard working
population than exists here 11 but later wandell stated australia
is the hell into which england casts her devils and the diggings are
the deepest most fearful pits thereof here are literally swarms of
convicts who are absolutely and entirely lost to all fear of god or
regard to man 111212

similarly augustus farnham the third president of the austral-
asian mission more often noted the hellish aspects of the area

1853118531855 they are as hard a set of beings as I1 ever met 13

1854 it is true the people of these lands are a peculiar people being
generally dead to interests of religion caring but little what the true
principles of the gospel are it may indeed be said of them that their
faith is a mere tradition their worship an empty form the impression
being transitory ending with the service when they again devote
themselves to gold and pleasure but withal there are some as good
and honest people in these lands as can be found on the earth 14

185511855 this wicked people are addicted to everyviceevery vice it requires men
of some experience to stand the test within the midst of the persecu-
tion we have to meet 15

1856 this is a land of darkness the devil himself I1 believe is ashamed
of many of these inhabitants and if he is not I1 am 16

although the american missionaries did not often clarify the
specific areas in australia deserving of their most stinging criticism
apparently the colony of victoria was the worst offender farnham
reports of victoria it does appear that almost allanaliail who have been
driven adrift by the different winds of spirits have been driven to this
part of the world being the most abandoned characters who disre-
gard all principles of morality victoria being the greatest sewer of
iniquity on account of its being strictly the mining colony has the
greatest number of such men 111717

similar sentiments were echoed by burr frost presiding elder
over the victorian conference from 1853 to 1854 1 I1 generally meet
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in this country the most profane men of all that are addicted to
bad habits 18 reflecting on country and people joseph kelly
missionary to victoria and tasmania from 1856 to 1857 wrote
this is as near the gates ofhell I1 wish to be adding that he felt little

desire to convert the people as they would only be a curse to our
society at home 19

frederick burstshursts conversion and mission

mingled in the australian crowd were john de baptiste and
frederick william hurst two of the estimated 463000 people to
arrive in victoria between 1851 and 1861 2011 hurst had immigrated
with his family from the british isles to new zealand in 1840 and
at the age of nineteen had decided to join a company of six other
men to try his luck in the goldfieldsgoldfields 21 fred recorded his initial
impressions upon landing at port phillip melbourne in the later
part of 185218522222

the city was literally crowded withpeople it seemed to me they were
from all nations all was hustle and confusion large nuggets of gold
were to be seen in the brokers windows also large piles of souve
niers sic and bank notes specimens of gold quartz all kinds of re-
ports were in circulation respecting the mines the roads were lined
with teams of all kinds people of all nations and colourscolouos and grades
some few respectable but the more part escaped convicts cutthroatscutthroats
murderers thieves gamblers blacklegs in fact to make a long story
short the skumakum sic of the earth were there to use a common
expression all hell let loose 112323

A contemporary description of melbourne at the height of the gold
rush in the early 1850s agrees with hurstsbursts description calling the
city a modemmodern tower of babel the resort of hooligans drunks and
gamblers one of the circles of hell come upon earth 24

eager to leave melbourne and begin hurstsbursts group walked
seventy muddy miles to forest creek near castlemaine where
being inexperienced they dug in the most unlikely places after
two weeks of backbreakingback breaking labor out of money and in debt the
disillusioned party disbanded and all but fred sold their tools left
with sixpence but determined to make good in the goldfieldsgoldfields
fred found work at a store some distance from melbourne there
he made enough money to get started again at the same time he



victoria australia the map shows port phillip bay where hurst landed as
well as bendigo and castlemaine the areas where hurst and de baptiste worked
in the goldfieldsgoldfields
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became more acquainted with the area and learned how to stay away
from trouble 25

fred recounted the constant dangers of everyday life

not a day or night passed but what some dreadful tragedy would hap-
pen for instance I1 was at moonlight flat one man armed with pistols
met an elderly gentleman stopped him in sight of hundreds of men in
open daylight and demanded his money or his life he handed over
his money to the robber walked on about twelve steps turned and
fired at the villain and shot him in the back of the neck and he fell in the
road the gentleman then returned to the body got his money and left
the fellow in his blood again on montgomery hill close by two men
quarreled one seized a double barrel gun fired at his partner and
blew his mouth and one side of his face away the blood and brains
flew all over the wall ofthe house again nearer still close by our store
a man was shot dead he had robbed mr steels store of a bag of flour
weighing 200 pounds mr steel watched him come out from the back
of the store fired at him and he fell dead in the public street the young
man who had stolen the flour was well off times would fail me to
record even one hundredth part of what daily occurred 2616

leaving the store in january 18551853 fred went again to the
diggings of bendigo where he met an old acquaintance from new
zealand by the name of francis evans fred had previously known
evans as a very zealous methodist 2127112727 but unknown to fred evans
had been investigating the mormon church in bendigo fred
made money hand over fist28 until news of the death of his father

forced his return to new zealand freds family was overjoyed to
see him again his sister amelia crying with joy little could fred
have realized the wedge soon to be driven between them resulting
in his name being stricken from the family bible

after a brief stay fred decided to return to the goldfieldsgoldfields this
time accompanied by his brothersalfred and charles clement and by
their friend thomas holder 299 they arrived in melbourne in late
october 1853 the group made the fateful decision to stay overnight
at the home of francis evans at the evanss home the three hurst
brothers and thomas holder were introduced to an american elder
burr frost 30 frost along with paul smith was part of a group ofoftenten
american missionaries who had landed in sydney australia in late
march 1853 and were assigned to victoria 31

previous attempts to establish a mission in the colony of
victoria had made little headway john murdock first president



marking the claim by samuel T gill who went to the goldfieldsgoldfields in
1852 traveling to castlemaine mount alexander and bendigo the next
year he published this and twenty three other sketches of the goldfieldsgoldfields
see n 134 courtesy of the state library of victoria
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of the australasian mission arrived in melbourne on december 19
18511851 with little more than pocket change and a quantity ofbooks
but found few men in the city and the people in a perfect uproar
after a stay of about ten days of extreme difficulty feeling the
situation a hopeless one murdock decided to return to sydney 3231

charles wandell arrived in melbourne the following year three
weeks after fred hurst and company landed from new zealand 33

wandell preached outdoors to what he considered orderly congre-
gationsgations and before leaving melbourne had organized a very prom-
ising little branch 21341134233434 burr frost sent to melbourne to follow up on
wandellslandellsWandells initial inroads had been set apart as the presiding elder of
the victorian conference 35

As evans had a cabin in the goldfieldsgoldfields and would be remaining
in melbourne for a time he asked fred and company if they would
like to live there taking care of the place until his return they readily
agreed to this proposal 3631 the next day the four men continued on
to the diggings arriving at the cabin five days later on a sunday night
the following week to the surprise ofthe hurst brothers and thomas
holder who were still at dinner a number of francis evanss friends
arrived declaring they were going to hold a meeting fred asked one
of the preachers william cooke if he would take a cup of coffee
and a conversation commenced 37 fred remembering evans as an
avid methodist was eager to be on his way as were charles clement
and thomas but alfred being quite religious implored them to stay 38138311

fred hurst remembers the deep and lasting impression cooke
left on him the first time he heard the elder preach an account most
revealing as to the methods of proselyting for the era

the preacher william cooke came out and said we had better come
in for he would do us no harm I1 thought it would look rather disre-
spectfulspectful if we went away so concluded to stay well shortly after-
wards the meeting commenced I1 must confess I1 was struck at the
peculiarity of the hymns the hymn books were in pamphlet form and
headed church of jesus christ of latter day saints I1 thought to
myself the methodists are getting up if I1 was astonished at the hymns
and tunes I1 was still more so at the prayer that was offered up by the
preacher he prayed to the lord to bless the prophet seer and reve-
lator brigham young his councelorscounselorscounce lors sic the twelve apostles and
others I1 was full of wonder and curiosity I1 never had such feelings
before in my life I1 asked myself the question who can brigham young
be and again who can the twelve apostles be it would be impos-
sible formeforvor me to tell the hundredth part ofwhatpassedwhat passed through myniindmynimy mindind
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after singing another hymn the preacher read a passage from
the book of mormon what book can that be thought I1 to myself
I1 would very much like to read it for I1 had never heard that there was
such a book before well to proceed the preacher also read part ofthe
15th chapter of st marks gospel and then preached faith repen-
tance baptism for the remission of sins also the gift of the holy ghost
by the imposition of hands talked about joseph smith gave us a
brief history ofthe church the persecutions etc I1 cannot describe my
feelings I1 could not help paying deep attention yea I1 felt inspired
my heart was drawn towards the speaker I1 watched for every word
for it seemed good to my soulsoui 39

ironically as soon as cooke and his associates had departed
alfred supposedly the more religious of the three brothers com-
menced a long tirade against the mormonscormonsMormons warning his brothers
that the mormonscormons were a very dangerous people who practiced
plurality of wives a most abominable doctrine 40

nevertheless fred and charles clement hurst decided to in-
vestigatevestigate this newfound oddity for themselves fred recalled we
attended every mormon meeting and most every evening we went
and heard them sing I1 got real fond of their company though the
good christians called us fools said we were deluded 41

in the weeks following fred and his group worked hard and
long hours but extracted very little gold and alfred talked ofreturn-
ing home with the arrival of francis evans and family fred hurst
admitted we had mormonism from morning until night and might
I1 say from night til morning alfred hurst could get no peace and
finally after staying three weeks returned to new zealand taking
what little gold and cash his companions had 42 fred and alfreds
brotherly friendship would never be the same

fred and charles clement hurst were baptized january 12

1854 followed by thomas holder the next week 4313 less than two
months after being baptized fred and charles clement wrote home
detailing their conversion and stating how excited they were to
bring their family the news of the restored gospel the brothers
thought that as soon as the family heard the truth they would
readily accept it however the two men were dreadfully mistaken
their mother and sisters wrote back letters that contained no
arguments but were fullfallfuli of false accusations and abuse towards
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joseph smith and the church in general adding that they were
ashamed to own the brothers any longer as members of the family
fred reflects

my heart was so sore I1 could not forbear shedding tears I1 then began
to realize that I1 had to round up my shoulders though forsaken by my
own dear mother brothers and sisters and obey all the command-
ments of god as far and as fast as they were made known to me
to tell the truth after this I1 began to realize that all those who obeyed
the requirements of the gospel were nearer and dearer to me than all
my former friends or relatives well we wrote home repeatedly but
received no answer to our letters although I1 stated in them if they
would prove from the bible that the doctrines of even polygamy was
unscriptural I1 would renounce mormonism 44

fred continued to write and beg for a fair hearing but to no avail
to each family member he wrote personal letters similar to the fol-
lowing one addressed to his older brother alfred

do you think we would have left our home and dear mother and sis-
ters behind on mere belief again do you think for one moment we lie
when we say we know the gospel is true and that it came from god
do you think we would risk our salvation in this manner 0 my dear
brother I1 beg and entreat you to examine these principles and obey
them and then to ask god for a testimony and he will give it to you 45

but freds efforts were in vain and after three years nothing had
changed fred recorded part of a letter he received from his sister
amelia she is very much opposed to mormonism wants to know
how long clem is to be a slave to those witches 46 because fred was
charles clements older brother he carried the blame for charles
clement having joined the church

the impact that the local members such as hurst had on the
growth of the church cannot be underestimated since much of
american elder burr frosts time was spent at melbourne while
elder paul smith concentrated on geelonggeebongGeelong correspondence re-
veals very little headway was made in these respective areas bad
weather had restricted frost to less than half a dozen meetings in
the first five months in melbourne 47

with never enough experienced preachers to cover so wide
an area the mission president was forced to continually travel giving
counsel and checking that all was in order while trying to watch
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over present converts and at the same time open new ground the
mission was forced to improvise with whatever men they had that
were willing to be called to help further the gospel message fred
hurst for example was called within months of his baptism and
ordained to preach in the bendigo gold mines and build up the

saints scattered over the country 48 little regard was given con-
cerning his inexperience and his inability to bear his testimony let
alone conduct a meeting fred admitted when called upon to speak
in public I1 would commence trembling 49

the following experience by hurst helps illustrate the burden
some of the new converts were willing to shoulder on behalf of
the church after being called on his first mission to golden gully
bendigo fred writes of his arrival and subsequent tribulations

the brothers and sisters were all very glad to see me I1 felt deter-
mined to do my best though I1 had never preached before well the
first time I1 got the saints together I1 opened the meeting with prayer
but could not muster the courage to address the saints consequently
I1 read portion of the millennial star and as I1 did not speak myself I1 felt
ashamed to call upon anyone else I1 felt real miserable for I1 felt I1 was
not doing my duty sunday come and we had quite a congregation but
I1 felt worse than I1 did on wednesday evening previous although I1 had
prayed and fasted the very thought of preaching made me loath the
sight of food it took away my appetite entirely

before going to meeting I1 would resolve in my own mind to
speak but as soon as the second hymn was sung I1 would be seized by
a trembling fit all ideas would flee from my mind and I1 would have to
take up the star or some other book and read however on wednes-
day while at work I1 got in conversation with a man and preached to
him about the gospel while talking with him I1 told him if he would
come up to meeting that evening he would hear an elder preach on the
first principals of the gospel he promised he would come after he
had left me I1 began to reflect on what I1 had told him respecting the
meeting I1 turned sick at the idea I1 could not eat my supper but
I1 washed myself and went down hoping the man would not be there
but all my hopes were turned to slopes for there the man sat as large
as life I1 cannot describe my feelings at this time but after saluting
him I1 went into the woods alone and besought the lord to have com-
passion on me after doing so I1 felt relieved and returned we opened
the meeting and in spite of all hell I1 arose to my feet opened to the
3rdard chapter of st johns gospel and after reading a few verses my
tongue was loosened and before I1 was aware of it I1 was preaching
I1 never have spoken more freely in my life and it was a strong testi-
mony to me of the truth of mormonismMonnonism and I1 felt thankful beyond
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measure and with my whole heart I1 praised my maker the brethren
and sisters were very much astonished but not more so than myself 5051

near the end of december 1854 fred hurst received instruc-
tions to relocate to castlemaine51castlemaine51 and begin preparations to leave for
zion as plans were being made by burr frost to have a company
ready the following year in castlemaine fred had great success in
the diggings after entering into a partnership with recent convert
john de baptiste hurst and baptiste worked well together and each
cleared 1000 the first six weeks 5251

baptistesbaptisterBaptistes conversion

at the outset baptiste seemed to fit the mold of religious
seeker while in contrast hurst appeared a more unlikely candi-
date for baptism as he had an honest skepticism towards religion in
general nevertheless both men had made a strong commitment to
the church soon after hearing the gospel message hurst accepted
missionary calls and baptiste donated his own property for church
use both also answered the call to gather with the main body of the
saints in utah

while sources provide insight into fred hurstsbursts conversion
very little remains to illuminate baptistesbaptisterBaptistes motives or intentions in
joining the church or the turn his character took

baptiste was bombornbob in 1814 reportedly in venice italy 53 andwasandaasand was
attracted to the australian goldfieldsgoldfields in the early 1850s he first came
in contact with the church in 1854 at castlemaine victoria baptiste
had called at the elders tent just outside castlemaine inquiring if
he could in some way help cover the costs of the church of christ
burr frost who was present with a number of other elders asked
baptiste his name and what he believed baptiste answered that he
could not speak english very well but believed the bible to be the
word of god 5451

A conversation followed and baptiste told them he had been
raised as a roman catholic from youth but he saw much error in
it and concluded to join the church of england thinking they might
be right he soon tired of them and joined the methodists and had up
to the present time been advocating their principles elder frost
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replied thattiethatthethat the men in the tent were preachers and explained in
detail the scriptures and organization of the church baptiste got
in quiet sic a frenzy and called out 1 I will become a baby I1 will
become a baby I1 want to be baptized frost told him not to be in
a hurry that he should carefully consider what they had talked
about before making any hasty decisions no no no I1 want to be
baptized responded baptiste 55

following baptistesbaptisterBaptistes baptism burr frost and james mcknight
were requested by baptiste to accompany him home he took them
to downtown castlemaine and showed them a woode frame cha-
pel about 60 x 35 in size constructed with the best materials and
supplied with good seats chandeliers and a pulpit there beloved
brethren you shall have that to preach in it is my own property
I1 have built it with my own hands and at my own expense stated
baptiste he had partitioned off a small section of the building to
live in and informed the elders that he had been in the habit ofhold-
ing meetings every sunday 5651

the building was an asset to the local missionaries who previ-
ously had had no option other than to speak in the open air or
the confines of a tent fred hurst recalls it was the first time he had
ever spoken in a chapel with a pulpit 57 baptistesbaptisterBaptistes chapel was also
used by the church members for business affairs such as the pay-
ment of gold 5851

hurstsbursts and baptistesbaptisterBaptistes immigration journeys

burr frost had been working for some time to organize the first

exodus of converts from victoria to utah hurst and baptiste were
among the seventy two passengers who left hobsons bay on
april 271855 aboard the ill fated tarquiniotarquinia59tarquiniatafTarturquinia 59anan old craft the tar
quinia started leaking after leaving tahiti and docked for repairs at
honolulu where a great number ofbad feelings surfaced among the
group A number of the passengers baptiste among them decided
to remain at honolulu feeling they could no longer continue with the
company in part because they doubted the tarquiniotarquiniaTarquinia would ever
get to san pedro Calicallcailcaliforniafomia 6010 over a week later the vessel sailed
again but after three days gale force winds strained the vessel so

much she began to leak badly on both sides forcing the captain to
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return to honolulu further repairs proved fruitless and the ship was
sold for salvage 61

at honolulu work was hard to find but baptiste was apparently
financially secure he became part of a branch organized byjohnbyjohn T
caine on august 19 1855 and was ordained a teacher 6261

the majority of the passengers had no money or means to
continue on to san francisco fred hurst who had approximately

1000 in gold sewn up in his clothing characteristically turned
all of it over to church leaders leaving himself almost penniless
unemployed and stranded in honolulu 63 the local mission leader
eager to take advantage of hurstsbursts missionary zeal asked him to
accept a mission among the natives to which he agreed 6461 for fred
hurst hardship and trials seemed to accompany his joining the
church but his humble heart and ability to make the best of any
situation was revealed during the time he proselytized on the island
ofofwaialuawaialua in the sandwich islands

I1 spent the day pleasantly thinking how much better off I1 am
now than I1 was before I1 became a member ofthe kingdom of god not
in the things of the world for I1 have only a suit of clothes and they
have seen their best days for I1 see my elbows begin to show through
my coat sleeves I1 am almost barefoot I1 have an old pair of low shoes
and every now and then I1 have to take them off and empty the sand
out of them as the roads are very sandy and heavy I1 have no socks
I1 do not look for my reward in this life I1 look for it in the world to
come I1 think sometime when I1 begin to get lonely what jesus christ
suffered also the apostles joseph smith and others and then I1 feel
as if I1 ought to suffer at times for one thing I1 do know it is with much
tribulation that we enter the kingdom and unless I1 run the race how
can I1 expect to win the prize I1 try to cast all care aside and put my
trust in the lord my earnest desire is to get the language of this people
so I1 can declare the gospel of christ in its purity unto them no one
can tell except by experience what pleasure it is to stand up and bear
testimony to the truthfulness of this work in the hawaiian language
I1 realize already that it pays for all trouble of learning it so much for
my thoughts 6515

fred served faithfully until his release in october 1856 the
following month fred sailed for san francisco along with his brother
charles clement who had notyet turned eighteen they landed with
thirty seven and one half cents between them 66 here hurst and
baptiste crossed paths again baptiste had arrived in san francisco
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in latetebruarylate february 1856 and was still there in april 1857 baptiste gave

fred who had no warm clothing a good cloth coat 67

despite his success in the victorian goldfieldsgoldfields and his dire finan-
cial situation fred never hinted at trying the california diggings
freds desire for gold had turned to souls and upon being informed
that there was a shortage of elders in the conference fred and
charles clement decided upon a mission to northern california
since joining the church three years earlier fred had been continu-
ally engaged in missionary work which had taken its toll on him
both physically and mentally in the following weeks fred wrote

I1 have felt a kind of low spirit this last day or two I1 seem to be tired
in both mind and body I1 feel there is a great responsibility resting on
me and I1 feel to realize it more every day it makes me feel my own
nothingness and I1 feel like putting my trust in the bordatlordatlord at all times
the saints all tell me I1 look pale and thin I1 weighed myself when I1 was
in stockton and instead of weighing 152 ibslbs I1 lack 20 of it the most
I1 could go walking stick and all was 132 ibslbs 68

shortly after george Q cannon met with fred and charles
clement and told them not to kill themselves traveling all over the
country during this time elder cannon also gave fred a blessing 69

in the latter part of september fred was sent on a special mission
to warn all the saints to be ready to gather at a moments notice as
government troops were marching on utah 70

finally in early october fred started for utah via san bernar-
dino arriving in salt lake city on march 20 1858 71 the following
week he was present to hear brigham young speak in the taber-
nacle and wrote 1I have felt to rejoice all the day long I1 realize that
it is a very great privilege to listen to the teachings of the fountain-
head or the first presidency oh how long and anxious I1 have looked
forward to the day when I1 could see the prophets brigham heber
and hear their voices 2172117272

baptistesbaptisterBaptistes grave robbing

baptiste had also made his way to salt lake city around the same
time as hurst and by 1859 had been hired to dig graves and bury
the dead at the salt lake cemetery east of the city he built a small
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home next to the graveyard and shortly thereafter married a simple
minded woman together they opened a millinery and tailors shop 73

his ghoulish illegal activities came to light january 27 1862
but his crime first began to unravel four weeks earlier when a gang
of half a dozen lowlifeslowlifes took it upon themselves to pay back then
governor john W dawson who was fleeing from utah already
resented and very unpopular dawson had apparently made im-
proper proposals to a well known salt lake society lady who
resented his advances and informed friends of his conduct de-
spite dawsonslawsonsDawsons quiet and quick exit from salt lake the gang soon
overtook the mail stage almost beat dawson to death and robbed
the stagecoach 7471

by january 16 1862 three of the gang members were dead
moroni rone clawson andanotherwereanotherwere shot to death on 200 south
in salt lake city while trying to escape from police 75 clawsonsbodyclawsonsClawsons body
initially went unclaimed and thus by default was buried in the north
salt lake cemetery local police officer henry heath in a humanitar-
ian gesture paid to have clawson properly clothed for burial in the
days following some of clawsonsClawsons family obtained permission
from the sexton jesse C little to exhume the body and remove it to
draper but upon opening the coffin they found the body naked
shortly thereafter george clawson confronted officer heath ex-
pressing his disgust over how his brother had been buried in such a
disgraceful manner despite the lawmanslaimanslawmans adamant denial to the
contrary A frustrated and suspicious heath soon confided in pro-
bate judge elias smith who ordered him to look into the matter 76

in an effort to quietly resolve the affair heath first approached
sexton jesse C little who could shed no light on the event from
there officer heath george clawson and two other men traveled to
baptistesbaptisterBaptistes home on third avenue where they found only his wife
at home while making inquiries about her husbands whereabouts
the men could not help noticing numerous boxes inside the house
A casual glance inside one of the boxes raised gasps of horrid sur-
prise for it revealed a motley sickening heap of fresh soiled linen
and funeral shrouds 1777117777 many bundles of grave clothes were
found throughout baptistesbaptisterBaptistes house along with a large box filledfined with
infants clothing about sixty pairs of childrens shoes and about a
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dozen mens garments including shirts caps socks and many parts
of suits of females 2178117878

after the initial shock officer henry heath became particularly
incensed over the morbid discovery he feared the grave of his
idolized daughter who had been recently buried in the cemetery

had also been desecrated with personal feelings overriding his
professional calling heath calculated the killing of baptiste then
and there in the graveyard if his suspicions should be confirmed 79

the men then proceeded through the snow to the cemetery and
found baptiste one report has baptiste picking up cobble stones 80

another has him working in the frozen ground digging a new grave
baptiste was reportedly wearing a broadcloth prince albert suit in
which a local saloonkeeper had recently been buried officer henry
heath later wrote of the confrontation

I1 at once charged him with robbing the dead and he fell upon his
knees calling god to witness that he was innocent the evidence was
too strong and I1 choked the wretch into a confession when he begged
for his life as a human being never pleaded before I1 dragged him to
a grave near my daughters and pointing to it inquired did you rob
that grave his reply was yes then directing his attention to
the mound of earth which covered my childs remains I1 repeated the
question with bated breath and with the firm resolve to kill him should
he answer in the affirmative no no not that one not that one that
answer saved the miserable cowards life 81

A secondhandsecond hand account by john R young states baptiste was
first taken to the grave of moroni clawson and accused by george
clawson the dead mans brother of robbing the body

george clawson the dead mans brother jerked him baptiste out of
the hole jammed the pistol against his temple and said telltenteliteil me who
robbed my brother or I1 will kill you and bury you in the hole you
are digging the man on his knees confessed he was the robber
the people went wild rushed the grave yard opened their graves
and found so many of their loved ones robbed 82

heath continued the news of our discovery and baptistesbaptisterBaptistes confes-
sion spread like wildfire and it was with difficulty that we got him to
the in 27831183278583county jail safety

oddly the deseretnewsDeseret News made no mention of the baptiste saga
at the time the possibility of an angry crowd getting out of hand
and lynchinglunchinglynching baptiste seemed a real possibility and the newspaper
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probably did not wish to throw any more fuel on such a volatile
issue nevertheless the whole population seemed aware of the
crime by the following evening creating a great consternation
through the city 84

late afternoon the day following his exposure baptiste was
carted back to the cemetery to identify the graves he had robbed but
he would point out only about a dozen for fear the people would
rise up in anger and kill him 8515 for his own safety when returning
to the jail baptiste lay flat in a wagon bed covered with a blanket to
screen him from the public view early january 28 1862 all the
clothes found in the baptistesbaptisterBaptistes house were displayed at the county
courthouse where several hundred funeral suits covered a broad
table fifty feet in length during the day hundreds passed through
examining and identifying most of the clothing the pathetic spec-
tacle of a grief stricken mother identifying articles of clothing from
a child or a husband or wife recognizing the funeral apparel of the
life partner who had preceded them into the unseen world was a
sight not quickly forgotten 8616

the following day january 29 ten or eleven graves that
baptiste had denied robbing were dug up with 3 or 4 of the bodies
found stripped the considerable dirt with the bodies made the
viewing a morbid sight another pathetic feature was the fact that
baptiste had not only stripped the bodies but dumped them out of
their coffins which he used for kindling wood with no more
concern than if he were eating his dinner other graves baptiste
admitted to robbing were also opened and as expected all the
bodies were found naked 8717

further questioning revealed that baptiste had been carrying
on his hellish work for the past three and a half years claiming his
only motive was to sell the clothes but another police officer albert
dewey states baptiste hoarded the clothes about his house as a miser
would his gold admitting the devil was in him baptiste also con-
fessed that he had robbed the dead in australia and built a meeting
house with the avails of the robbery the chapel which was used by
the missionaries in australia 88

reports estimated baptiste had robbed about three hundred
graves principally those of women and children at first many
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doubted that such a thing could possibly happen but further
reopened graves revealed many bodies stripped of their clothing
the locals became so incensed over the situation that it was only
with the greatest difficulty that the police were able to control
the mobs that gathered each day at the prison and threatened to
lynch baptiste 89

the police locked baptiste in the farthest recesses of the jail
had they not wrote judge elias smith the populace would have
torn him to pieces such was the excitement produced by the un-
heard ofoccurrence wild stories began circulating through the city
some had dreams others claimed to have heard rapping on the floor
on the bedstead and on tables imagining that they were hearing
from the spirits of the dead calling upon their friends 90

burying the dead in the proper clothing was of great impor-
tance to the people at the time in popularbeliefspopular beliefs and superstitions
from utah anthon cannon helps shed some light on why this issue
was so sensitive

A mr F sic of salt lake dreams that his mother dies and is buried
improperly dressed meaning not in regulation LDS burial clothing

six months later his mother dies and he reminded his father of the
dream his father assured him that everything would be done properly
the evening after the burial his sister found some of the mothers
clothing which should have been put on her they dug the woman up
and put the clothing on her 91

in response to intense public feeling reaching a feverish state
of excitement and the wide concern of the people for their dead
brigham young addressed the issue at the salt lake tabernacle on
february 9 1862

it appears that a man namedjohnnamenamed dJohnjohn baptiste has practiced robbing
the dead of their clothing in our grave yard during some five years past
ifyou wish to know what I1 think about it I1 answer I1 am unable to think
so low as to fully get at such a mean contempitable trick

manyaremanwareMamanynyareare anxious to knowwhatknow what effect it will have upon theirdeadtheir dead
who have been robbed weV e have done our duty in this particular
and I1 for one am satisfied the saints will come forth with all the glory
beauty and excellence ofresurrected saints clothed as theywere when
they were laid away

some may inquire whether it is necessary to put fresh linen into
the coffins of those who have been robbed I1 will promise you that
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they will be well clothed in the resurrection for the earth and the
elements around it are full ofthese things I1 would let my friends lay
and sleep in peace I1 am aware of the excited state of the feelings of
the community I1 have little to say about the cause of it the meanessdeaness
of the act is so far beneath my comprehension that I1 have not ventured
to think much about it 92

soon after the community agreed to gather up the funeral clothing
and have the police bury the whole bundle in one grave at the cemetery

baptiste remained in jail for about three months before his
fate of banishment was finally decided A suggestion was proposed
earlier by brigham young in his tabernacle address

to hang a man for such a deed would not begin to satisfy my
feelings what shall we do with him shoot him no that would do no
good to anybody but himself would you imprison him during life that
would do nobody any good what I1 would do with him came to me
quickly after I1 heard of the circumstances this I1 will mention before
I1 make other remarks if it was left to me I1 would make him a fugitive
and a vagabond upon the earth this would be my sentence but
probably the people will not want this done 93

salt lakes john the baptist had became such a hated object
that the sooner and further away he got from sight without being put
under ground himself the better every one would feel 9491 the grave
robber was taken initially to antelope island in a wagon across a

bar through the briny water which at the time was scarcely more
than knee deep baptiste was met as planned by boatmen at ante-
lope island and rowed to an island about five miles north called
freemont island 95

before baptiste was allowed to continue with the waiting
boatmen to his final destination of freemont island he was tattooed
with indelible ink not seared with hot irons as many have be-
lieved with the words branded for robbing the dead 96 another
contemporary account says that his ears were cut off and he was
branded on the forehead with the words GRAVE ROBBER officer
albert dewey stated at the time whatever the indignities there had
been 2317111797provocation enough

freemont island was often referred to as millers island because
two brothers henry and dan miller had for some time been using
the island for their stock they had erected a small shanty stocked
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with basic provisions which they used on odd occasions while
checking on their stock calling at the island about three weeks
after baptistesbaptisterBaptistes initial banishment the millers found him getting
along very well in his loneliness A second trip to freemont island
three weeks later found no trace of the exile albert dewey remem-
bered the roof and parts of the sides of the cabin had been torn
off A part of the carcass of a three year old heifer was lying on the
ground a short distance away and portions of the hide were
near by cut into thongs it was evident that with the tools found
in the cabin baptiste had killed the heifer built a raft from the logs
and timber of the shanty and with this had made his escape from
the island 9891

As to baptistesbaptisterBaptistes final fate dewey added

the general belief is that he made his escape to the mainland on
the north somewhere near the promontory and it was reported some
time afterward on what would seem to be unquestioned authority that
he was seen in a montana mining camp and on being closely ques-
tioned by one who recognized him confessed to being jean baptiste
and related how he made his escape another rumor is that he joined
himselfto a westbound emigrant train went to the coast where he lived
for some time before he came to utah then left san francisco where
he feared he would be recognized and made his way to southern cali-
fornia where he died 99

if baptiste did in fact reach the california coast the possibility exists
he could even have returned to australia

one can continue to speculate over baptistesbaptisterBaptistes fate but what-
ever the outcome john de baptiste will continue to live on in infamy
in church annals as australiasAustralias most notorious convert baptiste had
looked among several faiths and seemingly felt he had found what
he wanted with the mormonscormonsMormons yet the chapel he provided for the
other religious practitioners of the day as well as for the saints was
built with money from grave robbing

burstshursts utah and new zealand service

fred hurst like baptiste also initially settled in salt lake city
but in contrast lived a life which drew no unusual attention fred
married aurelia hawkins on november 3 1858 and they had ten
children aurelia came from a wealthy english family A reserved
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deeply religious and stately woman she enjoyed very little pleasure
in life other than her home and family loo100

in april 1860 fred took a position as keeper of the station at
ruby valley about 300500 miles west of salt lake city on the western
route to california 101 true to form fred made the best of a situation
that included severe winters hostile indians and a new home that
looked more like a prison built wholey sic of logs and the never
failing dirt roof 11102102

kate B carter wrote of fred

mr hurst believed in the policy of brigham young that of
feeding the indians rather than fighting them and being a naturally
kind hearted man he desired to alleviate their suffering many times he
gave the indians who came to the station bread and also a kind of poi
he had learned to make in the islands at christmas time he gave them
a special treat of a large plum pudding which he had steamed in flour
sacks over a bon fire the indians were deeply appreciative ofthese acts
of kindness and often warned him of hostile bands who were bent on
destroying the station thus he had time to secure proper defence 103101

in 1865 fred and aurelia moved with their three children to
logan utah where fred led an unassuming life farming and raising
his family until 1868 when he was run over by a load of hay and
nearly killed his left arm being paralyzed forced to quit farmingfanning
entirely fred turned his attention to house painting graining etc
which he developed into a good business with more work than he
could handle 104101

although fred had made a new life for himself in utah his
thoughts must have often been upon his childhood home of new
zealand and a mother he had not seen in over twenty years As fate
would have it missionary emphasis had shifted from australia to
new zealand where by 1887 membership would total an amazing
2500 of which the vast majority were maori 105 laying the founda-
tion for this growth were brothers fred and charles clement hurst
who returned to new zealand in 1875 this time on a special mis-
sion to the laorismaoris 106

fred left his family in deep sorrow and anguishanguish107107 on account
of his eight year old daughter dying three days before his departure
fred and his brother charles clement arrived in new zealand on
december 14 1875 and were met with a cold reception
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the papers greeted us with a dose of billingsgatebillings gate and a rehash
from the san francisco chronicle stating also that they hoped we
would get as cordial a reception as an elder had experienced in
wellington some time ago when he was saluted with sundry dead
cats and other ordorous accompamementsaccompaniements sic the press actually
countenancing and advocating MOB LAWIAW so much for prejudice
and blind bigotry 108

freds immediate concern was to locate his mother when he
found her in a very feeble state fred recalled she was overjoyed at
seeing me but could scarcely realize it was true that we had come
at last to see her after such a long absence log10909 fred and charles had
planned to link back up with the other missionaries after a brief
visit but due to lack of funds fred was forced to remain behind and
attempt to open the wellington area to the restored gospel the fol-
lowing six months would be very lonely and trying for fred

colima en route to new zealand from hawaii fred hurst made this 1875
diary entry nov 25th drew a sketch ofthe colima the steamship he was
on run 277 miles the wind on our starboard quarter charley his brother
getting worse every day though he says his cough is better I1 draw a little
every day so that I1 dont have much idle time I1 study the maori language
every morning I1 begin to read quite fluently already in the testament
hurst diary 118 courtesy ofoffloydoffloadfloyd H hurst
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I1 scarcely know what to do everybody I1 used to be acquainted
with gives me the cold shoulder 110llolio

I1 got an abusive and insulting letter from by brother alfred but
have concluded not to notice it would be beneath me to stoop so low

I1ulI1 I1as to answer it

january loth I1 took a long walk to find a secret place to retire to
for I1 felt bowed down and bewildered not knowing where to go or
what to do everything seemed shut down for want of funds in the
anxiety of my soul I1 whishedwhisher sic to exclaim oh lord I1 am here to
do thy will and not my own wilt thou in thy tender mercy make it
manifest unto me what I1 shall do for the best interest of this mission
if it is thy will that I1 should preach in this place wilt thou provide
means to hire a hall or what shall I1 do and whither shall I1 go to accom-
plish the most goodgood112112

fred did manage to hire a hall and began preaching regularly
handing out tracts and holding gospel discussions with whomever
would lend him a moment but most only wanted to know about
poligamypolygamypoligamy sic and not baptism 113 the newspapers also did not
spare their abuse and misrepresentation calling fred a sickly saint
fromfromuthfromvthutah 114111 the evening post ofofjanuaryjanuary 171718761876 wrote thatthalfredthatfredfred
addressed a large congregation on sunday afternoon and was in-
vited by the evangelist to a public discussion and that elder hurst the
mormon prophet and all his absurdities were entirely disposed of 11115nan5

fred with his uncanny knack to turn even the most discourag-
ing situations into something positive comments

here am I1 a stranger in a strange land insulted and despised by all

that know me abused by the press priests and people and what for
because I1 have the priesthood of the Ahalmightynighty and a message from
high heaven to warn the people to repent of their sins ere the
judgments of god will overtake them as a thief in the night As I1 have
written in some of my letters it has never fell to my lot to meet with so
many rebuffs slights insults and abuse and crosses and disappoint-
ments in such a short space of time as I1 have since I1 landed here and
yet the hand of the lord is over me for good and I1 often realize it to a

marvelous extent

but it does not do to brood over these things although things look
dark now I1 firmly believe there will be a change before long even if
the lord has to come and stir the people up by his power he will do
all things well 116ilg

freds faith and perseverance were not misplaced he was
possibly the first latter day saint to leamlearn the maori tongue and
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actively try to proselyte among the natives the following reflection
by fred was indeed prophetic

I1 had a very pleasant dream last night that filled my soul with joy
unutterable A personage was talking to me he appeared to be stand-
ing in the air several feet from the ground and was telling me or giving
me an account of some very great and important events several of
which will transpire within a year from this date concerning the
lamanitesLamanites laorismaorisMaoris and cited me to a certain passage in the book
of mormon that was not being fulfilled concerning that people but
when I1 awoke alas the dream and the passage referred to fled from
my memory for which I1 feel sorrysonysont but presume it is all right 117

months later a letter was received from brigham young con-
firming freds feelings it requested that the missionaries study the
maori language for the time had come for them to hear the gospel 118

while in new zealand the hurst brothers suffered not only
public abuse but also lack of money to meet basic expenses and
provide bare essentials fred writes we are in a very destitute con-
dition and it requires all our courage and that would not amount to
much without the spirit of the lord to comfort and cheer our hearts 119

sometimes we go a whole week without meat butter is a rarity
we live mostly on oatmeal porridge and sop but we have sickened
on oatmeal we cant both go to town together on account of
charleys clements boots have given out and that leaves us with
but one pair between us and we wear them turn about 1112033120120

through it all each difficulty seemed little more than a diver-
sion for fred he never lost sight of how his life fell into christs
scheme of things never became frustrated or angry just took it all

in stride with a resilience that would anger any skeptic oh how
very happy I1 ought to be for the hand of the lord has been over and
round about me and mine for good and my heart swells within me
and my gratitude to devoting myself my time and my all for the up
building of gods kingdom and the spread of truth and while im
permitted to live on earth I1 want to do good 121

one commodity fred never lacked was true and sincere friends
when fred had left on his mission he was overwhelmed by commu-
nity generosity 122 news of freds release was soon followed by 300
in gold raised by the brothers and sisters ofofloganlogan to help pay his fare
home 123121125 fred commented when I1 thought of such kindness I1 felt
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very humble and asked myself the question am I1 worthy of so much
kindness and solicitudesolicitude124124

fred returned to logan in june 1877 his journal entries for the
time highlight the fact that fred was a man truly loved and respected
by his family and friends

we found quite a large assembly at the station to welcome us
I1 didnt really feel worthy of so much honor such a cordial shaking
of hands

I1 will never forget brother L farr hauled us home in his wagon
crowded to the guards we were hailed coming along the streets and
had to jump out every once in a while to shake hands finally we
reached home found my dear wife tolerably well but looking very
thin and careworn the twins had grown remarkably and leo quite a
while after I1 got home kept saying take me to my papa take me to
my papa I1itellootellteilteli oo00

the children were all delighted with the shells and coralscorald that
I1 brought along everything was new to them besides images and
animals carved out ofwood a box made of sandal wood and beautifully
carved by chinese and then all my sketches etc

in the evening a very large company over three hundred came
down with brother william knowles to serenade us god bless them
for their kindness my wife says you must go out and invite them in
I1 told her our city lot would scarcely hold them I1 made a few remarks
to thank them and felt to bless them in the name of the lord jesus 125

fred continued painting part time he lived near the temple in
logan utah where he spent much of his time doing work for
the dead in 1892 93 freds artistic talents were called upon to
engrave and paint the inside of the salt lake temple 126121 although
so sick with vomiting he believed the completion of the temple

was of such importance that he never missed a days work until
the project was finished 127

one of freds last entries in his journal is a truly remarkable one
and a testimony to what his life centered upon family missionary
work and temple work fred recorded

along about the ist of march 1893189311 found myself alone in the
dining room all had gone to bed I1 was sitting at the table when to my
great surpizesurpise sic my elder brother alfred walked in and sat down
opposite me at the table and smiled I1 said to him he looked so natural
when did you arrive in utah



A self portrait of frederick william hurst 1833 1918 original in
color date unknown hurst served as a missionary in australia hawaii
california and new zealand he also worked as a craftsman on the salt lake
and logan temples courtesy ofofbethbeth taylor
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he said 1I have just comefromthespiritworldcome from the spirit world this is notrnybodynot my body
thatthatyouseeyou see it is lying in the tomb I1 want to tell you that when you were
on you mission you told me many things about the gospel and the
hereafter and about the spirit world being as real and tangible as

the earth I1 could not believe you but when I1 died and went there and
saw for myself I1 realized that you had told the truth I1 attended the
mormon meetings he raised his hand and said with much warmth
1I believe in the lord jesus christ with all my heart I1 believe in faith
and repentance and baptism for the remission of sins but that is as far
as I1 can go I1 look to you to do the work for me in the temple you are
watched closely every move you make is known there and we were
glad you came we are all looking to you as our head in this great work
I1 want to tell you that there are a great many spirits who weep and
mourn because they have relatives in the church here who are care-
less and are doing nothing for them 128118

accordingly fred later authorized the work to be done 1299

frederick william hurst foot soldier for the gospel died
october 30 1918 at age eighty five 130 like those of a vast majority
of less eminent converts fred hurstsbursts life was not characterized by
any one great event to immortalize his name in LDS history fred
served without popular distinction prominence or position but his
example truly influenced people from all walks of life in many
lands 15111131131 for example youthful john A widstoe remembered an
aged fred hurst

he always kept a beautiful flower garden at his home just below
the agricultural college at logan where I1 was laboring as president
of that institution naturally my responsibilities were heavy in times of
discouragement I1 would often take a walk real early in the morning
when all was quiet where I1 could be alone with my thoughts fred
was always out with a very cheery good morning and if I1 gave no
signs of being in a hurry he would talk over the fence it usually was not
long until some remark we had made brought from his store ofwisdom
and experience some story of his early days and I1 would listen to him
he had such a marvelous personality and as his face glowed with faith
and cheerfulness one never tired of his stories of actual living for it
seemed his life had reached out into every worthwhile activity ofman
he had a cheerfulness that would dispel any worry or fears and I1 would
go back to my labors full of encouragement and faith in the purpose of
life and that god was interested in all of his children and would
overrule for the good and blessing of any who would trust in him to
make life or tasks conform to the will of god 132

no one could have mapped out a longer route to zion either
in physical miles or spiritual trials than did hurst and baptiste who
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both managed to escape the goldfieldsgoldfields and their quagmire of reli-
gious indifference moral leprosy and isolation but what turned out
to be a refiners fire for hurst proved to be little more than a hand
warming flame for baptiste

for many people evil has a perverse and entertaining fascina-
tion while the whole and significant sum ofa good mans works pass
by unnoticed good is less likely to catch our interest this is no
better illustrated than in the lives of fred hurst andjohnandyjohnand john de baptiste
the brief appearance of baptiste in our history catches the mind
and stirs the imagination to ponder the sensational but of the fred
hurstsbursts of the world president howard W hunter wrote there are
many great unnoticed and forgotten heroes among us I1 am speak-
ing of those of you who quietly and consistently do the things
you ought to do I1 am talking about those who are always there and
always willingwilting to do the many simple and minor things that will
ultimately make us great 135155133131

john devitry smith from molongbolong new south wales australia works as an engineer
with intergraphIntergraph corporation in seattle washington

NOTES

johnohn ritchie australia as once we were new york holmes and meier
1963861963 86

21 robert hughes the fatal shore the epic ofaustraliasof anstrAustraustraliasalfasaliasairas founding new
york alfred A knopf 1987 585

3 amasa potter journal archives division church historical department
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as
LDS church archives potter referred to the new south wales gold mines but
characterizes a general consensus concerning the goldfieldsgold fields

I41 samuel H hurst and ida hurst eds and comps diary of frederick hurst
apnp 1961 appendix samuel H hurst is the same person who participated in the
prayer under the pepper tree with david 0 mckay as discussed in the article by
lavina fielding anderson in this issue ofBYUbyustudiesstudies

5 deseret news december 2 19911991 sec B 1 2 this article is basically a re-
write of the article robber of the dead deseret evening news may 27 1893 8

wilford woodruff wifordwilford woodruffewoodruffswoodruffsjournaljournal ed scott G kenney 9 vols
midvale utah signature 1984 613 journal accounts refer to baptiste as john

baptist or jean baptiste and ironically by his nickname john the baptist
7 dale L morgan the great salt lake ed milo M quaife new york bobbs

merrill 1947 274
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I81 manning clarkdark A short history ofaustraliaof australia victoria penguin 1963 20
9 times and seasons 6 april 1 1845 857
10 10thomasthomas H threevesshreevesThreeves finding comfort helpful visions faith promoting

series vol 14 salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1887 42
ideseretnewsdeseret nemsnews february 111118521852 this is a letter from charles W wandell

to brigham young heber C kimball and willard richards everything in australia
during the period was compared to england from superior climate to inferior fashion

12 A chapter on gold digging millennial star november 11 1852 295
this is a letter from charles wandell to franklin D richards negative accounts of
the colony and people were easy to locate for example wandell later referred to
australia as this filthy sink of devildom from missionary william hyde we hear
truly we are in the midst ofa perverse people whose god is gold deseretnewsdeseret nemsnews

december 7 1854 39 josiah fleming stated 1I view myself as being in this far
off land of darkness degradation and misery josiah fleming to brigham young
october 30 1855 LDS church archives

augustus famhamfarnhamfarham to brigham young june 6 1853 LDS church archives
14 millennial star december 16 1854 798 this is a letter from augustus

farnham to franklinFrankfrankiinfrankilnbinfin D richards september 18 1854
15 augustus farnhamfamhamfarham to amasa lyman december 4 1855 LDS church

archives
16 augustus farnham to amasa lyman february 14 1856 LDS church

archives
17 augustus farnham to brigham young may 5 18518555 LDS church archives

absolom P dowdle commented that colony victoria is rather worse for
traveling without money than the colony of NSW for this reason the general
feeling with the people of victoria is that a person there has money and if he has
not they think that he should go to work and get means to travel with absolom P

dowdle to george A smith george A smith collection LDS church archives
18 burr frost to brigham young december 26 1853 burr frost diary LDS

church archives
19 joseph kelly diary january 15 1857 and january 21 1857 LDS church

archives
20 ritchie australia 86
21 hurst diary 1 5
22 hurst diary 5 the hurst family originally came from the isle of jersey

hurst diary 1

23 hurst diary 6 7
21 geoffrey hindley discodiscoveryvery gold the inintriguingbrigutrigu ing story ofthe worlds most

valued resource london orbis 1983 122
25 hurst diary 7
26 hurst diary 7 8 noted historian geoffrey blainey feels the dangers were

exaggerated and writes that although armed bushrangersbushrangers molested the main roads
to goldfieldsgoldfields and cutthroatscutthroats murdered their mates in tents and golden holes these
signs of violence were only one side of the page the side the newspapers liked to
print the goldfieldsgoldfields chief commissioner noted on I11 october 1852 that the crime
rate was no higher on the diggings than in the whole colony geoffrey blainey the
rush that never ended A history ofaustralianof australian mining melbourne melbourne
university press 196311963 4411 however other contemporaneous reports and atatleastatleaseleast
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one modem historian disagree with BlabiablamBlarbiamblaineysblarneysineysneysmeys assessment see ray aitchison the
americans in australia melbourne AE press 1986 43 49 american miner
charles D ferguson an old hand had previously worked in the californian
diggings and remembered bendigo as

certainly one of the worstplacesworst places on earth in 1852531852 53 onewasonedasone was not safe
going outside his tent after dark as he was liable to be either shot or
sand bagged and robbed there was no end of such desperate murder-
ous rascality it would take a thousand pages to record what I1 have
personally known to say nothing of all that has been reported from
the various districts in the colony they would steal washdirtwashdirt rob a
claim or kill a man without compunction there were parties that did
nothing else but go around thru the day and leamlearn where the best dirt
or richest claims were and come at night and carry off the dirt

later he noted that the greatest change noticablenoticeablenoticable to an early miner is in
the absence of all the old hands who were either hung or died in prison
charles D ferguson the experiences of a forty niner in thirty four years resi-

dence in california and australia ed frederick J wallace cleveland williams
publishing 1888 249

2721 hurst diary 9 francis evans with his wife and five children emigrated on
the tarquiniotarquiniaTarquinia in 1855 arriving in san francisco in july 1857 western standard
july 24 1857 2

2821 hurst diary 9
29 thomas holder would return to new zealand in 1854 in company with

augustus farnham and william cooke as the first LDS missionaries to the land where
he remained active in the work in 1870 holder was appointed president of the
kaforikarori branch B hunt zion in new zealand 1854 1977 temple view new
zealand church college of new zealand 197711977 6 fred sometimes called his
brother charles and sometimes clement

3031 hurst diary 10
31after31 ahterafterahner arriving in melbourne mid may 1853 burr frost 1815 1878 adver-

tised in the local newspaper and began preaching on sundays near st peters church
at the top ofcollins street upon the first principles ofthe gospel to rowdy crowds
on the first sunday frost recorded 1flI had probably one hundred present with
as much feeling of mobocracy as ever I1 saw in my life frost diary may 22 1853
LDS church archives

32john31john murdock journal special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah 55555656 john murdock was bornbom in 1792 he was an
early convert to the church fall of 1830 being baptized about the same time as
sidney rigdon and frederick G williams in june 183118318511 he was called on a mission
to accompany hyrum smith he helped obtain permission from citizens of daviess
county missouri to create a mormon settlement at dewitt he served as the first
bishop of salt lake l4th14thlath ward daniel ludlow A companion to your study of
the doctrine and covenants 2 vols salt lake city deseret book 197819781 2365
murdock was a seasoned preacher and silent strongman of the church but by the
time he arrived in australia he was bordering on sixty years of age his body could
no longer keep up with his spirit in his own words he recalled that considering
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the weakness of my body the affliction and trembling of my nerves and badness of
my eyesight I1 am not fit murdock journal 57

melbourne was not only the gate of entry to the goldfieldsgoldfields but also the resort
of hundreds of ex convicts who had flooded across bass strait from van diemensdielensDiemens
land in search of easy money the police never a particularly fine body of men
had almost all resigned and gone to the goldfieldsgoldfields desperate attempts to replace
them brought into the force a riffraff of ex convicts who saw better pickings as
servants of the law than as its proclaimed enemies norman bartlett australia and
america through 200 years 177619761776191776 19197676 sydney S U smith at the fine arts press

19769197619
5333 george W watson had volunteered for a mission to melbourne arriving

four months before wandell but he had not been preaching watson was active for
a time but could not agree with polygamy stating a man should cleave to one wife
frost diary september 4 1853

baptizedjanuarybaptized january 551837518571837 at age seventeen wandell quickly became an active
missionary A man of great capacity and competence having a proud almost
arrogant air about himself he had a great influence on the early growth and
development of the church in australia he organized the first group of converts to
leave australia in 1853 joined the reorganized church in 1873 and was called by
them to open the gospel in australia after returning to sydney he became crippled
with rheumatism and died shortly after on march 141418751875 inez smith biography
of charles wesley wandell the journal of history lamoni iowa board of
publications reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints 191013461910 34611
466 463

millennial3millennial star april 2218531853 220 wandellslandellsWandells stay in melbourne was brief
he departed december 9 1852 difficulties within the branch at sydney forced his
early return in reference to the converts from the british isles wandell issued a stemstern
warning to those thinking of coming to try their luck in the diggings his lengthy
imaginary account concerning a group of englishmen foolish enough to venture to
the goldfieldsgoldfields instead of going to zion reads in part

they are received by a set of vultures who will if possible by fair
means or foul drain them of every farthing before they leave them
wherever they go they will meet with extortion they must pay two
and sixpence for a dirty meal they will have to pay two shillings and
sixpence per night for the meanest lodgings with the greatest pro-
babilitybability of being robbed before morning well what is it why it is
the lowest pit of englandsglandsEn HELL millennial star april 303018532781853 278

35 zions watchman august 13 1853 1

36 living conditions in the goldfieldsgoldfields were hard consisting only of the bare
essentials our house is nine feet square and is made of canvass our furniture
consists of a bed which is made by laying the bark of trees on the ground and
throwing gum leaves on it and fourblankets a blanket to each man an ax a pick four
shovels and a colt revolving pistol apiece completes our parlor furniture E daniel
potts and annette potts young americans and australian gold americans and
the gold rush of the 1850s st lucia university ofofgreenslandgreenslandGreens land press 1974 63
the work from dawn to dusk six days a week was difficult lonely and dangerous
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and held little glamour the miners existing basically on mutton damper and black
tea the odds were against a man even making a living in the goldfieldsgoldfields with the
best of the diggings finished by 1853 ritchie australia 91 93

37 american williamwithamwilham cooke had been baptized only weeks earlier by the
mission president augustus farnham in sydney and had arrived in melbourne on
june 21 1853 informing frost that he intended to continue on to the goldfieldsgoldfields at
bendigo frost had set cooke apart to preach in the mining districts of victoria
in as mutch sic as the lord should open the way before him frost diary septem-
ber 11 1853 cooke was instrumental in the development of the church in the
bendigo castlemaine area the nucleus of the LDS church invictoria during the early
to mid 1850s cooke the founding father of the new zealand mission was mur-
dered in logan utah in 1858 hosea stout records tuesday 12 oct 1858 about
8 oclock an attack was made by three men on br william cook keeper of the
lock up cook was shot through the thigh breaking the bone cooke died a week
later after much suffering juanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier the
diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 184418611844 1861 2 vols salt lake city university of utah press
196419641 1667

38 hurst diary 11 the gold diggers branch the first branch of the church
in the victorian goldfieldsgoldfields was organized by burr frost and william cooke near
present day bendigo in the tent offrancis evans september 131318531853 by september
1854 the church in victoria had five branches and fifty one members zions
watchman october 14 1854 156

39 hurst diary 11
4011 hurst diary 12 the doctrine of plural marriage from its introduction

caused problems for the missionaries burr frost publicly introduced the doctrine
into victoria and received considerable abuse for example after the wife ofan elder
symmons a hotheadedhot headed woman at the best of times obtained a copy of the deseret
news containing a detailed account of polygamy she became so enraged that she
attempted to attack frost in the open street and on another occasion threatened
frost that if she could see me that she would tare sic my eyes out frost diary
october 1852 may 1854 apparently of the ten elders sent to australia in 1853 at
least two who were already married took another wife in australia mission pres
A P dowdle claimed to have married and had three children while john norton
took a third wife absolom porter dowdle diary LDS church archives william
robb the only member in australia documented as having taken a second wife was
disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped briefly for his action journal history of the church december 12
1857 micromicrofilmfihn harold B lee library

41 hurst diary 12
4241 hurst diary 12
43 hurst diary 13
44 hurst diary 13
45 hurst diary 35
4641 hurst diary 83
41as47 As most of the men were at the mines and it was difficult to preach outdoors

in melbourne during the winter frost had concluded to stay with james mcknight
at the bendigo diggings if I1 could not preach br mcknight said he would board me
two or three months and I1 could help cook and assist him when he needed
frost diary july 3 1853 echoing his frustration in melbourne frost wrote got
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to meditating upon the wickedness of the people in this country as a specimen of
the daily occurrences in this country it is common to read in the morning news of
from fifty to one hundred cases before the mayor and police magistrate for
drunkenessdrunkennessdrunkeness petty thefts sightingsfightingsfigh tings indecent exposure etc frost diary septem-
ber 11 1853

from melbourne july 5518541854 alexander pain wrote 1 I preach every sunday
on the wharf the principles of the gospel to the great body of the people I1 have
preached four sundays and have become quite a favourite with the people
I1 cannot find any latter day saints here except one or two who have been like
myself and you know they would give me no comfort zions watchman august
5 18541271854 127 just as the californian diggings had been a windfall for the pioneers
in the salt lake valley the fortunes of the australian mission seemed to run parallel
with the success of the goldfieldsgoldfields gold from members in the diggings subsidized the
zions watchman along with other printing as well as supporting missionary
expenses and immigrationimntitrationtigration costs salt lake city also benefited from australian gold
in 1853 a subscription was taken up and sent to brigham young to help build the
temple miner clem hurst for example paid over gooagoo900 in tithing on one occasion
alone to burr frost hurst diary 18

48 hurst diary 13 two varying accounts of sunday at the diggings read as

follows on sundays ordained clergymen or cornish diggers preached from carts
or stumps or pulpits in vast tents to some of the largest congregations that had ever
assembled in the land revivalist crusades converted hundreds at the height of new
rushes blainey the7 be rush that never ended 414 1

with sunday proclaimed as a day ofrest the commissioner was anxious
to stamp out all goldfield trading especially that associated with the sale
of illicit liquor sunday august loth 1851 was observed in a most
heathen like manner by sofalassokalasSofalas drunken majority at big oakey creek
a londoner and australian fought 18 rounds over 55 minutes for a

10 stake only two hundred yards away the reverend chapman
attempted to conduct an outdoor wesleyan service the cleric com-
manded the attention of a mere 30 followers whilst his opposition
attracted a crowd ofone thousand onlookers an afternoon service was
marred by noise from a cricket match foot racing and jumping
contests others openly gambled played pitch and toss and held
target practice for money john rule sofalasoala days and turonitesTuronites
new south wales australia pearl printing 1980 121312 13

4919 hurst diary 13
50 hurst diary 14
51 sunday meetings held by the saints attracted good crowds attheat the castlemaine

diggings where the size of the turnouts for a mormon service surprised the local
newspapers potts and potts young americans 70

52 hurst diary 18
53 woodruff journal 614
54 hurst diary 16
55 hurst diary 16
56 hurst diary 16 james mcknight 183019081830 1908 tenth convert and original

member of the first branch of the church organized in sydney was baptized at the
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age of twenty one on december 11 1851 and quickly became an excellent
missionary james married sarah howell of the newcastle branch in april 18518555 and
emigrated on the tarquiniotarquiniaTarquinia james mcknight paid frosts and smiths passage
aboard the tarquiniotarquiniaTarquinia and also gave smith 500050.005000 james C mcknight comp
james McKnigmcknightbt and his antecedents in scotland with an account of his early
days in australia and on his way to america fort collins npap 1987 23 30
he settled at minersvilleMinersville utah where he became the first mayor and later the
patriarch mcknight james mcknightMcKnigbt 33

57 hurst diary 16
58158511 excerpts from the journal ofofalonzoalonzo colton LDSIDSioslos church archives 4
59 their contribution to utah our pioneer heritage comp katebkate B carter

20 vols salt lake city daughters ofutah pioneers 1958 1273 tarquiniotarquiniaTarquinia is often
written as tarqueeniatarqueniaTarquenia

60journal60 journal ofjohnofjohn T caine heart throbs of the west comp kate B carter
12 vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1943 5246

61 connway B sonne saints on the sea salt lake city university of utah
press 19831119831985 11

62 journal of john T caine 249 280
63 hurst diary appendix 1

64 hurst diary 19
65 hurst diary 45 these types of faith promoting experiences are typical

throughout hurstsbursts journal
66hurst66 hurst diary 67
67hurst67 hurst diary 67
68 hurst diary 77
69hurst69 hurst diary 206 hurst recounts of the event 1 I attended the con-

ference of the church in san francisco april 6 1857 being set apart with some
other young elders president george Q cannon was mouth I1 was very much
astonished to hear him say brother fred the lord called you when you were a

child and you received a promise that you should be one of the one hundred and
forty four thousand that should stand upon mt zion and sing a new song and now
by virtue and authority of the holy priesthood I1 seal and confirm that promise
on your head

707 hurst diary 85
71 hurst diary 99
7271 hurst diary 100 10101loi1
73j73 J R young scrapbook january 1862 LDS church archives
7471 robber of the dead deseret evening news may 27 1893 8
75 for a more detailed account of the death of clawson see deseret news

march 26 1862 1

7616 robber of the dead 8
771 robber of the dead 8
7871 historians office journal november 1861 february 1863 LDS church

archives
79 robber of the dead 8
80 woodruff journal 613 14
81 robber of the dead 8
8212 young scrapbook january 1862
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83 robber of the dead 8
84 woodruff journal 614
81585115 annie C carrcan ed and comp east ofantelope island history of the first

fifty years ofofdavisdauisdavis county salt lake city publishers press 1948 32
robber of the dead 8

8717 historians office journal november 1861 february 1863 LDS church
archives

88 woodruff journal 61415614 15 baptistesbaptisterBaptistes behavior was bizarre enough to
raise the question of whether he was sane nevertheless his was a sensational story
at the time

89 history of brigham young january 28 7
1862 LDS church archives

90 president brigham young at the tabernacle february 9 1862 deseret
news march 26186226 1862 1

91 anthon S cannon popular beliefs and superstitions from utah ed
wayland D hand and jeannie E talley salt lake city university of utah press

19843061984 306506
9291 deseret news march 26 1862 1 brigham youngs first response to the

event was recorded in his office journal january 27 1862 7 LDS church archives
341 42 the day of baptistesbaptisterBaptistes arrest

93 morgan the7 be great salt lake 277 what happened to baptiste the court
records along with the deseret news for the era are silent on the matter historian
dale L morgan wrote the personal journal of judge elias smith is the sole
indication that baptiste ever received a judicial hearing least of all a trial morgan
the7 be great salt lake 276

94 robber of the dead 8
9591 robber of the dead 8
91 robber of the dead 8 branding notorious criminals was a common legal

practice in colonial america see for example laws of the province ofofpennspenns
alvaniailvania sic philadelphia bradford 1714 38

97 folklore has it that ephraim hanks tied a rock to baptistesbaptisterBaptistes neck and threw
him into the great salt lake carr east of antelopeofantelope island 33

9891 robber of the dead 8
99 robber of the dead 8
10pamily10familyfamily history ofaureliaaurella hawkins in possession ofkerrytingeykerry tingey madison

alabama
1101loiI hurst diary appendix
102112 hurst diary 111
103 hurst diary appendix 1

104 hurst diary 112
105 james R moss R lanier britsch and james R christensen the interna-

tional church provo utah brigham young university press 1982 128
106 their contribution to utah 262 and hurst diary 112 many changes

had taken place in victoria and the australasian mission since freds departure on
the tarquiniotarquiniaTarquinia in 1855 A new crop of converts took over in leadership positions
in victoria and in the latter part of 1856 sixteen more american elders arrived in
australia the majority landing at melbourne on november 17 1856 four of them
were assigned to victoria

at face value progress seemed imminent but a lack of direction disagree-
ment bickering and frustration with the conditions and a hardening public attitude
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combined to stifle any hope of a new high missionary joseph kelting after being
sent to geelonggeebongGeelong victoria early in 1857 found that the members had all deserted the
place and he could not find an opening thare sic and so decided to continue
on to ballaratballaranBallarat but found that organizing a branch there looked almost impossible
he added that the principle business is digging gold and drinking and spreingspreine sic

there is as much prostitution as ever I1 have seen kelting notes that the majority
of saints left on thethejennyjenny ford and what few were left were disatisfied sic

the mission was in decline and would not see any permanent signs of revival
until the turn ofthe century josephjosepha A kelting to brighamyoungBrighabrigham youngmYoung february 221857
LDSldschurcharchivesafinalblowtotheaustralianmissioninthechurcharchivesChurch Archives A finalfinaiblowbiowto theaustralian mission in the 1850swas the news
that troops were marching on utah all american missionaries were called home

shortly before his departure president andrew stewart noted since our last
conference in january the times have been very dull and great opposition to the
work has been manifested in australia the attention of almost everyone had been
turned to themormonthe mormon war some say they ought to be killed off others are waiting
to see the result and if the saints are not all killed off they will come out on the
lords side the victorian mission is not doing much it numbers but few saints at
this time andrew J stewart millennial star april 10 1858 44 amasa potter
wrote they said that we had preached to them that the god of heaven had spoken
in these last days and had sent an holy angel and had restored the holy priesthood
and the keys to build up the church and kingdom of god on the earth and now said
they the next ship that arrives from america will bring the news of the destruction
ofall themormonsinthe mormonscormonsMormons in utah amasa potter missionary sketches millennial star
october 3 18711871633633635

shortly after returning to utah andrewAndrewJJ stewart the last american mission
president to visit victoria in the 1850s gave a report in the salt lake tabernacle
concerning the conditions in melbourne 1 I saw many females laying drunk in the
street I1 saw four men with their throats cut in one day it was with the greatest
difficulty we got to preach in the first place we had to leamlearn the way of the people
at first we went around selling books by this means got to talk to the people provo
utah stake minutes general minutes vol 10 1855 1856 september 25 1859
10 AM stewarts statement of seeing four men with their throats cut in one day
is likely an exaggeration he used to illustrate his point

converts continued leaving from victoria in small groups in the years
following and missionary work continued intermittently but with little lasting
success the members being scattered over a vast area and generally unorganized
efforts were made to reestablish the australasian mission but with poor results with
the elders being needed elsewhere australia became a low priority

job welling who arrived in melbourne victoria late in 1875 wrote of the
general stagnation thepeople largely english came here forthe purpose ofgetting
rich and have been in the habit of earning big wages and spending all they could get
their hands upon in the most reckless manner horse racing boat racing betting
gambling of every description are in order with lots of drinking and lewdness on
every hand yet churches and chapels abound religious liberty is of such a cast as

to deprive it of all sanctuary you may do what you please think what you please
it makes no particular difference they regard it all about alike and are extremely
indifferent all classes join eagerly in the outcry atmormonismMormonismat Momionism deseretnewsDeseret News
february 23 1876
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107 hurst diary 168
108 hurst diary 122
109 hurst diary 122
110iioilo hurst drydiary 127
1111ililii hurst diary 129
112 hurst diabydiarydiaiy 132
1131 hurst drydiary 133
114 hurst diary 133
115 hurst dimydiary 134
116 hurst diarydr 141411
117 hurst diary1 157
118 hurst diary 157
119 hurst diary 157
1120I hurst diary 159
121 hurst diary 168
122111112121 hurst diabydrpdiaiy 112
125113123115 hurst diary 197
124114 hurst diary 197
125115 hurst diary 204
126111121 frederick W hurst pertaining to temple work in voicesvoicesfromices fromarom the past

provo campus education week 1980 10101loliol1 although his journal simply mentions
that he worked at painting in the salt lake temple he probably helped with
the engraving hurstsbursts journal has numerous sketches along with reference to his
engraving and painting A relative of fred hurstsbursts has about fifty five sketches by
hurst confirming freds artistic ability is this quote a mr carr stepped up and
inquired of the boys who had done the carving that is a very handsome piece
ofwork turning to me he said did you do thatithatchati I1 replied yes sir he answered
what a pity you should be so foolish as to throw your lifetime and talents in such
a place as salt lake city among those mormonscormonsMormons hurst diary 164 page 186 of
the logan temple book reads he fred hand carved chairs for the logan temple
and didgold leafing and some oftheodtheofthe murals on the wall see also nolan porter olsen
logan temple the first 100 years providence utah keith W watkins and sons
1978 186 which says the chairs were placed in the sealing rooms beth B

lawrence direct descendent of fred hurst called the logan temple and was told
they had one of freds carved chairs in storage beth B lawrence interview

june 1992
1127I hurst diary 204 the family picture pedigree chart our family

pedigree in the possession of beth B lawrence lists his occupation as florist
and oil painter

12811urst12811128 hursturst diary 204
129hurst129 hurst diary 205
130150 family picture pedigree chart
131151 hurst diarydimy appendix 2
151132131152 hurst diary appendix 2 3
115513511313313 howard W hunter what Is true greatness ensign 17 september

1987 72
134john34john currey introduction in the goldfieldsgoldfteldsGoldmieldsfields viustBlustillustratedrated the sketches of

S T gill melbourne lansdowne press 1972 10



same and changing seasons

year after year
spring ransoms the earth
from winter cussedness
green bursts through the crust
no matter that its only weeds

last spring I1 worked under that same sun
A sudden whiplash in the air
persisting against winter
one needs to make hay on such days
besides it was pleasant out there

last year

slender tenderness on the piano keys
released cascades of melody
across the lawn to me
like a caress
I1 hummed softly
she did not hear me
and went on with her exercises
As the willow waved its lazy rhythm
under the window

last year

this year too the sun has challenged the ice
today as before I1 have noticed the green explosion
that breaks through the brown

this year the piano stands mute
the window empty
under the weeping willow

ill have to get my tools
one needs to make hay they say

harold K moon



to allworthy male members emma asebesauebesaffebes 1931 fair oaks califor-
nia 1990 the quilter created this quilt to celebrate the revelation extend-
ing the priesthood to all worthy male members each upraised hand
represents a particular person whose arm and hand sister allebes traced or
had traced the people represented came from all over the world but the
quilter particularly emphasized members of the church from developing
countries to reinforce this geographical and cultural orientation she used
cloth from indonesia and africa courtesy museum ofchurch history and art



prayer under a pepper tree
sixteen accounts of a

spiritual manifestation
records reveal vivid informationfrompersonalpointsinformation from personal points of view
about a spiritual experience shared bybyfiveaidefiveaade in hawaii in 1921

lavina fielding anderson

in 1920 21 davidomckaydavidDavidO OMcMcKayKay then a forty seven year old apostle
toured the worldwide missions of the church beginning withjapanwithjapan
and korea he dedicated the land of china for the preaching of
the gospel visited hawaii returned briefly to salt lake city for the
funeral of president anthon H lund and then continued through
the south pacific australia new zealand india and europe he was
accompanied on this arduous yearlongyear long tour by hugh J cannon
president of liberty stake in salt lake city and a member of the
deseret union sunday school general board of which president
mckay was general superintendent

among the many spiritual manifestations that occurred during
this world tour came a remarkable event during the thirty six hours
they spent on maui president mckay and brother cannon docked
atatmauimauimaul at 430 AM february 9 19211921 held a meeting at mission
headquarters in the morning and held another for members in the
evening during the afternoon they visited the sites where hugh J
cannons father george Q cannon had met jonatanaJonatana H napela
resulting in the first baptism in maui and the organization of the first
branch of the church in hawaii and where george Q cannon had
also received intense spiritual manifestations accompanying the
party were E wesley smith hawaiian mission president and a son
ofjoseph F smith who had also served as a hawaiian mission-
ary samuel harris hurst jr a missionary of mature years from
idaho who was then president of the central maui conference and

byustudies33byustudiesBYU Studies 33 no 1 1993
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david keola kailimai a hawaiian missionary also of mature years
who owned the little ford in which the party traveled

hughjhughhughaJ cannon was greatly touched by visiting the sites asso-
ciated with his father and on the grounds of the little chapel at
pulehupulphu president mckay felt inspired to offer a prayer of thanks-
giving during that prayer all five men were deeply stirred spiritually
and brother kailimai speaking in hawaiian to president smith said
he had seen a vision president mckay after president smith trans-
lated brother kailimaisKailimais words did not interpret the vision but
confirmed its divine origins by affirming that the veil was very thin
hughjhugha cannon who had been most profoundly affected during the
experience testified that at least for him there had been no veil

what was the manifestation called forth by the combination of
faith and filial love of these five church leaders how did the five

experience it and how did they describe it both then and later what
message does it have about the nature of spiritual experience for
readers who leamlearn of it through the more distant witness of the
written record

thanks largely to the kindness ofmany members of the families
involved I1 have found sixteen separate accounts of this event all but
four of them unpublished this essay examines these accounts in chron-
ological order and in the context of the participants lives as an
exploration of the dynamics of memory faith love and spirituality

samuel harris hurstsbursts account

of the five participants only david kailimai the man who saw
the vision left no personal account either at the time or later
abigail kahanu kailimai kailimai who is both davids niece and his
daughter in law does not recall an earlier oral version or in fact ever
hearing this experience from elder kailimai however samuel harris
hurst jr kept a daily diary and recorded the event within hours of its
occurrence elder hurst was then thirty six a native of cache valley
and a widower his wife had died a fingeringlingering death from heart disease
shortly before leaving him with a ten year old daughter inez he had
had grave doubts about serving a mission under such circumstances
but had accepted the calling at least partly because of his childs
faith even though he had to sell his farm to pay his expenses
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his diary and his autobiography written in 1958 breathe a
solid simple faithfulness that is very moving he confesses that being
called to hawaii was quite a test to my faith his patriarchal blessing
had told him he would go to the land of my forefathers which did
not seem to be possible he thought he would be too old to learn
hawaiian fluently and adds with humility I11 I had desires to be a good
speaker and I1 could not see any development for me if simple natives
were to be my audience he wrestled with his doubts about whether
his call had been inspired all the way to hawaii butwhenhesawbut when he saw
wesley smith the mission president waiting for him on the dock he
recognized him as the man with whom he had labored as a missionary
in a dream seen two years earlier this dream had occurred a year
before smith had been called as mission president with this
recorded elder hurst I11 I knew that some power other than that of
man was having something to do with it elder hurst also knew that
he would be assigned to some island other than oahubahu before
president smith made the assignments 1

elder hurstsbursts diary for february 8 1921 records the prayer
under the pepper tree in simple prose but eloquent detail

elder mckay pres smith and cannon elder keola and myself
drove out to pulehupulphu where pres geo Q cannon had his wonderful
experience in the conversion of so many of the natives and the first to
join the church As we sat in the little ford in front of the meeting
house there pres smith related to us the story of how pres cannon in
1850 or 51 had delivered his wonderful discourse in a little church
which then stood on the ground we were then on at this meeting he
appeared to be standing in the air with a hallow of light around his
head at the same time all but three of the over hundred persons there
present were transfiguredtransfigured before him bro hughjhugha cannon being a son
of pres cannon was very deeply effected sic more so than any one
I1 have ever saw before we then alighted from the car and walked
around the grounds at the rear of the old church on the grounds now
in the shade of an old tree elder mckay said brethren I1 feel impressed
that we should render our thanks to the lord for the labors of this great
man and his laborercolaborerco pres joseph PF smith whose sons are repre-
sented here today at this we bowed in humble reverence in prayer to
god and then I1 listened to one of the grandest prayers it has ever been
my privilege to listen to at its close elder keola testifiedtest i nnedfled he saw
a hand and arm extended to me in an attitude of shaking hands
in speaking of this later bro mckay said bro keola I1 do not know
the significance of the hand you saw but I1 know this that the veil be-
tween us and the other world was very thin bro cannon then said
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there was no veil at all at which the apostle cast a penetrating look
at him for he as well as we seemed to be in doubt as to whether bro
cannon had beheld a vision or not but no more was said at that time
in closing his remarks in a general meeting held at wailuku tonight
elder mckay made mention of this again and with tears in the eyes of
both men he turned to bro cannon and stapingshaping sic on the shoulder
said my brother you have been closer to your father today than you
have ever been before 2

because elder hurst spoke hawaiian he probably heard elder
kailimaisKailimais testimony to president smith as it was uttered neither here
on the very day that the event occurred nor later did elder hurst
speculate on the possible meaning of this experience he simply
recorded elder kailimaisKailimais words president mckays response and
the powerful emotional and physical effect the manifestation had
on brother cannon along with brother cannons testimony of the
temporary parting of the veil that separated him from his deceased
father two of elder hurstsbursts daughters confirm that he did not in-
terpret the story in telling it to them in later years one of the daugh-
ters cleo hurst bailey comments 1 I have some personal feelings
about it all of those particular people especially hughjhughhughaJ cannon
E wesley smith and my father had ancestors who took part in
opening the islands to missionary work I1 think all of those ancestors
were there and they knew it it was a personal occasion a quiet way
of confirming that it was appropriate that my father be there 1731133

the ancestor of elder hurst who had assisted in nineteenth
century missionary efforts was his grandfather frederick william
hurst whose diary includes moving accounts of visions inspira-
tional dreams and answered prayers he had been bomborn on the isle
ofofjerseyjersey his family then emigrated to new zealand and as a young
man in the goldfieldsgoldfields of australia he joined the church with his
younger brother charles clement hurst As a result his angry
mother disowned him and marked his name out of the family bible
on april 27 1855 he and his brother emigrated with seventy two
saints aboard the tarquiniotarquiniaTarquinia the ship was leaking so badly by the
time they reached honolulu that after repairs and an attempt to
continue they returned to honolulu where the ship was eventually
condemned fred W contributed all of his savings a thousand
dollars in nuggets sewn into his clothing to send the other mem-
bers mostly families on to california he accepted a mission call
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from president silas smith and almost immediately went to molokai
where he served from august 1855 to october 1856 gifted with an
irrepressible cheerfulness he learned hawaiian quickly and met
poverty undaunted often he walked barefoot for a long period
of time food was very scanty on february 8 1856 he recorded
thankfully we had three meals today for the first time for I1 will not
venture to say how long we fasted about three days this week 4

after his mission fred hurst worked his passage to northern
california where he voluntarily served another mission when
he was forty two and living in cache valley with his wife and seven
children he was called to serve another mission this time in
new zealand he responded promptly though his eight year old
daughter died three days before he left and his wife had six month
old twins to care for in addition to five older children in 1892 93 he
worked as a painter on the salt lake temple he also served for many
years as stake sunday school superintendent in cache stake and
served two stake missions 5 throughout many years of poverty
sacrifice and sorrow he maintained a merry heart and strong faith
this was the man whose grandson joined in a prayer of thanksgiving
with the sons of george Q cannon and joseph F smith under the
pepper tree at pulehupulphu and to whose grandson elder kailimai saw
extended a hand and arm in the attitude of shaking hands

david 0 mckays early accounts

the next account is president mckays detailed journal of his
world tour which remains unpublished except in excerpts 6 it is

the most comprehensive source ofthe thirty six hours the men spent
on maui the mission history although it records the young apostles
visit does not mention the incident at pulehupulphu 7 president mckay
describes their visit to the george Q cannon sites then gives this
account of the prayer under the pepper tree

it seemed to me that we were treading on sacred ground for surely
the lord was the close companionand guide of that intrepid and faithful
missionary george Q cannon

we offered a united prayeron the ground during which bro keola
seemed to see two men shaking hands he thought hughjhugha was shaking
hands with elder hurst and was surprised when he opened his eyes to
see brother cannon standing withbowedwith bowed head and closed eyes I1 do not
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know the significance of his manifestation but I1 do know we allanailali felt as
though pres joseph F smith and george Q cannon two of the
intrepid missionaries ofearly days were well pleased with ourvisit and
service on that memorable spot 8

there is no indication that president mckay knew that fred W
hurst samuels grandfather was also a former hawaiian missionary
it also seems apparent that he an apostle traveling under authority
of the first presidency was deeply moved by the strong feeling of
approbation he felt from the departed church leaders joseph F

smith and george Q cannon thus over time as president mckay
told his story both his own sense of being affirmed in his apostolic
mission and his intense attachment to and affection for brother
cannon reshaped the experience into greater symmetry and logic

two months later speaking at a conference ofmissionaries and
members in new zealand he retold the story this time he reported
that the two men in a position of handshaking were president
george Q cannon and brother hurst this experience is also the

only time when the event is attached to a social and doctrinal
message the saints had been the focus of considerable proselyting
zeal from other denominations and hecklers had interrupted that
very session of the conference president mckay reassured the saints
that they were in the true church by telling the story of the prayer
under the pepper tree when he reached the point where brother
cannon with tears in his eyes said there was no veil he ended the
narrative but added this commentary

the testimony ofhis vision is too sacred to give but let me tell you my
beloved brethren and sisters his father george Q cannon and
joseph F smith nephew of the prophet joseph who presided over
this church as the divinely authorized successor to the presidency
of this church let me tell you that they live and these men gave
approval of the work now known as mormonism which you brethren
and sisters have embraced

god keep you to it and may you know when wolves have entered
in among you even though they have sheepscheeps clothing amen 9

at this point president mckays memory of the narrative was
almost certainly influenced by the strong spiritual sense of hugh J
cannon that his father and president joseph F smith were present
although neither man has left a record of discussing the manifestation
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they had just spent almost two months at sea and it seems very likely
that their prayers and discourse would have included grateful ac-
knowledgmentknowledgment of this experience among many others that had been
inspirational to them

E wesley smiths account

by reporting president mckays words hawaiian mission presi-
dent E wesley smith the son ofofjosephjoseph F smith andjulinaand julina lambson
smith also testifies indirectly to the presence of his father and
george Q cannon E wesley smith had been born at laie april 2211

1886 when his parents spent almost two years there to avoid the
polygamy raids he had served a hawaiian mission 1907 10 was
hawaiian mission president from 1919 to 1923 and would return as
president for a second time during the late 1940s his wife mary S

smith gave birth to their third child donald E smith in january
1920 soon after they reached hawaii

according to donald smith his father told the story of the
prayer under the pepper tree on maui as one of many inspira-
tional hawaiian experiences but no written account was preserved
and due to the passage of time since his death it is not possible
to reconstruct the exact details he emphasized 10 apparently the
only written version that E wesley smith left of this account is that
which appears in the mission presidents annual report for 1921

elders mckay cannon samuel H hurst keola kailimai local
and I1 visited the spot in pulehupulphu kula district where pres george Q
cannon had a wonderful manifestation in company with the noble
chief napela while there elder mckay said he felt impressed with a
desire to offer a prayer to the lord in the spirit of thanksgiving for the
privilege they had in being there and for the many souls who had
embraced the gospel we bowed our heads elder mckay being
mouth it was a moment never to be forgotten for indeed the spot
is sacred elder mckay said 1I feel certain that pres cannon and
pres smith are near for the veil was very thin elder cannon was
deeply impressed and with tears filling his eyes and in a choked voice
said there was no veil

like samuel hurst wesley smith does not comment on what-
ever he may have experienced or interpret it but rather affirms
the presence of the two missionary fathers and testifies to the
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powerful spiritual experience that brother cannon was having
it seems probable that he sensed the presence ofhis own father the
mission history is replete with loving references to joseph F smith
and expressions of joy that the son ofthis beloved missionary was the
current mission president wesley smiths own discourses show a

markedly sweet acceptance of his responsibilities as he followed in
his fathers footsteps and his own years in hawaii brought many
spiritual experiences 12

hughjhughhughaJ cannons experience

hughjhughhughaJ cannon the son of george Q cannon and sarah jenne
cannon was fifty one years old when he and president mckay
reached hawaii he recorded two brief accounts of the prayer under
the pepper tree one in his personal journal and another in a narra-
tive of the world tour that he prepared for possible publication
his personal journal reads

I1 felt that I1 was treading on holy ground that the veil between me
and my fatherwas very thin indeed I1 felt that there was no intervening
veil the brethren partook of the same feeling we had prayers under
a tree back of the building and brother keola kailimai says that while
we prayed he saw two men shaking hands he thought I1 was shaking
hands with brother hurst and was surprised when he opened his eyes
to see me standing with my hands at my side I1 do not know the
significance of what he saw but I1 do know that father and president
joseph F smith were there 13

although the date when hugh cannon wrote his narrative is

not known it would have been within the next few years for
the typescript was finished and corrected before his death in 1931

in that narrative hugh cannon explains significant experiences of
his father that had already hallowed this site

where george Q cannon and brother napela preached with such
power that 97 of the 100 people who came to hear them were con-
verted the tradition is that brother cannon was not standing on
the ground on this occasion but was in the air and that a great light
shown sic about him

under a beautiful tree on the lot where this occurred and where
the church now has a neat little chapel the visiting brethren engaged
in prayer it was an occasion which none of them will ever forget
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for they stood almost in the visible presence of celestial beings
in looking back on the trip after the lapse of several years there are
few if any experiences which are more impressive than this 14

although brother cannon withheld the details of that mani-
festationfestation from the narrative no doubt deeming them too sacred for
publication at that time his journal makes it clear that he felt the
presence of george Q cannon and joseph F smith another detail
about brother cannons experience is reported by samuel harris
hurst in his 1958 autobiography he recalls

elder cannon had related this experience fully to some of my friends
and me several years later and added the following my statement that
there was no veil has led people to ask me if it was true that I1 saw the
savior when I1 was on maui I1 did not see the savior he said neither
did I1 see anyone else but I1 did hear thevoice ofrayfatherverymy fathervery distinctly
and he told me several things I1 had been in doubt about 111515

president mckays memory merged the visual detail of the two
men shaking hands which he understood president E wesley smith
to have reported with the unseen presence of the two missionary
fathers and the auditory manifestation of joseph F smith speaking
to his son this merging of aspects of the manifestation was no
doubt intensified for president mckay by his love for hugh cannon
on october 991931193 1 when president mckay was speaking at hugh J
cannons funeral he told the story of the prayer under the pepper
tree as one of love and approbation from the missionary fathers
george Q cannon and joseph F smith for their sons hugh J
cannon and E wesley smith

in this funeral sermon president mckay with great warmth
called brother cannon a friend none truer none more faithful in
all this world and distinguished for his implicit faith in the gospel
of jesus christ in this context then president mckay retold the
story of the prayer under the pepper tree

we approached the missionary field made almost sacred by the
labors of his father president george Q cannon I1 shall never
forget the emotions that stirred brother cannons heart as we neared
the island on which his father had translated the book of mormon into
the hawaiian language bro cannon told me about some confidences
that his father had given him his son which had never been printed
I1 had never heard them before on one occasion george Q
cannon crushed and discouraged heard the voice of god
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after visiting the site we withdrew a short distance under a

pepper tree and there bared our heads in thanksgiving and praise to
god and asked his guidance upon our further travels

I1 havent the time to tell you what happened or what vision came
to brother kaola sic a native missionary but after amen was said
I1 opened my eyes and brother wesley smith a son of president
joseph F smith who was also deeply impressed on that occasion and
others came up and said do you know what brother kaola was just
telling us

no

then he repeated what brother kaola had seen during that prayer
we were silent for a few moments and then I1 said

brother kaola I1 do not know the significance of that vision but
this I1 do know that the veil between us and those intrepid mmissionaries
president smith george Q cannon and others was very thin

brother cannon who was by my side whispered brother mckay
there was no veil

not to him it just seemed as if he had looked into the other side
and felt the presence of his illustrious father and president smith who
it seemed were sharing the experiences ofthese modem missionaries
in that land those first missionaries loved so well 16

the man who saw the vision david keola kailimai

the next account of this experience dates from 1936 and
emerges from a visit that president mckay made to hawaii as a

member of the first presidency thus it gives us a glimpse into how
the account had been told among the saints of maui who had
continued contact with david keola kailimai 1711 elder kailimai age
forty eight at the time of this manifestation was bornbom on march 6
18751873 to samuel kailimai and kauahi kanakaloloaKanaka loloa kailimai he had
a sister emalia three years older and a brother two years younger
william hoapili kailimai the family had been at kahuwakahawa near hilo
for at least two generations his parents had been baptized a month
apart in december 1873 and january 1874 his father according to
an 1895 missionary journal had served a local mission and was a
counselor in the presidency of kahuwakahawa branch 18

david was baptized at age ten he and his wife martha maka
kamaka kaopunikaapuni kailimai were unable to have children so they
adopted david kauluwehiuluwehiKa bomborn in 1908 who would have been



four of the participants and friends front row left to right david keola
kailimai charles ako david 0 mckay back row samuel harris hurst jr
hugh J cannon annie tripp ako unknown lady with baby courtesy BYU

hawaii archives
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thirteen at the time of the maui experience this boy married abigail
abbie kahanu kailimai williams daughter and they raised a family

offive the two oldest sons are named castle Kauluwehi and wesley
keola in obvious commemoration of two beloved friends and
mission presidents castle murphy and E wesley smith 19

in 1913 brother kailimai his wife and five year old david
accompanied the murphy family to utah where they were endowed
and sealed in the salt lake temple the parents were endowed on
october 22 and young david was sealed to them the elder david
was sealed to samuel and kauahi his own parents in 1920 in the
hawaiian temple they also spent about three months at losepajosepa in
skull valley brother kailimai reported on these experiences at the
mission conference in april 1914 after his return urging obedience
to all of the commandments he served simultaneously in aleamai
branch near hilo from at least 1914 to 1917 as branch president
most of the time with only one counselor as president of its sunday
school and as first counselor in the MIAMLA he had been saving his
money to return to utah and the temple but after the announce-
ment was made of the temple planned for laie he donated his
savings saying if I1 were called to come here and break rock for the
temple I1 would be glad to do that 2120112020 speaking at the mission
conference in april 1916 at laie he said

last year I1 went to bro woolley and told him I1 was prepared to return
to utah he said go back to your branch wait a while we dont know
what changes will come soon I1 did that and I1 have tried to teach the
saints there the word ofwisdom the law of tithing and the other laws
of the gospel when I1 heard that the temple was to be built in
hawaii I1 rejoiced and from that time until today I1 have raised my voice
in encouraging the people to prepare themselves for that great bless-
ing I1 want to tell you what it cost me to go to zion and return perhaps
some of you are prepared to go we can donate that money and the
blessing will be an eternal one ifwe spend this money the benefits will
go to others and not to us but ifwe put it in the temple we will receive
the blessings it cost us about 500 for our trip to utah that does not
include the money we spent for food and other incidentals when I1 left
I1 had 1000 when I1 returned I1 had 3 left I1 returned in 1913 and in
two years I1 had enough money to go again 21

after brother kailimaisKailimais mission in maui wesley smith called
him as third vice president of the polynesian genealogical society
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organized at laie april 3 19211921 brother kailimai was serving as
priesthood advisor on the hawaii district council the equivalent of
the high council in 19541934 with his brother william as president
ofofthehonomuthe honomuhonolu branch 22 sister kailimai died in 1933 and he fol-
lowed june 26 1940

D arthur haycock a missionary in hawaii from 1935 to 1938
and later hawaiian mission president and temple president affirmed

I11I knew david K kailimai very well I1 dont know of a finer more
spiritual man who ever lived he was the most outstanding native
member and leader I1 knew very faithful very active the sort of
person through whom the lord could give such an experience 21131113212323

elder hurst described david kailimai in his 1958 autobiography as

a man full of faith and a very fine elder because of the inspira-
tion that attended him 3124112424

castle murphy who was a missionary in hawaii from 1909 to
1913 and mission president during the years 1931 36 and 1944 46
praised brother kailimai as one of the most influential leaders and
able speakers in the hawaiian mission so great was our admiration
for this hawaiian chinese leader that when our son was born in
hilo we decided to name him keola after this good man and have
him be voice when the blessing was given castle murphy also
recorded several instances of brother kailimaisKailimais faith to be healed
and his inspired foreknowledge of events 25

because brother kailimai did not leave an account of the prayer
under the pepper tree it is not possible to know what meaning he
gave it or how he regarded it as time passed however a parallel
source exists in the records ofhis friend jonah patrick pia cockett
whom R lanier britsch characterizes as one of the grand old men
of the church 3126112626 he was a forty year old native ofofmauiofmanimauimaul in 1920 who
had joined the church in 1902 was principal ofofpuukoliipuukohi school on
maui at the time of this event and would soon serve missions to kauai
and maui the father of twelve children he was a fisherman and
also for twentyfivetwenty five years county treasurer of maui 27

jonah patrick pia cockettssockettsCocketts account

president mckays diary records that pia cockett offered the
opening prayer at the meeting at wailuku chapel on the night of
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february 8 after the prayer under the pepper tree so brother
cockett would have heard brother cannon and president mckay tell
the story within hours of when it occurred almost certainly
brother cockett would have had many opportunities to hear david
keola kailimai tell the story assuming he did both then and in
subsequent years for pia cockett was fourth vice president in the
genealogical society in which brother kailimai was third although
brother cockett says he recorded the experience in his 1921 note-
book only a journal for 1924 50 is in the archives brother cockett
refers to brother kailimaisKailimais vision at pulehupulphu in both april and july of
1924 then reports telling the mission conference april 9 1933

1I spoke in hawaiian and related the vision of D keola kailimai in
pulehupulphu related by david 0 mckay on feb 8 19211921 where he saw the
hand shaking in form of greeting while david 0 mckay was praying
keola thought it was hugh cannon and elder hurst after the prayer
he told his vision to mckay and he said perhaps the veil was thin
that he had seen thru beyond the veil hugh cannon said there was no
veil he must have seen his father geo Q cannon 28

ononaprilapril 2525193719371957 he records the vision again adding the detail
that brother cannon had confessed to feeling depressed before this
experience but this manifestation made him the happiest man
he also explained in the 1937 account that president mckay on
his 1936 visit to hawaii had heard him tell the story and had
corrected his impression that it was hugh J cannon and george Q
cannon shaking hands rather it was geo Q cannon andjoseph F

smith shaking hands and the hands were seen by david kailimai 2919

brother cockettssockettsCocketts willingness to accept president mckays
correction points out that for him the importance of the story lay in
its sacralization of the land near pulehupulphu chapel in all of his versions
he calls it that sacred spot and it had sanctified associations for
him not only through the experience ofgeorge Q cannon and later
of the five men who met in prayer but also because it was there he
was ordained to the priesthood and met his wife who was not yet
LDS he refers frequently to these events and also records holding
both formal and informal testimony meetings there with mission-
aries and members of the district council in 1924 1933 and 1943
with allusions to at least two earlier meetings 3010
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david 0 mckays reenactment

another account has been preserved and it is by far the best
known since it has been published as part ofthe inspirational stories
of president mckay returning to maui in 1955 as president of the
church president mckay reported and reenacted this experience
on the grounds of the pulehupulphu chapel for his party of forty four
he first recounted george Q cannons experiences then recalled
the 1921 visit with hughjhughhughaJ cannon E wesley smith samuel harris
hurst jr and david keola kailimai As president mckay spoke
D arthur haycock then president ofthe hawaiian mission dropped
to one knee put his steno pad on the other and took the account
down in shorthand this account has circulated widely both in
typescript and in its published form

we became very much impressed with the surroundings
association and spiritual significance of the occasion president

mckay remembered he added they felt impressed to offer a prayer
under the old pepper tree that had stood on the site for years presi-

dent mckayarranged four ofthe men present as the other individuals
in the original party had stood then continued

I1 offered the prayer we all had our eyes closed and it was a very
inspirational gathering As we started to walk away at the conclusion
of the prayer brother keola kailimai took brother E wesley smith
to the side and very earnestly began talking to him in hawaiian
brother E wesley smith said brother mckay do you know what
brother kailimai has told me I1 answered no brother kailimai
said that while you were praying and we all had our eyes closed he
saw two men who he thought were hugh J cannon and E wesley
smith step out of line in front ofus and shake hands with someone and
he wondered why brother cannon and brother smith were shaking
hands while we were praying he opened his eyes and there stood
those two men still in line with their eyes closed just as they had been
he quickly closed his eyes because he knew he had seen a vision

now brother hughjhugha cannongreatly resembled brother george Q
cannon his father of course E wesley smith has the smith
attribute just as president joseph fielding smith has it naturally
brother keola kailimai would think that these two men were there
I1 said 1 I think it was george Q cannon and joseph F smith two
former missionaries to hawaii whom that spiritual minded man saw

we walked a few steps farther and I1 said brother kailimai I1 do
not understand the significance of your vision but I1 do know that the
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veil between us and those former missionaries was very thin brother
hughjhugha cannon who was by my side with tears rolling down his
cheeks said brother mckay there was no veil 31

conclusion

the prayer under the pepper tree at pulehupulphu has much in
common with what I1 feel is a majority ofsacred spiritual experiences
that come to members of the church relatively few personal
experiences are first vision experiences spiritual experiences
received by one but foundational in the testimonies of all members
of the church rather the personal strength support and consola-
tion of spiritual experiences shared in family circles through
the medium of historical records and in ward testimony meetings
are I1 think opportunities for the holy ghost not only to affirm the
truth of the experience as received by the teller but more impor-
tantly to awaken a spiritual hunger in each member of the church
to seek such confirmatory experiences for himself or herself during
the research for the account of the prayer under the pepper tree
I1 encountered many retellingstellingsre of this story but perceived each re-
telling as holy it has been a profound privilege to enter as a visitor
into that sacred story

the manifestation under the pepper tree teaches us lessons
about the nature of spiritual experience although all five men stood
in the same spot heard president mckay offer the same words of the
prayer and felt its spiritual impact they experienced the manifesta-
tion in different ways none of the written accounts attempts to
provide a formal interpretation even president mckay who shared
the experience with new zealand members to confirm their testi-
monies of the truthfulness of the church consistently reported that
he did not fully understand its meaning nor do we this narrative
evades tidy explanations it has not become part of the inspirational
lore of the church used to teach lessons of faith and obedience like
mary fieldings resuscitated ox or wilford woodruff reluctantly
leaving his bed to move his wagon

the historical process is a quest for both facts and truth for
the most part it is a process that requires and rewards rationality
yet spiritual experiences are often untidy paradoxical unfolding
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their meaning slowly over time as the participants understanding
matures and as other experiences illuminate it these accounts
reinforce and echo each other but do not mirror each other identi-
cally much like the accounts in the new testament gospels they
remind us that our human limitations mean we can glimpse portions
ofa truth the wholeness ofwhich we will apprehend only later I1 feel
that the prayer under the pepper tree ultimately meant to its five

participants less doctrinal information or specific guidance about a

problem to be solved than an intimate love an affirming peace and
a supernal joy I1 feel this strongly because even as far removed as

I1 am I1 have heard those echoes and sensed that touch I1 am deeply
satisfied that the prayer under the pepper tree compels us to puzzle
over its meaning yet still ends in a reverent silence

my husband son and I1 visited pulehupulphu chapel on june 9919901990
and there found stanley and shirley makekau brother makekau a

landscaping contractor was donating his saturday afternoon re-
pairing a faulty sprinkler william kailimai had baptized him and
pia cockett had been a neighbor for many years he confirmed that
the building was no longer used for regular worship services but
was often used for firesides and other special meetings it is a place
to come to get close very close to the spirit he said adding
when there is a temple on maui it will be here obviously the

pepper trees of pulehupulphu still stand on holy ground

lavina fielding anderson is editor of thethejournaljournal of mormon history an earlier
version of this paper was presented at the annual meeting of the mormon history
association laie hawaiijunehawaii june 1990 and published as prayer under a pepper tree
five accounts of a spiritual manifestation mormon pacific historical society
proceedings eleventh annual conference held in association with mormon
history association june 10 16 1990 ed ken baldridge laie hawaii brigham
young university hawaii campus 1990 16 53
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NOTES

samuel harris hurst memoirs 1958 12 photocopy of mimeograph
in possession of cleo hurst bailey used by permission mimeographed copy in
archives division church historical department the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives used by
permission elder hurst was largely responsible for freeing the maui saints from
involvement with kahunaskadunaskahunas or native priests who sometimes engaged in witchcraft
in addition he was responsible for building two chapels on maui in 1921 one at
kahukikabuki and the other at peahi and also helped construct the kalihi chapel in
honolulu on oahubahu he and his second wife ida nielsen hurst served a second
hawaiian mission 1952 54

21 samuel harris hurst journal february 8 19211921 photocopy of holograph in
possession of cleo hurst bailey used by permission

3 cleo hurst bailey telephone interview february 5 1990 and personal
communication february 8 1990 notes in my possession

I41 frederick william hurst diary compiled by samuel harris hurst and ida
frederickson hurst 1961 ribbon copy of typescript and photocopy oftypescript in
possession of cleo hurst bailey used by permission holograph in the LDS church
archives used by permission the diary begins with an autobiographical sketch that
includes his conversion for incidents from his hawaii mission see ppap 43 66

5 hurst diary entries for 1857 california 1875 77 new zealand and a
summary epilogue p 209 see also cleo hurst bailey frederick william hurst
australian gold missionary in california paper delivered at the annual meeting of
the mormon history association claremont california may 31 1991

thehe auauthorthorisis currently preparing themckayjournalsthe mckay journals andtheand the hughjhugha cannon
narrative of the 1921 tour of world missions for publication by the institute for
polynesian studies BYU hawaii in the church in the pacific series under the
general editorship of R lanier britsch

7 A short summary of the visit appears in the hawaiian mission manuscript
history microfilmmicro fihn of typescript cr3695CR 3695 LDS church archives used by permis-
sion A separate and slightly fuller account is included in hawaiian mission historical
record book C 1912 22 2880 vol 9 typescript conference minutes ofannual
conferences microfilmed as LF 3695series3695 series 1 ireel11reelareel 1 item 9 LDS church
archives used by permission the first account does not mention the visit to pulehupulphu
the second says only in the afternoon places of interest in the central maui
conference were visited in the evening a general service was held pres cannon
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told of the experiences ofhis father on the island ofofmauiofmanimauimaul and also expressed his great
happiness in being able to be present 311 under the date of february 20 19211921
but separated by considerable space from the daily entry A few days later in
honolulu elder mckay spoke at some length ofhis visiting throughout the islands
and ofthe happiness he had had in goin sic over the ground covered bypresjosephpres joseph
F smith and pres george Q cannon 314 letter no 17 4 while elder hugh J
cannon expressed the pleasure he had had in visiting the places that were so dear
to his father 315

8 david 0 mckay journal of world mission tour february 8 1921 type-
script ribbon copy from manual typewriter in possession of david lawrence
mckay photocopy in my possession used by permission it is not known exactly
when president mckay wrote this entry but although he would have had little free
time during the visit itself he was known for his habit of taking voluminous notes
in a pocket notebook and some photographs samuel harris hurst took on the
afternoon of the visit show the notebook in president mckays hands A typescript
of the maui entries covers three single spaced pages in addition to president
mckays record of the prayer he records this comment about hugh cannons
address that evening at wailukuWailuku eloquent and inspirational tribute to his father
pres george Q cannons labors on this island maui bore a fervent testimony of the
gospel and ofthe confirmation of this testimony that he had this day on the ground
where his father received such divine inspiration

9 the new zealand mission history reports and details the visit but not
president mckays sermons A separate shorthand account was made by the mis-
sion secretary graham H doxey and is cataloged under the name of the mission
president george shepherd taylor report of sermons of elder david 0 mckay
delivered at the annual conference of the new zealand mission of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints held at huntly waikatoWaikato new zealand april 23rd
to 25th 1921 mimeograph 8 msd5919 the mimeograph does not include
cannons speech which obviously preceded mckaysMcKays president mckay consis-
tently referred to hughjhughhughaJ cannon as brother cannon hence his reference to
president cannon should be read as george Q cannon

loinin 1970 whenpresidentwhen president smithwassmithdassmith was eighty four don and another son julian
bought some recording equipment for his christmas present with the idea that he

would record some of his experiences they set it up for him and tested it on
christmas afternoon the test tape contains this little conversation now pop what
are you going to do with this he answered god willing im going to the office in
the morning and when I1 get home im going to start on this project he died of a
heart attack that night alice barratt smith telephone conversation june 6 1989
notes in my possession donald E smith telephone conversation february 22
1990 notes in my possession

11 EEWwesleydesleyesley smith report of mission president hawaiian mission 1921 175
cr412CR412 LDS church archives used by permission R lanier britsch unto the

islands of the sea A history of the latter day saints in the pacific salt lake
city deseret book 1986 538 note 1 to chapter 10 cites this source as part of the
missionary financial and statistical report this source is currently closed
to researchers however I1 was allowed to see and take notes from a photocopy
of the page on which this incident was reported
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see for example hawaiian mission mission history march 17 june 29
october 11 and november 27 28 1919 two years earlier during the dedication
of the hawaiian temple the elderly sister who had cared for joseph F smith as a
youthful missionary testified that she had heard him say aloha to her during the
ceremony mission history december 11 1919 also cited in britsch unto the
islands of the sea 15658156 58 speaking at the mission conference at laie william W
waddoups president of the temple and later of the mission said As I1 was listen-
ing to president smith I1 was thinking of his father the man you all love I1 believe
that his spirit is with us today and that his hand has been stretched forth to approve
this his son I1 knew his father he had a heart of a mother filled with love for allanailali
mankind record of conferences and branches organizations and officers
hawaiian mission compiled october 1914 by 0 P burr LDS church archives
microfilmed as lrseriesLR series 1 ireellreeldreel 2itempitem 2 p 356 used by permission see also an
unusual spiritual experience before the dedication of the temple elias wesley
smith cain msd5273 LDS church archives

13 hughjhughhughaJ cannon personal journal 1921 typescript in possession of alice
cannon hicken used by permission

14 hughjhugha cannon untitled typescript of world tour mission nd 57 original
in possession of george richards cannon photocopy in my possession used by
permission A carbon copy donated byadrianbyndrianbyadrian cannon is in the LDS churcharchiveschurcharchives

15 hurst memoirs 12 elder hurstsbursts autobiography is more reticent than his
journal he recorded that a manifestation occurred under the pepper tree at pulehupulphu
but gave no details instead referring the reader to the published mckay account in
clare middlemiss comp cherished experiencesfromexperiences fromtrom the writings of president
david 0 mckay 1953 reprinted salt lake city deseret book 1976 50 52
which describes the experience as being a vision ofofjosephjoseph F smith and george Q
cannon shaking hands with their sons according to elder hurstsbursts daughter
cleo hurst bailey he did not wish to publish even in an autobiography of limited
circulation an account that differed from president mckaysMcKays

16 david 0 mckay remarks at funeral of hugh J cannon 9 oct 1931
granite stake tabernacle salt lake city utah typescript and mimeographed
transcript ofservices in possession ofgeorgerichardsgeorge richards cannon used by permission

17why did the vision come to brother kailimai rather than to hugh J cannon
who apparently had the most powerful emotional experience out of the five men
present was it possible that brother kailimai had particularly close ties to either
george Q cannon or joseph F smith brother kailimai would have been thirteen
in 1885 when joseph F smith returned to hawaii for two years twenty eight in
december 1900 when president cannon returned for the jubilee of missionary
work in the islands and forty three in 1915 whenjosephwhenjoseph F smith returned for a two
week stay however the mission history and other sources contain no evidence
either confirming a relationship or ruling one out abigail kahanu kailimai kailimai
the daughter in law and niece of david keola kailimai could not recall hearing him
mention knowing either of these two men telephone conversation may 5 1990
notes in my possession

18 family group sheets under the name of kailimai in the family archive family
history library the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city copies
ofpersonal family group records provided courtesyoflarraine hoemiboemi kailimai carr
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these sheets are also the source for the death dates of david and maka kailimai
thomas brimley thomas brimley missionary to the hawaiian islands 1893
1896 may 14 1895 photocopy of typescript prepared in 1977 by bliss J Brinbrindleybrimleydleyfley
of pleasant grove in family history library salt lake city

19familygroupfamilygroup sheets undertheundertieundundererthethe name ofkailimai in the family archive family
history library salt lake city and copies ofpersonal fanfamilyefflyffly group records provided
courtesy of larraine hoemiboemi kailimai carr

20 hawaiian mission record book 191219122222 737310575105105 6 hawaiian mission
record of conferences npap

21 hawaiian mission record book C 1025102 5
22 hawaiian mission record book C 326 directory of the church ofjesusoffesusjesus

christ ofoflatterlatterlarter day saints hawaiian mission apnp released april 1934 45 46
copy in family history library 9969k2ha

23 D arthur haycock telephone conversation february 2 1990 notes in
my possession

24 samuel H hurst memoirs 20
25 castle murphy castle of zion hawaii autobiography and episodes

from the life of castle H murphy missionary to hawaii salt lake city deseret
book 1963 424243424543 138 39

obritsch2britschbritsch unto the islands of the sea 162
27 jonah patrick pia cockett diary undated biographical reminiscence

beginning p 1 photocopy of typescript ms2354ms 2354 LDS church archives used
by permission

21 cockett diary april 9 1933
29 cockett diary april 25 1937
31 cockett diary april 6 and 20 1924 april 9 1933 april 25 1937 and

april 24 1943 jonah patrick pia cockett visit ofofprespres mckay in 1921 type-
script microfilmed as LR 3695series3695 series 21 miscellaneous local recordsreelRecords reel 3boxabox
4 folder 9 and listed with other items in the register as mission and local
histories they are unpaginated and undated however from internal evidence this
particular typescript can be dated between 1947 and 1953 probably 1952 or early
1953 britsch unto the islands of the sea 162 cites this account by cockett as CR
3695series3695 Series iboxabox 1 but the LDS church archives thereafter began using a
cataloging system without a series 1

31 middlemiss cherished experiences 50 52 A few days later brother
haycock gave reuben D law first president of the church college of hawaii
a copy ofthe transcript telephone interviewinterviewwithwith D arthur haycock january 23

1990 notes in my possession law published this account in founding and early
development of the church college of hawaii st george dixie college press
1972 19 21 britsch also cites this account in unto the islands of the sea 538
note 4 to chapter 10



tubing on a canal

rick was green
in the elms light
laughing as he
spun beneath us
long grasses waved
and insects stood
on little dents
in the water
wasps their bodies
jacked up throbbing
sucked at the edge
then we went under
stiffened and lay
back at the grate
a nail of light
blinded us cars
crossed over out
bodies then silence
magnified in the tin
culvert the dark
wed frown hard to see
down our tensed bodies
or let our heads dip
back but either way
it was blackness
blackness and the cool
halfmoonhalf moon of heaven
the impossible light

philip white



royal hawaiian quilt lily kama 1907 1990 laie hawaii 1937 gift
of the artist for many years lily kama demonstrated quilting at the poly
nesiananesian culture center in laie this is the first quilt she made on her own
lily learned quilting from her family her great grandmother was one of the
first native hawaiian quiltersqualtersquilters

by focusing on the symbols of hawaiis earlier independence this
quilt expresses the longing many native hawaiiansHawaiians felt for that time in the
center of the quilt is the royal hawaiian coat of arms the two round
topped sticks are kapu and mean it is forbidden to touch an ironic
symbol considering the eventual history of the hawaiian monarchy sur-
rounding the coat of arms are four hawaiian flags the form ofthe hawaiian
flag is a compromise between great britain and the united states both of
whom vied for control of hawaii in the 1800s the eight stripes of the flag
stand for the eight islands of the hawaiian archipelago courtesy museum
church history and art



the losepajosepa origin of
joseph F smiths laie prophecy

tradition attributes to tojosephjoseph EF smith a prophecy about
laie hawaii but his words may have been directed to

the hawaiian colony in utahs west desert

harold S davis

joseph F smith then an apostle lived at laie oahubahu for about
two years in 1885 86 at that time tradition has it the hawaiian
saints who had gathered to laie were discouraged by drought harsh
living conditions and barren land some even wanted to sell laie
and find a different gathering place in response president smith is

supposed to have made a prophecy encouraging the saints to stay at
laie promising that the barren land would become beautiful and
prosperous frequent repetition in recent years has made this a

popular tradition among many members of the church in hawaii 1

diligent search of the libraries and archives at BYU hawaii
BYU provo and the church historical department in salt lake
city however has yielded no evidence of the laie prophecy be-
fore 1940 though at least forty later documents contain part or all

of the 1940 printed version of the prophecy church records and
journals kept by missionaries in hawaii during the 1880s do not men-
tion it in fact they prove that laie in the mid 1880s was not a dry
barren wasteland nor is there evidence that the hawaiian saints
were discouraged and anxious to leave laie at that time

in the early 1890s however just a few years after president
smiths stay in hawaii a group ofhawaiian saints were struggling to
survive in a dry barren unfamiliar place losepaiosepaiokepa at skull valley
utah some documents suggest that the laie prophecy originated
in a letter or verbal counsel from joseph F smith to those hawaiian
saints residing at losepaiosepaiokepa around 1890 and that his prophetic assur-
ances were later brought back to laie after briefly tracing the
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evolution of the laie prophecy since 1940 this article will show
from the language of the prophecy and from missionary records and
journals that president smiths words most likely referred to losepajosepa
and that tradition apparently linked them with laie after some of the
losepajosepa saints returned to hawaii

pedigree of the prophecy

the earliest printed version of the prophecy appears in an
unpublished report by joseph B musser laie home place of the
church in hawaii 2 musser who had been a bookkeeper at the laie
plantation prepared the report for oahubahu stake president ralph E

woolley it was submitted to church authorities in salt lake city
about october 1940 3 the musser version of the prophecy reads as

follows note that musser credits W F bailey hawaiian mission
president from 1936 to 1939 for translating the prophecy presum-
ably from a version written in hawaiian

musser 1940
the earliest known version of the prophecy

dear brothers and sisters do not leave this land for it is the land
chosen by god as a gathering place for the saints in the church ofjesusofjesus
christ of latter day saints in the hawaiian islands as well as in the
islands of the sea

do not complain because of the trials which have come upon
you because of the desolation and lack of water which makes it im-
possible to secure the food to which you are accustomed and the
great poverty in which you are obliged to live

be patient for a while for the day will come when this desolate
land will become a land of beauty springs of water will gush up and
spread upon the land and upon this dry waste you now see the saints
will build beautiful homes they will plant taro and they will eat and
drink in abundance they will also plant trees which will grow to
furnish pleasant shade and the fragrance of flowers will fill the air
and those trees which we now see growing so luxuriant in the
mountains will be transplanted hither by the saints to grow here and
because of the verdure and beautiful appearance of the land the birds
from the mountains will come hither to sing their songs

and here will the spirit of the lord brood over his saints who love
him and keep his laws and commandments and there are those in this
house today who shall not depart this life before seeing the fulfillment
of those things which I1 have today uttered under the inspiration of
the lord
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therefore do not go backward work with patience persevere
stand firm and keep the commandments including the commandment
of gathering which have been given you and you shall receive bless-
ings of the spirit and of the body which will compensate you for the
present trials and those that have passed

god be with you all translated by W F bailey pres hawn
mission

since 1940 the laie prophecy has been widely andvariously
quoted parts of the musser version appeared in a 1942 publication
in an article by elder D james cannon called across the years 4

many subsequent authors borrowed cannons abbreviated version
of the prophecy in 1950 a magazine article a slide show and a pa
geant5geantt used it to celebrate the centennial of the hawaiian mission
the cannon version with minor word changes was also featured in
the laie centennial pageant during june 1965 around 1980 BYU

hawaii librarians used the 1950 slide show script to caption a black
and white photograph display an improved display exhibited at the
june 1990 meeting of the mormon pacific historical society used
the same captions 6 librarian rex frandsen probably used the photo-
graph display script when preparing his thumbnail history of laie 1177

the author of the 1989 polynesian cultural center tour manual pro-
bably borrowed its version of the prophecy still essentially the
1942 cannon version from frandsen 8 these are only a few of
the in print generations and permutations of the prophecy 9

all current versions of the prophecy however are not based on
cannons article david W cummingss centennial history of laie
includes a rendition of the prophecy which seems to be based
directly on mussershussersMussers report 10 cummingss version follows musser
in the exact number and order of sentences and paragraphs but
cummingss language is often exaggerated or sensational he possi-
bly reworded musser to suit his own taste n

the cummings 1965 version of the prophecy
my brothers and sisters do not leave this land for this place has

been chosen by the lord as a gathering place for the saints of the
church ofjesus christ of latter day saints in hawaii neinetnel

do not complain because of the many trials which come to you be-
cause of the barrenness of the land the lack of water the scarcity of
foods to which you are accustomed and poverty as well
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be patient for the day is coming when this land will become a most
beautiful land water shall spring forth in abundance and upon the
barren land you now see the saints will build homes taro will be plan-
ted and there will be plenty to eat and drink many trees will be planted
and this place will become verdant the fragrance offlowers will fill the
air and trees which are now seen growing on the mountains will be
moved by the saints and will grow in this place near the sea and
because of the great beauty of the land birds will come here and sing
their songs

and upon this place the glory of the lord will rest to bless the saints
who believe in him and keep his commandments and there are some
in this house who will livefivehive to see all these things fulfilled which I1 have
spoken from the lord

therefore do not waver work with patience continue on stand firm
keep the commandments and also the laws of the gathering and you
will receive greater blessings both spiritual and temporal than you
now enjoy or have enjoyed in the past may the lord be with us all

two text families emerge from the cummings source some of
these versions are essentially identical to cummings while others
contain the words inland birds instead of birds in the last phrase
of the third paragraph the inland birds version appears in two
books by R lanier britsch 1211 britsch kindly supplied me with a copy
of his source material a sheet containing the prophecy and an at-
tached page by eva kapolohau bray makuakane which reads

I1 was the one who heard this prophecy while I1 was young and fre-
quently heard my grandparents telling about it and heard them
bear testimony of it to others when occasion arose As I1 was asked
to write this prophecy I1 prayed to the lord to restore to my mind
the things I1 had heard the prophetjosephprophetjoseph F smith prophesy and he
gave me an understanding of these things and I1 have written as di-
rected by the spirit 13

britsch discovered the inland bird or eva version 1970 of the
prophecy between 1976 and 1978 in a file compiled by eugene
campbell I1 could leamlearn nothing about the identity of eva kapolohau
bray makuakane or the original date of her statement yet the eva
version is identical to cummings except for one comma and the
word inland the author of the eva version could have added in-
land to cummings to make it compatible with the then popular
version featured in the 1965 laie centennial pageant which reads
the birds from the mountains in any case the eva version could
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not have existed before 1965196511965.11 suspect that the eva version of the
prophecy and evas testimony were part ofa script for a local church
play or pageant presented some time between 1965 and 1975

moreover musser and later versions which follow cannon
include the phrase and here will the spirit of the lord brood over
his saints 1411 in cummingss rewording in 1965 however the phrase
became and upon this place the glory of the lord will rest to bless
his saints 111515 suggesting something quite different yet cummingss
words are often attributed to president joseph F smith one author
even comments that they had been interpreted by many saints to
mean that a temple would be built at laie 16

president smith promised the hawaiian saints a temple but his
words in this regard were far more direct on february 15 1885

the first sunday that president smith was at laie during his third
hawaiian mission he told the saints assembled at the laie meeting-
house that if they would keep the commandments of the son they
would probably have the privilege of building a temple in this land
and performing the ordinances for their dead friends 71171117731717 according
to the mission president edward partridge jr the saints were
overjoyed to meet bro smith and delighted to hear him preach
in their native tongue 7118111818 prosperity and a good spirit prevailed in
the community at that time 19

conditions at laie during the issos

to explain why president smith made the laie prophecy
most authors describe harsh living conditions in laie in the mid 1880s

and great discouragement among the residents like the prophecy
itself these stories have been frequently repeated and gradually
altered until some call the lovely land of laie a dry barren waste-
land 0 20O that laie desolate hundredbelieving was one years ago

these comments from mussershussersMussers laie home place of the church
in hawaii are typical of many that followed

houses and buildings were purely utilitarian there were no refine-
ments no luxuries life paralleled that of the settlers in the valleys of
the western united states and like those who first looked upon the
barren salt lake valley with misgivings many of the utah company as
well as hawaiiansHawaiians from more comfortable places felt that laie was a
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mistake they advocated selling it for a cattle ranch and trying to secure
a better location on the leeward side of the island nearer honolulu

during a discussion of this matter in 1885 at which elder later
president joseph F smith was present several of the saints advocated
giving up the struggle as a hopeless one this meeting was held in the
old chapel which stood on the present site of the temple president
smith after hearing the complaints many ofofwhichwhich were no doubt well
founded arose and gave the laie prophecy 21

similarly the following scenario appears in the mission house script
at the polynesian cultural center

in the mid 1880s the land of laie comprised of 6000 acres was very
dry as pictured here and was referred to as a barren wasteland the
owner tried to plant sugar cane but failed because of no water there
was little rainfall being discouraged he put the land up for sale the
missionaries of the church purchased the laie plantation for a
gathering place they the hawaiiansHawaiians were also having a hard
time raising enough food due to lack of water being discouraged
they were ready to leave 22

according to this script after president smith made his prophetic
statement the saints searched and found water in the koolau moun-
tains drilled twenty artesian wells and had ample water for all their
needs most of the hardship stories resemble this one in claiming
without verification that scarcity or lack of water and barren
land discouraged the laie saints table 1 lists the reasons for discour-
agement mentioned by the various versions

yet according to the journal entries of resident missionaries in
the 1860s 1870s and 1880s laie was not a desolate barren waste-
land there must have been ample rainfall during the spring and
summer of 1865 because F A hammond who made the original
land purchase reported that the plough land needs no irrigation
and is mostly situated in a bottom slightly elevated above the sea 112323

missionaries later learned that the summer months were often dry
especially on the lowerplain where the present community of laie is
located benjamin cluff who completed two missions at laie during
its early years wrote it is a beautiful location but unluckily in the
dry season suffered for the want of water 21211121212424 and available records
show that severe drought occurred on windward oahubahu in 1869
1878 and 1889 and that there was lesser drought during the
summers of 18851883 and 1887 2515 however water was available during
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cannon1942Cannon 1942 x X X x
johnson 1950 x X X x
slide script 1950 x x x
pageantpageant19501950 x x x

kanahele 1950 x x
slack 1957 x x x x x x

cummings 1961 x x x x
green 1962 x x x x
pageantpageant19651965 x x x x x x

cummings 1965 x x x x x

temple 1969 x
eva1970eva 1970 x
law 1972 x x x
harvey 1974 x x

tract 1975 x x x
library 1977 x
britsch 1977 x
spuriersperier 1978 x x x x
photo script 1980 x x x

chase 19811981 x
frandsenfrandsen19811981 x x x

obrien 1983 x x x
dalton 1984 x x x

joy1984joy 1984 x x x

britsch 1986 x
spurrier 1986 x x x x x

clement 1986 x
britsch 1989 x
PCC script 1989 x x x x x

spurrier 1989 x x x x
photo script 1989 x x x
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most ofthe year and after the discovery ofartesianwater beneath the
lower plain in 1881188iss1 several wells were drilled which provided water
for irrigation during the dry summer seasons

the summer drought of 1883 prompted the mission president
edward partridge jr to hire the firm of mccandless and barnes to
drill an artesian well in the cane field nearest to the sugar mill this
was the first well paid for by the church but the fourth one at laie
thus there were four artesian wells flowing when president joseph F

smith arrived at laie on february 10 1885 two more wells were
drilled for the church in 1886 before president smith and his family
returned to utah 2616

missionary journals ofofjofaJ F gates and M F eakelbakel confirm that
there was plenty ofwaterofwater at the laie plantation during the mid 1 880sissos

we have facilities for a very extensive plantation plenty of land and
water but our policy is to look first to the spiritual welfare of our
people and for this reason we have not devoted our energies to de-
velop the many resources of wealth that lay around us 27

the past summer has been very dry so that the cane not under irriga-
tion will amount to but little that watered from our artesian wells
recently sunk is looking very fine recently copius sic rains have
started the grass over our beautiful hills and valleys 28128211

plantation matters are looking quite promising president king is gradu-
ally extending the area of our cane field so that before long our small
mill will be run to its full capacity during the greater part of the year
we have land and water sufficient to raise a thousand tons of sugar per
annum but our millmiffminn cannot make over three hundred 29

the cattle on this plantation have suffered but little during the severe
drought of 1889 as there is a good supply of water here and consid-
erable grass in the hills and mountains close at hand 3031

1I suspect that laieslalesbaies present weather patterns are similar to
those in the late nineteenth century laie still experiences strong
winds heavy rains floods and drought at various times the scar-
city ofwater stories also err by implying that during the mid 1880s
unfavorable conditions occurred most if not all of the time

another often cited reason for the saints discouragement is
the supposed barrenness of laie musser wrote an old photo-
graph of laie settlement shows but two or three trees on the whole
stretch of land below the present site of the building as lanihuliLanihuli
it was bare cattle range 1 I31I1 but musser is referring to the lower plain
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not the whole laie property and he calls the lower plain bare
simply because there were few trees there cannon and johnson
changed mussershussersMussers narrative to read laie was a barren site when the
church purchased it131it 32 suggesting that all of the land from the
seashore to the top ofthe koolau mountains was barren treeless and
nonproductive hardship stories written in 1957 and 1965 amplify
the harshness claiming that water was scarce and the land a bar-
ren waste thus the written version of the story began later it was
modified and compounded to perpetuate the impression that all of
laie was a desolate dry barren wasteland in the mid 1880s 33

this portrayal of laie is drastically different from the green lush
pasture land described by the resident missionaries who consi-
dered laie part of the paradise of the pacific 113134 even in the 1860s
the laie estate was considered one of the very best grazing agri-
cultural tracts on oahubahu 31351135013535 the following journal entries indicate
that the lower plain was covered with rich grass in 1864 and well
into the issos

the eastern portion of the laie estate is a level plain of several hun-
dred acres covered over with luxuriant grass 3631

everywhere the pasture is excellent hills clothed with grass to
their summits 37

no trees or shrubs along the grassy stretch of a mile and a half lying
between laie malou and laie proper 3818

the possibility of selling laie

some of the hardship stories say that disgruntled hawaiiansHawaiians
wanted the church to sell laie and obtain land elsewhere no evi-
dence has been found in the journals or in the mission records that
this might have happened on the contrary the records praise laie
an alternative gathering place would have had to match laie fertile
land and water for the natives kalo taro gardens access to a fishery
and to the mountains and a large acreage of land suitable for raising
sugar cane marvin E pack a missionary at laie in the early 1880s
wrote the following in his history the sandwich islands country
and mission

after having visited every portion of the islands the writer is impressed
with the superiority of laie above every other location upon the whole
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group for the purpose for which it was designed and far as my
knowledge goes it is the universal testimony of all elders who have
visited the islands that no better choice could have been made 3919

even if an equally good site had been found abandoning laie would
have cost too much the utah church was in deep financial straits in
the mid issos and property and improvements suitable for a new
gathering place in hawaii would have cost at least 200000 at that
time in 1884 all or part of the kahukukahuhu ranch located north of laie
was for sale byjamesby james campbell for 15 to 20 per acre 4010 according
to president partridge this property was inferior to laie 41 the church
had completed a new sugar mill at laie in 1881 and they were still
paying on the mortgage A new meetinghouse had been dedicated in
1883 the hawaiian saints had put substantial labor money and sacri-
fice into the structure and they viewed it with pride and reverence
also according to devout church members then and now laie was
divinely chosen by god as a gathering place for the saints in the
sandwich hawaiian islands 42 it is doubtful that local members
especially owners of kuheanakuleana homestead land wanted to leave
laie except to gather to the land ofjoseph in utah

of course even if no one wanted to abandon laie the discour-
agement reported in the hardship stories may have been very real
to some of the residents how was morale at laie when president
joseph F smith was there in 1885 86 according to journal entries
missionaries at laie did not complain much about physical adver-
sities except for poor housing especially in the early days the
scarcity of fresh wheat flour and the periodic abundance of rats
mosquitoes and fleas 43 they were discouraged mostly by the slow
progress of many saints in living gospel principles and by the
members failure to appreciate what was being done for them on
the plantation 4441 yet this discouragement must not have been severe
missionary journals and histories indicate that harmony and pros-
perity prevailed on the laie plantation in the mid issos

unfortunately little is documented about the feelings and
experiences of the native saints some apparently had difficulties
on january 26 1884 president partridge wrote to president john
taylor that the three natives cultivating on shares might come
behind later journal entries show that one of these natives had a
poor cane crop owed the plantation fifty dollars and wanted to
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move to utah 45 living conditions at laie were harsh during the early
years from 1865 to around 1880 however they were better at laie
for native hawaiiansHawaiians than elsewhere in 1877 on his second mission
james kesler stated

natives who have gathered to laie are in a better condition than any of
the native population on the islands that I1 have seen

at laie they have more liberty and are better off for food
and raiment 46

the new mission president edward partridge jr recorded the
following observation in his journal onjunedonjuneon june 181818821882 just one week
after arriving at laie on his second mission to hawaii

I1 find things much different here now to what they were when I1 was on
this mission before the people are not so poor have better houses
dress better have more money and appear altogether more civilized
people they have more conveniences and comforts generally 47

president partridge was released shortly afafterterjosephjoseph F smith arrived
at laie on his third mission to the islands during an interview in
salt lake city on march 14 1885 partridge reported that laie was
perhaps more prosperous than any time in the past 48

conditions for both the hawaiiansHawaii ans and the utah missionaries
residing at laie continued to improve during the issos 49 in fact
1880 marked the beginning of a new era for the laie plantation and
the church mission in hawaii fifteen years of relative prosperity
peace and plenty in 1893 at the request ofpresident wilford wood-
ruff hawaiian mission president matthew noall was able to give the
utah church more than 20000 to help maintain its financial
solvency according to president noall the sum was amazing but
the saints at laie laid aside enough money to help the church at
home and to get ourselves out ofthe red 32511151325050 clearly in the mid issos
the laie plantation was not facing a financial crisis

possible origin of the joseph F smith prophecy

the evidence shows that laie was never dry and barren that
there was neither noticeable drought nor extensive crop failure at
laie in the mid 1880s and that the laie saints were not particu-
larly discouraged at the time ofpresidentjosephpresidentjoseph F smiths presence
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since these conditions did not prevail at laie when he was there
president smiths prophetic words of extraordinary encouragement
were not needed in that place the prophecy and explanatory hard-
ship story are inconsistent with evidence from the laie of the mid
1880s moreover musser claims that his version of the prophecy
was translated bybywbawW F bailey pres hawn mission but on feb-
ruary 13 1991 president bailey reported that he had not heard of
the prophecy before that evening and that he did not translate it 51

so where did musser obtain the version of the prophecy quoted in
his article and how did the prophecy become so important to the
hawaiian saints

professor lanier britsch believes there is little reason to doubt
that president smith made this prophecy but the accuracy of
statements remembered after so many years must be questioned 5251

I1 agree I1 propose that president smith did indeed make the proph-
ecy probably sometime around 1890 to hawaiian saints at losepaiosepaiokepa
skull valley utah

losepajosepa the hawaiian colony in utah

by the late 1880s about seventy five hawaiiansHawaiians were living in
the northwest section of salt lake city utah in an area affection-
ately called hill of hawaii for a number of reasons the hawaiiansHawaiians
were not well integrated into salt lake community life 5351 deeply con-
cerned for their social welfare church leaders established the com-
munity of losepajosepa in skull valley as a gathering place for the native
saints from the islands of the sea 5451 losepaiosepaiokepa is joseph in hawaiian
here they would be able to work together practice their religion
and eventually mesh with utah culture and environment 55 losepaiosepajosepaiokepa
was founded august 282818891889 and functioned until 1917 typical of
many pioneer towns still being colonized by the church in the
late nineteenth century 56 the losepaiosepaiokepa colony began as a struggle to
survive colonists battled isolation severe weather financial diffi-
cultiesculties leprosy and a high mortality rate 21571157275757 the struggles and dis-
couragementcouragement of the early losepajosepa settlers make it likely that president
joseph F smiths prophecy was responsive to their problems

prior to and throughout the life of the losepaiosepaiokepa colony president
smith and the other members of the first presidency maintained a
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close relationship with the hawaiian saints in utah both george Q
cannon and joseph F smith had served missions in hawaii both al-

ways manifested great love and concern for hawaiiansHawaiians and both
were highly esteemed by hawaiian members of the church many
ofthe hawaiian members considered president smith who had been
to hawaii most recently a kind and benevolent father they were his
children 5851 some twenty letters written around 1890 confirm this

warmwann relationship indicating that the hawaiiansHawaiians went directly to
president smith for counsel and help and that he responded promptly
and lovingly 59

some of these letters gave counsel to the hawaiian saints who
had decided to leave losepaiosepajosepaiokepa samuela kii his wife caroline and their
two children had experienced the previous hard winter at losepajosepa
where they shared one room in the big house with another family
president smiths letter to samuela on january 991891189 1 suggests that
they had talked earlier with him about returning to hawaii

aloha to you all there is in this letter from me to paka mission
president ward A pack telling him and all others that you do not
go home to laie with a bad spirit nor thought of leaving the
church but because you so desire we know that you have
made up your mind to go home but I1 am not going to censure you
because of it thats with you and the lord

1I am with love losepajosepa smith 60

such correspondence shows that president smith knew the hawai-
ian saints at losepajosepa was aware of their struggles was concerned for
their welfare and hoped they would stay in utah it was at losepajosepa
and not at laie that many hawaiian saints were discouraged

apparently many ofthe losepajosepa colonists at least entertained the
idea of returning to hawaii and more would have left losepajosepa in its
early years except that the missioncolonymission colony president harvey cluff
encouraged them to stay during a sunday meeting in august 1894
he told them they were the first fruits of the gathering from the
islands ofthe sea and that they were under the dominion of the king-
dom of god 61 according to atkins the purpose of these remarks
was to check the enthusiasm that stirred the colonists and made
some of them desire to return to their island home this talk had a

profound effect upon the colonists they unanimously gave up their
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desire to return at that time 62 president smiths prophecy could have
been given in similar circumstances with similar effect

internal evidence for the losepajosepa hypothesis

the words in the popular versions of the joseph F smith pro-
phecy reveal much about its origin why would president smith
use words and phrases like desolation drywastedry waste lack ofwater
great poverty and impossible to secure the food to which you are

accustomed to describe conditions at laie he wrote the following
about laie in the spring of 1885

took a short walk withwithjulinajulina & baby on the hill overlooking the rice
loislots and valley of laie the picture was beautiful the mountains rising
high up in the west and south bathed in fleecy clouds and in the falling
shadows of the early evening formed a dark background studded
here and there by the starlikestar like glimmering of the lighted cottages of
the natives which sparkled like golden spangles on a robe of velvet
and in the north and east the sea illumined by the reflections of the
mellow rays of twilight appeared like a vast mirror limited only by
the distant horizon set in a flame of floss like clouds and standing on
the base of coral reefs along the shoreline ruffled in the gausey frills of
the foaming surf 6313

given this description president smiths prophetic advice be pa-
tient for a while for the day will come when this desolate land will
become a land ofbeauty 64 could hardly apply to laie on the other
hand this counsel and the negative features listed above could easily
and precisely refer to conditions at the losepajosepa colony in its early
years furthermore the promises described in the latter paragraphs
ofofmussermusser 1940 except for planting taro were literally fulfilled at
losepajosepa within a few years 65

other words and phrases in the musser version also apply
accurately to losepajosepa and not to laie for example musser refers to a
gathering place for the saints in the hawaiian islands as wellwenweliweil as in
the islands of the sea before the hawaiian temple was completed
in 1919 laie was the gathering place for church members from the
hawaiian islands only prior to the turn of the century sandwich
was used in naming the islands and the church mission there
during dedicatory services on august 18 1900 wilford woodruff
dedicated losepajosepa skull valley as the gathering place for the native
saints from the islands of the sea 66
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another problem in the musser account is the promise that
birds from the mountains will come hither to sing their songs 67

in hawaii birds from the mountains are adapted to a rain forest
environment and do not frequent the coastal plain but birds from the
utah mountains would come to the meadows ofskull valley and sing
in the trees planted around losepajosepa

the diet of the islanders in the 1880s consisted mainly of poi
made from the taro plant fish and occasionally pork since taro will
not flourish in utahs desert environment at losepaiosepaiokepa it would be im-
possible to secure the food to which the hawaiian colonists were
accustomed not so at laie however the resourceful colonists
managed to make an inferior grade ofpoi from wheat and they raised
fish in local ponds and in a small reservoir called kanaka lake 68168611

the losepajosepa connection

how did the prophecy get back to laie and how was it gra-
dually changed current laie tradition has it that a sister ivy heard
president smith make the prophetic statement when she was young
and she later recorded it 69 sister ivy is remembered and respected by
members of the older generation at laie with whom I1 have spoken

through local inquiry and a visit to the laie cemetery I1 learned
that sister ivysavys maiden name was ivy kekuku and that she was a long-
time resident of laie ivy was born april 8818841884 and would have been
one year old when president smith arrived at laie on his third mission
to the islands she could not have understood or remembered any-
thing he said at laie during the mid 1880s but she could have heard
him make an encouraging prophecy in losepajosepa a few years later

ivy kekuku and her family her parents joseph and miliama
two sisters and a little brother were in the first group of hawaiian
pioneers to settle skull valley their company consisting of about
forty adults and ten children arrived at losepajosepa on august 28 1889
under the direction ofharvey H cluff newly called president of the
mission and colony 70 three months after they arrived ivysavys mother
gave birth to a baby girl who lived only a short time after spending
the winter in the crowded living quarters at losepajosepa the kekuku
family returned to laie in the spring of 1890 their reason for leaving
losepajosepa was that the winters were too cold 71 indeed that first winter
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for the colonists was colder and longer than normal however the
death of their baby probably increased this familysfamilys desire to return
to their relatives in hawaii their close friends the kii family re-
turned to laie about nine months later

ivysavys mother miliama was well known at losepaiosepaiokepa and at laie
for she served as a counselor in the presidenciespresidencies of womens orga-
nizations in both places in addition she had a beautiful singing
voice and displayed her talent numerous times for the utah mission-
aries and for president smith and his wife 7271 the kekuku family
was well acquainted with president smith they probably sought his
advice before deciding to return to hawaii

sister ivy was six years old in the spring of 1890 when her fam-
ily left losepajosepa she could have remembered what president smith
said at that time especially ifher memory was reinforced by her par-
ents testimony in later years these circumstances give credence
but not positive proof to the laie tradition about sister ivy other
colonists even those who left losepajosepa years later could also have
carried the story back to laie

conclusion

more than forty writers have quoted part or all of the joseph F

smith laie prophecy since 1940 yet before that date no evidence
has been found even in the journals of resident missionaries about
the tradition furthermore sources show that conditions at laie
in the mid 1880s were prosperous and that the local members were
not discouraged 73 there was little reason for such a prophecy in laie
at that time

the prophecy probably originated in response to problems
which existed at the losepajosepa colony in utah during the early 1890s
though there is no written record of president smiths words he
could have counseled one or more members of the colony to remain
at skull valley because it had been dedicated by a prophet of god
wilford woodruff as a gathering place for the native saints from

the islands of the sea 21741174277474 based on the best available evidence part of
which is circumstantial I1 suggest that president smiths encouraging
words to the losepajosepa saints were brought back to laie as a family
tradition and later recorded after being translated into english
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sometime before 1940 this account became mussershussersMussers version of
this tradition

seeing the sacrifices of the hawaiian saints who faithfully
colonized losepaiosepaiokepa skull valley in utahs west desert helps us to under-
stand the importance placed on the inspiring words of encourage-
ment and promise attributed to their beloved leader whose words
would not fade in the hawaiian memory even after the losepajosepa expe-
rience was long past

harold S davis is a retired civil engineer he and his wife revarevajJ davis were ser-
vice missionaries at the polynesian cultural center in laie oahubahu in 1989901989 90

NOTES

1 R lanier britsch moramonamoratonaMoramona the mormonscormons in hawaii laie hawaii
institute for polynesian studies 1989 10101loi1

joseph B musser lalelaielate home place of the church in hawaii 9 unpub-
lished mussershussersMussers report although listed on the inventory of the library at brigham
young university hawaii was missing when I1 was at laie in 1990 it was also
missing from the harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
hereafter cited as BYU special collections and from the archives division

church historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives A copy of mussershussersMussers report
was subsequently obtained from a private source

3 comfort3comfort margaret bock the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints in
the hawaiian islands masters thesis university of hawaii 1941 55 93

41 Ddjamesajamesjames cannon across the years in the hawaiian mission in review
ka elelealele 0 hawaii 1942131942 13

5 anna5annaaanna johnson one hundred years in hawaii paradise of the pacific
august 1950 6 johnsons version is almost identical to cannons found in the
hawaiian mission in review and hers is the one most quoted in the literature
during the next fifteen years the slide presentation at the 1950 centennial pa-
geant depicted the history of the hawaiian mission from 1850 to 1950 A copy of
the original script one hundred years of mormonism in hawaii is at the
brigham young university hawaii library the pageant included over five hundred
performers and a five hundred voice choir it was presented several times during
august 1950 at the university of hawaiis andrews open air theater professor
joseph F smith grandson of the prophet was then the head of the universitys
speech department and directed the pageant see joseph F smith ed script for
1950 centennial pageant unpublished BYU hawaii archives see also arthur
haycock heritage in the pacific improvement era 53 december 1950 952
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6 photo6photo script for pictorial history of the hawaiian mission and laie 1980
based upon the 1950 centennial slide script BYU hawaii archives and photo
script for pictorial history of the hawaiian mission and laie 1990 based upon the
1950 centennial slide script BYU hawaii archives

7 rex frandsen thumbnail history of laie hawaiian librarian associa-
tion 38 1981 2

8missionemission8 mission home script typescript by staff members of the polynesian
cultural center laie hawaii 1989 copy in the authors possession

9 other versions that seem to stem from the cannon version are clinton
kanahele history of the hawaiian temple unpublished BYU hawaii pamphlet
filearchivesFile Archives dorothea R slack the hawaiian temple sacred symbol of a
promised land huilaulimanewshuitauhuilau lima nemsnews novembernovember241957241957 t2ta copyincopaincopy in BYU hawaii
pacific islands special collections david W cummings mighty missionary of
the pacific salt lake city bookcraft 1961 257 james E talmage the house
of the lord reprint salt lake city bookcraft 1962 plate 47 note that force
green added plate 47 about the hawaii temple when he updatedjamesupdatedjames E talmagesbalmagesTalmages
original book dorothea R slack and kenneth T slack narrative and historical
materials for the laie centennial richard C harvey the development of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in hawaii masters thesis brigham
young university 1974 and lela dalton A glimpse into the early hawaii mis-
sion and oahubahu stake relief society in proceedings fifth annual conference
mormon history in the pacific laie hawaii brigham young university hawaii
campus 1984 17

the accounts of the prophecy that seem to be descended from cummingss
version are as follows golden anniversary ofodtheoftherhethe hawaiian temple 1919 1969
pamphlet copy in the BYU hawaii archives eva kapolohau bray makuakane
A prophecy by president joseph F smith about 1970 copy in special collec-

tions harold B lee library brigham young university reuben D law the found-
ing and early development of the church college of hawaii st george utah
dixie college press 1972 23 24 hawaii temple hawaii honolulu mission
honolulu about 1975 copy in the BYU hawaii pacific islands special collections
dedication joseph F smith library BYU hawaii campus october 21 1977

dedication brochure in the BYU hawaii pacific islands special collections britsch
unto the islands ofthe sea A history ofthe latter day saints in the pacific typeset

copy of final draft about 1977 copy in the BYU hawaii pacific islands special
collections joseph H spurrier great are the promises unto the islands of the
sea 2211 booklet published by the author 1978 copy in the BYU hawaii pacific
islands special collections lance chase laie life 1850 1883 in proceedings
secondannualsecond annual conference mormon history in the pacific laie hawaii brigham
young university hawaii campus 1981 91 robert obrien hands across the
water the story of the polynesian cultural center 39 booklet published by
the polynesian cultural center laie hawaii 1983 copy in the BYU hawaii pacific
islands special collections robert 0 joy the historical origins of the goals of
BYU hawaii campus in proceedings fifth Aannualnnnalualnai coconferencenferenceinference momormonrmon history
in the pacific laie hawaii brigham young university hawaii campus 1984 3311

R lanier britsch unto the islands of the sea salt lake city deseret book 1986
142 joseph H spurrier the hawaii temple A special place in a special land
in proceedings seventh annual conference mormon history in the pacific laie
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hawaii brigham young university hawaii campus 1986 30 russell T clement
apostle in exile joseph F smiths third mission to hawaii 188518871885 1887 in pro-

ceedingsce seventh annual conference mormon history in the pacific 5533 britsch
moramonamoratonaMoramona 101 and joseph H spurrier sandwich island saints hong kong
by the author 1989 55

As mentioned earlier most accounts are evidently related to either the
cannon or cummings version but other random accounts appear that cannot be
clearly traced to either version they are ralph E woolley dedication program of
the laie ward chapel march 5519501950 typescript 5 copy in the BYU hawaii paci-
fic islands special collections henry K lindsey prophecies that will directly or
indirectly affect the destiny of laie and the surrounding areas typescript in the
BYU hawaii pacific islands special collections also published by permission of
the author in paul cheesman and millie foster cheesman early america and the
polynesiansPolyne sians provo utah promised land publications 1975 edward L clissold
the history of efforts to establish a college in hawaii address given at dedication

services december 17 1958 laie hawaii excerpts published in david W cum-
mings mighty missionary of the pacific 267 40th anniversary dedication of
the hawaiian temple pamphlet november 26 1959 copy in the BYU hawaii
pacific islands special collections paul cheesman and millie foster cheesman
early america and the polynesiansPolyne sians lance chase history of BYU hawaii video
tape presentation 1985 copy in the BYU hawaii media file and gordon B

hinckley dedicatory address at losepajosepa skull utah august 28 1989 typescript
in possession of the author

11 david W cummings centennial history of laie 1865 1965 laie cen-
tennial committee june 1965196511965.11 believe cummings himself wrote this version of
the prophecy because it appears for the first time in his commemorative booklet
and it matches the flamboyant style used in the rest of his history cummings
certainly had access to mussershussersMussers report because his history contains some infor-
mation found only there cummingss version of the prophecy almost certainly
follows musser the texts are identical in number and order of sentences and
paragraphs and the ideas expressed in all but one sentence are similar

11 britsch unto the islands of the sea 142 britsch extracted material from
this work including the laie prophecy for his book mornMoramoramonamoramonalmoratonaMoramonamonalmonay 10101loi1

13eva13 eva kapolohau bray makuakane copy in possession of the author
14 cannon across the years 13-
15 cummings15cummings centennial history of laie

spurrier sandwich island saints 55
17 edward17edward partridge jr journal february 151518851885 BYU special collections

partridge journal february 15 1885
19 partridge journal january 27 1885
20mission home canoe tour and laie tour scripts polynesian cultural center

laie hawaii october 1989 hereafter cited as PCC scripts
21 musser laie home place of the church 9
22 PCC scripts
13francis2313 francis A hammond to president wells may 7 1865 lanerlatterlauer day saints

millennial star 27 august 19 1865 527
24 benjamin cluff the cluff family journal vol 1 1899 and 1901 BYU

special collections 182
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2511 state department of land and national resources climatological stations
in hawaii report r42 1973 also state department of land and national re-
sources preliminary report on the water resources of the kahuhu area bahuoabuoahu
hawaii circular c39 november 1966 16

the average rainfall at laie is about fifty inches peryear on the lower plain and
up to two hundred inches near the top of the koolau mountain ridge which forms
the western border of the laie estate journal entries of resident missionaries
during the mid 1880s provide a reliable record of general weather conditions at
the lower plain including periods of drought these journal entries also show
that the mid 1870s and mid 1880s were wet years

26 edward partridge mission president and manager of the church plantation
recorded in his journal that the first two artesian wells at laie were drilled in 1881
for chu su lin who had leased forty eight acres of marshland for growing rice
the third well was drilled the following year forvorforjfarjJ kapaukabau a native attorney on his
homestead at laiemalloLaiemallo partridge journal june 14 1882 and december 27
1883 susa young gates reported that two more artesian wells had recently
been completed down in the cane fields susa young gates homespun deseret
news august 19 1886 530

17jacob F gates deseret news november 10 1886 685
28jacob F gates deseret news november 16 1887 702
29jacob F gates deseret weekly may 23 1888 295
30 M F eakelbakel among the hawaiiansHawaiians deseret weekly april 27 1889 568
31 musser laie home place of the church 9
32 cannon hawaiian mission review 13
33 A number of the authors who quote the laie prophecy did not promulgate

the legend that laie was once a dry barren wasteland but claimed other reasons
for the prophecysprophe cys origin britsch stated simply that the prophecy grew out of the
problems of the times britsch moramonamoratonaMoramona 101

3431 matthew and claire W noall to my children 1947 BYU special collec-
tions 24 noall served a mission to the sandwich islands in 1885 and was mission
president there in 1892 95 joseph F smith assisted noall who was a carpenter
during several building projects in 1885

35 pacific commercial advertiser honolulu january 28 1865 as quoted
in spurrier sandwich island saints 46

31 wilhamwilbamWtilliam W cluff acts of special providence in missionary experience
improvement era 2 march 1899 364

37 george bowser itinerary of the islands in the hawaiian kingdom
statistical and commercial directory and tourists guide 1880 1881 hono-
lulu george bowser 1880 487

3831 susa young gates homespun deseret news april 14 1886 206
39 marvin E pack the sandwich islands country and mission contributor

17 1896 694
4011 A look back in time at the history ofour land lidilihilibi lani news haleiwaHaleiwa

hawaii 2 spring 1990
41 partridge journal may 13 1884
42 cluff acts of special providence 364
43 partridge journal february 26 1884 see also noall to my children

3236
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4411 partridge journal july 13 1883 october 8 1883 february 28 1884
may 31 1884 and june 19 1884

45 partridge journal january 26 1884 march 9 1884 and january 16l618851618851885
4641 james kesler to david 0 calder deseret news october 10 1877 570

james kesler served his first mission in 1850
47 partridge journal june 18 1882
4841 from the sandwich islands deseret news april 8 1885 188
4941 britsch moratonamoramonaMoramona 90
51 noall to my children 24
51 W F bailey conversation with the author february 13 1991
52 5britschbritschobritsch moramonamoratonaMoramona 220 n 17
53 dennis H atkins iosepaosepaiokepaIlosepa a utah home for the polynesiansPolyne sians in proceed-

ings sixth annual conference mormon history in the pacific laie hawaii
brigham young university hawaii campus 1985 10 this paper is based upon
atkinssadkinssAtkinss A history of losepajosepa the utah polynesian colony masters thesis brigham
young university 1938

54 harvey H cluff cluff family journal 345
55 atkins losepajosepalosepa 10
5651 pioneer colonizing efforts continued into the early twentieth century

with settlements in summerville oregon 1892 kirtland new mexico 1899
the big horn basin in wyoming 1900 and kelsey texas 1901 see richard L

jensen colonization in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow
5 vols new york macmillan 1992 1290941290 94

51 tracey51tracey E panek life at losepajosepa utahs polynesian colony utah historical
quarterly 60 winter 1992 76 hiram wallace severe an early settler described
skull valley as the land of desolation that long stretch of alkali desert greasewood
shadscaleshad scale coyotes and cactus LDS church archives MS 3591 1888

58joseph F smith letters trans william kaneakalakaneakalauKaneakala LDS church archives
59 joseph F smith letters five of these letters were written to elder H N

kekauoha who arrived in utah during may 1890 and returned to laie with his family
about three years later others reveal president smiths close ties with and deep
concern for his hawaiian children we are all well our hopes are high our
spirits are light and we have enough of everything that is good for the body and
the spirit therefore we are blessed here at losepajosepalosepa the members are living
right but there are some folks that have gone backward and they have left
losepajosepa by night july 1 1890 president smith sent some cloth pants to another
to keep you warm in the cold days as you carry on the work november 7718901890

sister kapukini addressed her letter to father joseph joseph F smith received
it on july 27 1888 and annotated it with answd it in person

joseph F smith to samuela kiikitkilkli joseph F smith letters january 9 18911891

61 harvey H cluff journal august 5 and 6 1894 LDS church archives
62 atkins Iloosepasepa 16
6313 francis M gibbons joseph FE smith patriarch preacher and prophet

of god salt lake city deseret book 1984 142 gibbons apparently had access
to president smiths diaries including those for 1885 and 1886 not available to
the general public at the present time since there is nothing in gibbonssGibbonss or
other biographies about the laie prophecy and events surrounding its origin it is
assumed that there is nothing in president smiths diaries about the prophecy
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musser laie home place of the church 9 susa young gates stated
the longwalkhomelongiong walkwaik home fromtheoceanbeachfrom the ocean beach overthegrassymeadsover the grassy meads and hill is lovely

just as the western sun is dipping behind the wooded mountain tips and we stand
a moment on the brow ofthe hill drinking in with grateful ecstasy the soft loveliness
of hill and vale river and sea deseret news september 8 1886 553055030

65 jay M todd hawaii improvement era 69 may 1966 333 385 todd
concluded that for the next 26 years losepaiosepaiokepa flourished and contrary to generally
accepted opinion it was extremely successful and called by US government
observers a model community see also panek life at losepaiosepaiokepa 77 leonard J
arrington the LDS hawaiian colony at skull valley improvement era 57
may 1954 336356336atkinsatkins Ilosepaiosepaosepaiokepalosepa a utah home 17 and britsch moramonamoratonaMoramona 125

harvey H duffcluff cluff famflyjoumalfamily journal 345
67 musser laie home place of the church 9
6861 frederick beesley journal march 8 1886 BYU hawaii pacific islands

special collections and panek life at losepajosepa 68 note that beesley calls the root
from which poi is made kalo the hawaiian name for taro until around the turn
of the century if the laie prophecy had been recorded in the mid 1880s one
would expect to see kalo and not taro and sandwich islands not hawaiian
islands in the text this word usage indicates further that the laie prophecy is
of modem origin

6961joseph H spurrier conversation with the author july 30 1990
7071 cluff journal august 28 1889 cluff gives the following names for mem-

bers of the kekuku family in his listfisthist of colonists joseph father miliama wife
and hattie ivy viola and edwin children

71 viola kehaukahau kawahigashi interview by the author september 9 1990
viola is ivysavys daughter

71 partridge journal february 16 and 252518851885 he recorded that miliama sang
at two evening socialssociats attended by president smith and his wife susa young gates
praised miliamasviliamasMiliamas singing talent as follows A solo bymelebyrele ema sic whose glorious
voice soars out sweet and clear as a silver bell full of pathos and beauty
it charms you into forgetfulness of earth and earthly things susa young gates
homespun deseret news december 14 1887 759

73 britsch moratonamoramonaMoramona 90
harvey H cluff familyfamflyjoumaljournal 345 note that presidentwoodward used

the words islands of the sea the same words used by musser fifty years later



thewindowthe window

behind the curtain
of the open window
she stands quiet
eyes averted head bowed

she turns to peek
then snaps back
at the sound of kicks
and high neighsleighs

there were fathers words
its not fit a girl watch

but more than his words
she fears forbidden things

while mother lived
there were games
in the front parlor
at times like this

now at sixteen shesashes
woman of this house
and likely soon
woman of another

she slams the sash against
the neighsleighs and thuds of kicks
but most of all the shouts
and mens coarse laughter

john sterling harris



center panel from bishop sheetssSheetss quilt the symbols in this block
express the latter day saint quiltersvaluesquilquliquiltersqualtersters values ofcooperation and industry the
beehive and faith the all seeing eye of god see quilting sisters in this
issue for more details courtesy museum of church history and art



sisters under the skin
utahs mormon and non mormon

women and their publications
although opponents in the antipolygamy controversy mormon
and non mormon female journalists nevertheless shared basic

beliefs about a comanswomans role in family and society

sherilyn cox bennion

recent historical research has contradicted the idea that most
nineteenth century women stayed safely at home happy to be
cherished and protected in their domestic sphere although they
called themselves ladies and espoused the ideals of true woman-
hood I11 they also stepped out of their traditional roles as the century
progressed to organize and join campaigns for civic improvement
becoming moral guardians of the community as well as the home
utah women both mormon and non mormon followed the pattern
that developed throughout the country as they worked to promote
education cultural opportunities and moral improvement they
diverged in their ideological views and in their belief in such
practices as polygamy 2 but their efforts to defend their disparate
views arose from common impulses exemplifying the movement of
women from private to public life they shared more than they
realized as they formed societies and founded publications

from 1880 to 1883 utahs mormon and non mormon women
published periodicals that reflected their differences with strong
sometimes strident prose they championed their own ideas and at-
tacked their opponents still an examination oftheodtheofthemormonwomanscomans
exponent and the non mormon antipolygamyanti polygamy standard reveals
that they were sisters under the skin they took opposing sides on
the issue of polygamy but both supported religious commitment
self improvement community involvement and social reform at the

byustudies33byustudiesBYU Studies 33 no 1 1993
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same time stressing the primacy ofhome and family inwomens lives
even their arguments for or against polygamy arose from common
victorian ideas about womanscomans sphere

the womanscomans exponent andandantoandantiantipolygamyanti polygamy standard

journalism was one of the few professional careers with which
these ideas proved somewhat compatible thus a considerable num-
ber of women worked as reporters or editors for newspapers and
magazines during the latter part of the nineteenth century in 1872
brigham young approved the founding of the womanscomans exponent
by louisa lula greene and she promised in a prospectus for the
paper that it would cover every subject interesting and valuable to
women from current news to household hints 3 usually appearing
twice a month from 1872 until 1914 the exponent also served as
the organ of the relief society although it was owned by its editors
first greene and then emmeline B wells who took it over in 1877

non mormon women in salt lake city who organized to
combat what they saw as the threat to family and moral life posed by
the mormon practice ofpolygamy also founded a paper withjenniewith jennie
anderson froiseth as editor the monthly Anti polygamy standard
arose in 1880 from impulses similar to those that inspired the
womanscomans exponent and leaders of the ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy soci-
ety of utah begun in 1878 had aims remarkably like those of the
LDS relief society the organizations and their papers illustrate
the increasingly common phenomenon of womens endorsing the
tradition of comanswomanswomans sphere while stretching its boundaries
an examination of the papers during the three years that the anti-
polygamy standard was published reveals how much the mormon
and non mormon women had in common

both papers grew out of organizations the antipolygamyanti polygamy
standard began as the official organ of the ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy
society of utah which five months later became the womanscomans
national antipolygamyanti polygamy society the womanscomans exponent served as
the official publication of the mormon relief society A major part
of the papers content consisted of news about their parent organi-
zationszations the editors traveled extensively to start new branches and
recruit new members they reported on their journeys reprinted
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masthead for the antipolygamyanti polygamy standard the
slogan reads let every man have his own wife and
let every woman have her own husband I11 cor
72 this issue volume 1 issue 1 was published
april 1880 in salt lake city and sold for 10104101
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masthead for the comanswomans exponent the slogan
reads the rights of the women of zion and the
rights of the women of all nations this issue
volume 9 issue 1 was publishedjunepublished june 1118801880 in salt
lake city
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speeches given by themselves or their traveling companions and
published minutes of meetings both local and distant

support for sympathetic organizations

the exponent published minutes not only of the relief socie-
ties at general stake and ward levels but also of other mormon
organizations in which its readers could be expected to have an
interest activities of the young ladies and young mens mutual
improvement associations the primary and the sunday school
received frequent attention minutes of the board of the deseret
hospital established at the instigation of the relief society also
appeared the standard ran the constitution of the antipolygamyanti polygamy
society in serial fashion on its front page and also offered instructions
for groups wanting to start their own subsidiary societies

the emphasis on organizations extended beyond those affil-
iated with the papers sponsoring groups an 1881 exponent note
reported that dr ellen B ferguson a mormon physician would
speak at a womanscomans congress in buffalo new york on the question
can women organize her answer of course would be in the

affirmative and she would offer mormon womens organizations
and projects as evidence 4 but both the exponent and the standard
promoted the idea that women could and should organize to
accomplish all sorts of worthy aims in its first number the stan-
dard offered a history of the blue tea a literary group organized
in salt lake city in 1875 and commended young ladies ofwashing-
ton DC for forming a similar club 5 the exponent encouraged
support for the unity club organized in 1882 to raise money for
benevolent purposes including the deseret hospital 6

As one would expect the exponent paid a great deal of
attention to religion with the LDS church as its indirect sponsor
and in addition to organizational reports it printed essays about
topics such as faith charity and prayer and encouraged moral
responsibility in the standard reports of such events as the corner-
stone laying for st pauls episcopal chapel in 1880 news of travels
of local clergymen and the offering of a special combination sub-
scription rate of 1501.50150 for the standard and christian woman left
no doubt of its approval of organized religion 7
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the standard also gave considerable space to missionary and
educational efforts of various protestant churches in utah for ex-
ample the paper praised a proposal for a presbyterian church and
school in logan and even offered to donate 25 toward construction
for every new standard subscription obtained through presbyterian
sources of course the papers publishers were interested in more
than the general advancement of religious life they pointed out that
every non mormon church or schoolhouse built in the territory
would be a step toward the eradication of polygamy 8

beliefs about home and family

while the papers differed in their applications of the religious
principles both endorsed their comments about the sanctity of
home and family were almost interchangeable and both of-
fered home management advice A housekeepers comercorner in the
standard described the japanese method of cooking rice and ex-
plained how to wash clothes properly 9 the exponent too ran
recipes and helpful hints telling readers how to care for house plants
during the winter and what sorts of medicines they should have on
hand 10 the papers often directed such hints specifically to mothers
As the standard pointed out what the republic needs is good
mothers if we had better government in the homes we should
have better citizens and better government 11

thus both publications espoused a concept ofwomansofwomanscomans sphere
that gave the home priority even while they also encouraged moving
outside it an exponent editorial called the words husband home
motherhood the most expressive of affection and happiness of
any to be found in the english language 111212 As a prime argument
against polygamy the standard cited its desecration of home and
fireside adding that this mode of marriage rendered mutual confi-
dence between husband and wife an utter impossibility because of
polygamyspolygamys devastating effects on home and family it seemed right
and meet to standard writers that woman should be its most
uncompromising opponent 13

along with the primacy of home and family went the desir-
ability of traditional womanly virtues the standard reprinted a
claim from an unidentified source that a womanscomans first duty was to be
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a lady A mans ideal is not wounded when a woman fails in worldly
wisdom but if in grace in tact in sentiment in delicacy in kindness
she would be found wanting he receives an inward hurt 14

even writers of articles that urged a wider sphere for women
often stressed the compatibility of activity outside the home with
the ideals of true womanhood an exponent correspondent from
beaver utah admitted that a true woman would never neglect her
family to obtain public honor but maintained woman is not losing
sight of the object of her creation when she steps forth to engage in
pursuits and profesionsprofessionsprofesions sic distinct and apart from home one of
the utah women who had studied medicine in philadelphia pointed
to her experience as evidence that professional and domestic duties
are not incompatible 15

the editors of the standard and the exponent exemplified
what they advocated both wells and froiseth had five children and
added their editorial careers to home responsibilities but they had
many otherpublic concerns as well wells founded the utahwomanscomans
press club and a literary organization called the reapersreadersReapers club froiseth
started a group that became the salt lake ladies literary club and
belonged to the poetry society both wrote poetry and fiction in
addition to the factual and opinion pieces published in their papers

froiseth collected material from the standard for a book titled
the women ofofmormonism16ofmormonismMormonism and extended her antipolygamy efforts
by working on a campaign to fundfond construction of a refuge for
mormon women and children who left polygamous relationships
congress appropriated funds in 1886 and 1888 for an industrial
christian home of utah but few latter day saints took advantage of
it and it eventually became a residential hotel 17 froiseth also worked
actively with the orphans home and day nursery but perhaps her
major effort was a home for the aged which she saw to completion
after finding a donor to bequeath funding for it

wells worked on relief society projects wheat storage the
deseret hospital a womanscomanswomans cooperative store and silk produc-
tion and served as general president of the relief society from
19191010 until her death in 19211921 she also belonged to the utah womanscomans
republican league and the utah society of daughters of the revolu-
tion and ran for the utah legislature in 1871 in their lives as well as



emmeline B wells 1828 1921 wens served as editor of the womanscomans
exponent from 1877 to 1914 photograph by C M bellbelibeilbenlbenn courtesy church
archives the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints
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in their papers these women worked toward societal reform which
they recognized as a fitting even crucial task for their sex

importance of education for women

the editors also agreed about the necessity of educational
opportunities for women to aid them both as homemakers and as

participants in community life in a series titled woman as a
benefactress that described women who had made substantial
contributions toward the advancement of education the standard
praised such activities as particularly appropriate for women we
believe that womanscomans sphere is the educational in all its forms
everything man leamslearns should have a worthy motive everything he
does a worthy aim to inspire his soul with the love of the good and
noble is womanscomanswomans province in her relations of wife mother sister
and daughter 18

the standard hailed the establishment of mission schools in
utah as an effective means of countering mormon dominance of the
territorysterritorys educational system knowledge is power and the want of
it engenders weakness and subserviency an editorial stated 19

the exponent said nothing could be more important than the
proper education of the young and hoped for a day when young
women would study physiology and anatomy for their own im-
provementprovement and the benefit of the next generation 0 20O both papers
carried news notes about educational accomplishments of women
they told of female students carrying off honors in philosophy
chemistry and medicine at an eastern school and described the
french system for educating women 21 in its woman as benefac-
tress series thestandardstandardthe in 1880 lauded women who had advanced
education the exponent that same year hailed women of genius
and the literary work of two american female poets alice and
phoebe cary 22

in addition to presenting positive role models the papers
carried other types of educational material articles like the stan-
dards minerals of utah and the exponents the powers of a

cyclone broadened the horizons of women who had little access
to such information 23 reports of political developments at local
state and national levels also kept readers informed
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education was crucial to cultural improvement another advance
that both froiseth and wells promoted much of the educational
content of the papers consisted of articles with a cultural emphasis
biographical sketches of literary and artistic notables and articles
such as the art galleries and museums of vienna encouraged
readers to consider such topics important 24 both papers published
several articles in 1881 about george eliot who had died the
previous year and both encouraged local literary and dramatic
groups by reporting on their meetings and other activities 25 in its
article about the history of the reading group blue tea the stan-
dard lamented girls whose school days were full of brilliant
promise too often drop their intellectual pursuits on the eve of their
wedding but participation in weekly meetings allowed them to
exchange domestic cares for communion with the great thoughts
of great souls 23211121232626

another way to recognize and further the cultural interests
of readers was to provide a place for publication of their literary
efforts both the standard and the exponent regularly used poetry
and essays by their readers with an occasional piece of short fiction
or a longer fictional work spread over several issues these often had
a didactic purpose the standards serial A heart history begun
in april 1881 told the story of a suffering woman abandoned by a

husband who took up polygamy balancing the exponents jesse
bums or was it fate which started in december 1880 and
recounted the tale of an abandoned woman rescued by a kindly
older gentleman who made her his plural wife

temperance campaign

in addition to education and the promotion of cultural inter-
ests both papers saw involvement in the temperance movement
which was attracting widespread attention at the time as an accept-
able application of womens natural aptitudes for the exponent
acceptance of temperance came almost as a matter of course for the
word of wisdom advised mormonscormons to avoid strong drink inter-
preted to include anything alcoholic an editorial summed up the
papers position every woman who has the interest of mankind



CHARITY FOBFOReoreoa THE FALLEN WOMEN AND temperance
neither do I1 condemn thee and rinsintineinbinain nogo EDITOR exponexionEXPONENT in the last number ofmore

your valuable paper the ruling of the judge
how forcibly do these simple words of jesus of thetho supreme court in regard to the liquor

portray his charity for a fallen woman but how questionuestionfuestion was referred to and it was suggested
different the charity of men and women profes-
sing

atiattiatthat every woman who has the welfare of man-
kindthe same religion when a woman falls a

victim to mans evil persuasions it is the custom at heart should protest against it I1 en-
dorseamong all christian people to look upon her as a the sentiment with all my heart it is

thing beneath their notice except ifit be to point my earnest conviction however that women
the finger of scorn at and call vile names and many times bring untold misery upon them-

selvesyete if we possessed one 8sparkbpark 0of the charityamityaxity of and their offspring by indulging in spir-
ituous

jesus tthe worst accusation that we would feel
justifljustifiedjustify in making laIs that she was vervveryweryv weakk liquors in variousvarious forms at certain times
and in many instances could we know997lemilallmii thethot in their livlivesilvesesthusthus creating an appetite for
circumstances and realize the power of the strong drink in their children before their

and the arts and devices urcuncurzused to deceivetemptertentententer birth which will be a withering curse to them
and leadmastray2astray2 astrayestray and how long and cunningly the all their life longbetrayer has pursued his victim our censure
might be turned to admiration for the strength I1 have heard some women say they could
that resisted so long but we only see the fall not do without liquor at certain times which
god alone sees the conflict and he only is oomcomeom however with my past experience I1 do not be-

lievepetenttopeten tto he alone knows how to drawpetenttojudgejudge to illustrate my belief I1 will relate anthe line between wilful sin and the temptations incident in life M fufustfirstdustst childtoo my own my 1 wasstrong for our resistance Wweree we permit-
ted

rmtamt
to read one chapter in the pprenatalpre natalprmtmrmtexist-

ence
bomborn in tthehe winter 0off 48148 at wintervi ter quarters

of many persons and know the traits of and in the opinion of all my friends I1 was
character bequeathed to them by their parents very near unto death and I1 wish to state em-

phatically in this connection that I1 was not
snatched from an untimely grave by the use of
alcoholic stimulants in any form but by the
power of god through the faith of the sisters
who had met at brother heber 0 YkimballsimballsimballiKimballsbails

WHAT WOMEN THINK

I1 have been thinking of the EXPONENT and
wondering why more of our sisters 1I should
say all of them do not take it surely it is
of some importance that the women of utah THE INFLUENCE OF homrHOME
should be properly represented we certaicertainlcertainlycertainlynly
have misrkisrmisrepresentationepresen tationlation enough the crcry 1has good bad or indifferent characters are mold-

edthehe tt at hohomee anandd polishedilslis1 hed abroad the morebeen downever t downtroddentrodden women 0off utahah ifeperfect the moldmoldt thee more valuable the castingthis same cry of oppression is made an excuse the more careful the polish the more lasting
for all kinds of newspaper abuse and a pre-
text

the article I1 will attemptattempt to apply the above
for interference inin our public and domes-

tic
Boffigureureune of speech to the momoldingding andanld permanency

institutions indeed they would have the of the human character the cheerful family
circle radiant with smiles suggestive of pureworld believe us the most degraded and neg-

lected
motives appreciative of one another are essen-
tialbeings of all gods creation now we in framing minds that prefer to make home

know this is not so we enjoy full as much lib-
erty

the place in which to spend their leisure time
as they do and a great fealdeallealdeai more with all the welcome good night brother or good

their boasted civilization we do not need nightnighfnighv sister in retiring or the how I1 enjoyed
that reading the gameyougameyouproposeded 11 or simi-
lartheir sympathy nor their interference in our sayings are intended to lirindbindrmildrenchildren andbehalf weve enjoy all the rights that are ac-

corded
parents with inseinseperableinseparableblebie ties that ever find them

to our sex anywhere and know as well af9feferingprefertngprefertelferingng home affectionnecneemecon to the cold formalities
how to use them as any of our comeoraeomcornconncompeerseorapeerspeers in the of the outer world if there is one place more

like heaven than another it iseastern cities would indeed a bright sun-
shinywe enjoyed more home where love is the ruling elementbefore they kindly introduced so much of their and where each ones aim is to promote the hap-
pinessvaunted civilization into our midst the day of the other members of the family

paragraphs from the womanskomanscomans exponent these paragraphs reveal the
mormon editors concerns with womens issues community issues the
family and polygamy womanscomansWomans exponent june 1 1880 1 and february 1

1882135



THE temperance REVIVALREVITAL what rolaPolyrorypolygamyzanlyganlyvanzy has done for women
the importance of the reform move

ment inaugurated in this city by dr meinc I1 have been requestedrequest by some of
kenzie can scarcely hebe appreciated unless the ladies of the antipolygamyanti polygamy so-

cietythe need for just such a revival is taken to tell how I1 became a polyga-
mous

into consideration and measured too IIIin111illili wife and why I1 continued living
all probability there is no city in thetlletile

in that unlawful relation when I1 didunited states that has more drinking
saloons than salt lake in accordance not believe in the institution as a di-

vinewith the number of its population and ordinance and hated the system
when it is considered that the liquor with my whole soul my story is not
license is ten times as high as in other an uncommon one and can easily find
cities it must certainly go to prove that many a parallel in the history of mor-

monisman immense amount of patronage is be-
stowed on these places we are reliably I1 was born in england and belonged
informed that there are certain saloons of the middleto a respectable family
which are infested on saturday after class my father was a successful
noons with working men where theytlleytiley oftoftenelleileli tradesman and being an only childspend thetlletile earnings of a week illiniiilii wild L

the best educational advantages werecarousal then go home penniless the
which afforded me in fact I1 received whatwages should have gone to thetiietile

support of wife and children having been is termed in that country a finished
left in the dram shop it is also stated education when I1 was about sixteen
that the number of boys and youths whowilo years old my parents became con-

vertsfrequent these haunts iais very large thustilus to mormonism and as I1 had
showingtbatshowing that intemperance is alarmingly always been religiously inclined and
on the increase in our midst there may the mormon doctrines as there
beworsebewersebe worse crimes than intemperance but preached seemed to me so simple and
in ninety nine cases out of a hundred inin beautiful and good it was not long be-

fore
temperance is the path that leads to these I1 became an enthusiastic votary

of the new religion I1 had heard that
the saints in america practiced bolvoolvpolyg-
amy but did not trouble myself about

OUR POLICY it as I1 did not anticipate leavingt nivniemy
since the publication of the antip-

olygamy own country besides the missionariesmissionaries
STANDARD hasbeenhasteen determined

upon the questions have been asked re
peatedlspeatedlapeamedlatedlAmedia what attitude do you purpose
to assume in regard to mormon women
do you intend to prosecute a war against
all mormon women or all those who be
lieve in or practice the doctrine of plural
marriage and this class who do believe
in it as a religious principle and therethore
are many such are vouyouyou going to holdboldhoid
them up to the scorn and contempt of
the omenwomen of america

paragraphs from theanti polygamy standard in these examples can
be seen the significance the ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy society of utah placed
not only on their antipolygamy campaign but also on other community
issues antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 44.
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at heart who possesses a latent spark of divinity within her soul
should exert her utmost influence for the suppression of intemper-
ance A letter received in response to this editorial went even
further by maintaining that women should never drink even in
childbirth or marry drinking men 27

the standard too joined womens publications and organiza-
tions across the country in campaigning for temperance it com-
plained about the excessive number of saloons in salt lake city
praised the local reform club and while admitting the possibility
that there might be worse crimes than intemperance went on to
point out that in ninety nine cases out of a hundred intemperance
is the path that leads to these greater evils 71211112117128128 the paper also
encouraged contributions to a fund honoring mrs president hayes
that would be used to print temperance literature and arranged for
reduced rates on a combination subscription to the standard and
our union the organ ofthewomansofthewomanscomans christian temperance union 29

the polygamy question

their common ideas about the obligation ofwomen to improve
personal and community morality however led the papers into
vigorous campaigns on opposite sides of the question of polygamy
the standardstandardwaswas bomborn of its founders zeal for elimination ofwhat
they saw as a perverse and wicked system of marriage they urged
readers to overcome their false delicacy and get involved in the
battle even in castigatingcastigating polygamy however the papers writers
took care to express womanly compassion for its victims we start
out with good intentions with pure motives with kind feelings and
with hatred and contempt only for the sin and not for the sinner 21301130273030

all of the standards most common arguments against poly-
gamy can be traced to a desire to elevate the moral level of societysociety3131

I11 not only was polygamy against the laws of the country it
was against the laws of god mormon polygamy was not
comparable to biblical polygamy writers claimed and even
in the bible its fruits were discord and violence 32

2 it was contrary to the womanly sentiments of purity and
goodness the paper used the beauties of polygamy as a
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cynical title for a continuing series begun in september
1880 that presented story after story intended to depict the
practice as ugly

3 it was productive of misery and wickedness one writer
told of a young man who had been evil from birth and attri-
buted this to the influence of his mothers wicked thoughts
while she was pregnant with him she had been consumed
with the desire to murder her husbands new wife 33

4 it was a degrading type of bondage for the women and
children involved although the standard did not name
names it alleged that even many mormonscormons admitted that
numbers of the men only enter it for the purpose of

pandering to theirown base passions and have no religious
convictions whatever 2134113434

5 it led to economic suffering because men often took
more wives than they could support or abandoned less
favored wives and their families 35

6 it produced children who were inferior physically men-
tally and morally children of polygamous marriages grew
up entirely lacking in that simplicity and innocence
which is an attribute of childhood almost the world over
developing depraved tastes from infancy according to
one article 3631

exponent counterclaimscounterclaims mirrored the standards charges by
insisting that polygamy not only elevated moral standards within the
church but could be the moral salvation of society as a whole some
frequently used defenses follow

1 although polygamy had been undermined by mens unjust
laws it remained a divine mandate with biblical precedent
a condition of the abrahamic covenant 37

2 not only did it reinforce the womanly sentiments of purity
and generosity but it developed strength and self reliance 38

3 it produced happiness and virtue As a prominent mormon
woman put it in a serial autobiography A life in the plural
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or celestial order ofmatrimony is a much happier one than
to live in the uncertainty and jeopardy that thousands of the
women of the world are in and suffer its attendant evils 2139113939

4 it actually freed women from burdensome physical and
emotional demands in fact women absolutely required
certain periods ofcontinence not needed bymenaymenbymen accord-

ing to dr romania B pratt a mormon physician and plural
marriage not only would improve their health but would
bring an end to abortions foeticides infanticides seduc-
tions rapes and divorces 4010

5 its emphasis on cooperative effort led to economic benefits
for those involved in addition utah law passed by mor
mons made it possible for married women actually to hold
property in their own names 41

6 it developed happy healthy and unselfish children an edi-
torial claimed that through the system of marriage the
world so loudly condemns there had grown up a race of
the most perfectly developed young men and women any
country can produce 4241

in line with their insistence on the capabilities and responsi-
bilitiesbilities of women both the standard and the exponent used first
person accounts to support their positions on polygamy although
the standards correspondents often remained anonymous the
first issue of the standard assured readers that its articles would be
written or the facts furnished by women who have had personal
experience in the system and consequently may be relied upon as
true in every particular 43 As the exponents eighth year of publica-
tion came to a close an editorial expressed pride in the opportunity
it had offered mormon women to share their views and feelings in
a simple and untrammelledtrammelledun manner that could not fail to give
evidence of their liberty of thought and action and their religious
sincerity it added they have also told the story of their own
hardships and persecutions suffered in consequence of the bigotry
and superstition that is always opposed to the dawn of new light 44

in order to translate their support of or opposition to polygamy
into legislation as well as to achieve other social goals women had
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to enter the arena of politics and both publications encouraged
them to do just that the standard campaigned for utahs liberal
party urging readers to register and vote and published reports of
liberal party meetings 4515 americans could blame only themselves for
the continued existence of plural marriage one editorial stated
citizens must rise up to elect a congress that would stamp it out 46 the
exponent spoke out for the peoples party and urged registration
and voting in its behalf 4717 both papers also informed readers of
developments in the polygamy battles at the federal and state levels
and reprinted comments by government officials who favored their
respective positions

one issue that occupied a great deal of space in both the
standard and the exponent during 1881 was the disagreement over
seating mormon leader and polygamist george Q cannon in the US
congress to which he was elected in 1880 delegations and memo-
rials spoke for and against cannon and the papers reported them as
well as expressing their positions in impassioned editorials cannon
lost the seat in 1882 after passage of the edmunds bill this bill a
federal measure prohibiting polygamists from voting or holding
office and making plural marriage a crime also attracted much
attention in the papers the exponent lamented the bills passage
the standard celebrated it but not wholeheartedly for it could and
should have been stronger the papers writers suggested

woman suffrage

the exponent always came down firmly on the side of woman
suffrage which the antipolygamy legislation threatened utah
women had been given the vote in 1870 just three months after
wyoming became the first state to enfranchise women and they
voted regularly until enactment of the edmunds bill took voting
rights away from those in plural marriages exponent readers re-
ceived encouragement to use the vote during the years when they
legally could plus reports of meetings and activities of the national
woman suffrage association and the travels and speeches of
national suffrage leaders editor wells attended several national
conventions As the threat to woman suffrage in utah intensified the
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paper published more and more defenses one issue reprinted
sojournerSojoumer truths celebrated aint I1 a woman speech 48148411

many arguments emphasized the positive contributions voting
women could make to society for example one article pointed out
that a well organized kingdom required the participation of both
men and women and went on to ask all women to become familiar

with the law and then raise their voices to abolish provisions that
sustained grog shops and billiard saloons which made drunkards
of their husbands sons and brothers and encouraged houses of
ill fame another writer recognized women as generally superior
to men in level of spirituality and asked if this is correct shall the
better element be politically subservient to the worseworse4949

it might seem that the standard with its insistence on womens
participation in societal reform would also support suffrage but if
mormon women voted they could help maintain the influence of
the church and polygamy getting rid of plural marriage was the
standards first priority and to the antipolygamistpolygamistanti this meant abol-
ishing woman suffrage in utah

the standard claimed that mormon men gave women the vote
illegally only after non mormonscormons began to move into utah and that
the women had voted as the church directed ever since suffrage
as it exists in utah is an entirely different matter from what the
suffragists in the east are working for one article pointed out
there it represents a principle here it was established to place

greater power in the hands of the men and instead of representing
the sentiments of women it is only a reflex of the opinions of the
priesthood 31501150325050 with such arguments the standard tried to persuade
national suffrage association leaders who had supported mormon
womens right to vote to change their minds of course the paper
wanted polygamous men to be denied the ballot as well 51

although bitterly opposed on the issue ofpolygamy and hence
on the question of voting rights for mormon women the editors of
both papers saw themselves and their publications as defenders and
promoters of womens rights the antipolygamyanti polygamy society evolved
into the utah association for the advancement of women with
froiseth continuing to take a leading role
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whether disagreeing about polygamy or crusading for
temperance education and political participation the standard
and the exponent not only used similar arguments but based those
arguments on a shared perception of womanscomans role their diametri-
cally opposed positions on plural marriage grew from assumptions
inherent in victorian ideas of what true womanhood entailed
the title of a 1974 article diamond cut diamond came from an
1878 speech indicating that even some mormon women recognized
similarities between themselves and their foes the women of this
country want to crush us but it will be diamond cut diamond the
speaker said 52 although a major part of what they had in common
was the idea espoused by both that womanscomans place is in the home
the mormon women and their antagonists in the ladies anti-
polygamy society also shared the experience of moving outside the
home to campaign for their views of what home and family life
should be with otheramericanotheramerican women theyfoundthey found in societyssocie tys view
of their proper sphere justification for expanding that sphere

sherilyn cox bennion is professor of journalism at humboldt state university in
arcata california

NOTES

1 see barbara welter the cult of true womanhood 1820 1860 ameri-
can quarterly 18 summer 1966 151 74

21 this paper follows standard nineteenth century and mormon usage in
employing the terms polygamy and plural marriage to refer to the practice of
allowing a husband to take more than one wife the more correct term for this
system is polygyny

3 advertisement salt lake daily herald april 9 1872 3
4 home affairs womanscomans exponent october 15 1881 78
5 C P the blue tea antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880188022 and for and

about women antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 3
6 editorial notes womanscomans exponent december 1 1882 100
7local7 local mention antipolygamyanti polygamy standard may 1880 13 june 1880 2211
I81 to the members of the presbyterian church in the united states anti-

polygamy standard june 1880 20
9 housekeepers comer antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june 1880 18 july

188026
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10 the family doctor shop womanscomans exponent april 1188216718821671 68 and
winter house plants womanscomans exponent october 15 1882 73

11 the great need antipolygamyanti polygamy standard september 1880 41

husband home motherhood womanscomans exponent april 1 1881 164
133 the ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy society of utah article 2 antipolygamyanti polygamy

standard may 1880 9
14 gail hamilton A true lady antipolygamyanti polygamy standard may 1880 10

floras15fioraS hill the impulse ofthehourthe hour womanscomans exponent april 151880
171 anandellisrandElldEllisisRR shipp women physicians womanscomanswomansexponentexponent may 1118811831881183

jennie anderson froiseth ed the women ofmormonismof Mormonism or the story of
polygamy as told by the victims themselves7 detroit C G G paine 1886 first
published in 1882 the book contained an introductory chapter by frances willard

17 robertjrobert J dwyer the gentile comes to utah a study in religion andsocialand social
conflict 1862 1890 2dad ed salt lake city western epics 1971 205 12

chapter 7 the gentile ladies hoist their standard 190 214 tells the story of
the antipolygamyanti polygamy society and the campaign for the industrial christian home

18 woman as a benefactress antipolygamyanti polygamy standard september 188018804242
19 education in utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june 1880 17
2010 education of the young womanscomans exponent may 1 1880 180 and

women doctors womanscomans exponent july 15 1882 28
2111 for and about women antipolygamyanti polygamy standard october 188054 and

womanscomansWomans education in france womanscomans exponent april 15 1880 176
2211 women of genius womanscomans exponent april 15 1880 176 and

hannah T king A memorial ofalice and phoebephocbe carey sic womanscomans exponent
may 151518801861880isso 186

2313 minerals of utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 8 and the
powers of a cyclone womanscomans exponent may 1 1880 178

2411 the art galleries and museums ofvienna womanscomans exponent march 1

1883145
2515 see for example george eliotseliote influence womanscomans exponent febru-

ary 1118811881 134 35 and george eliot antipolygamyanti polygamy standard july 1881 25
2611 C P the blue tea 2
2717 the position of utah womanscomans exponent january 1 1882 116 and

women and temperance womanscomans exponent february 1 1882 135
28 the temperance revival antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 4
29 temperance testimonial to mrs president hayes antipolygamyanti polygamy

standard december 1880 67 and untitled note antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april
18811

31our30 0o policy antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 4
31 the papers reiterated the arguments listedfistedhisted in many forms representative

statements of each are cited
32 polygamy ancient and modem antipolygamyanti polygamy standard august 1880

35 and charles derby the history of polygamy as found in the bible and book of
mormon with comments antipolygamyanti polygamy standard february 1881 83

33the33 the effects of polygamy antipolygamyanti polygamy standard september 1880 41
3431 characteristics of mormon polygamy no IV antipolygamyanti polygamy standard

february 1881 82
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3531 the women of utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june 1880 18
3631 characteristics of mormon polygamy no IV 82
37 mormonism will live comanswomans exponent march 15 1881 156
31what38 what they say about utah womanscomans exponent june 15 1881 12
39helen39 helenheien mar whitney life incidents womanscomans exponent january 1

1881114
4041 extract from dr R B pratts lecture womanscomans exponent june 15

1881161881 16
41 lu dalton reply to emily scott comanswomans exponent march 1 1882

151 52
4241 what they say about utah 12
43 untitled43untitled note april 1880 1

44 our little paper comanswomans exponent may 15 1880 188
45 organizationreorganizationre of the liberal party of utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard

september 1880 44 and register liberals antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june
188120

46 whose Is the fault antipolygamyanti polygamy standard january 1882 76
47an47 an appeal to women voters womanscomanswomansexponentexponent september 11188052188052
4841 sojournerSojoumer truth womanscomans exponent august 1 1881 35
49 mary ann pratt give to those rights to whom rights belong comanswomans

exponent april 1118801651880165 andl E H woman in politics comanswomans exponent
july 1 1882 17 18

5051 polygamy51polygamy and woman suffrage antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june 188020
51 the ballot in utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard february 1882 84
5251 kathleen marquis diamond cut diamond mormon women and the cult

of domesticity in the nineteenth century university of michigan papers in
womens studies 2 no 2 1974 105 this paper examines the polygamy conflict
recognizing the common values of supporters and opponents
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flower basketappliquibasket applique quilt annannkarbkarKarbb before 1819 illinois before
1840 fabric hand woven and hand dyed in 1819 the kar family settled in
illinois where a daughter ann made this quilt eventually the quilt was
passed down to great great niece bessie geyer bessie not a member of the
church was living in fort madison iowa near the town of carthage she
visited the carthagecarthagejail jailjalljali in 1954 and was so impressed with her experience
that she donated this family heirloom to help furnish a bedroom in the jail

for applique quilts nineteenth century women reserved their best
quilting skills and greatest energy requiring a large piece of cloth usually
white applique quilts were quite expensive to make because they could
not be made with small scraps courtesy museum of church history and art
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the document corner
jesse smiths 1814 protest

recently donated to the church this documentyieldsdocument yields new
insights into the religious climate in josephinjosepb smiths extended

family and into the personality of his unbending uncle

john W welch

the following document has been handed down from
generation to generation among the descendants of silas sanford
smith brother to jesse smith 1768 18531855 the eldest brother of
joseph smith sr this document donated recently to the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints by george smith dibble provides
several new and interesting insights into the character ofjesseofjesse smith
as well as perspectives on the religious background of this member
of the extended family of the prophet joseph smith

regarding the provenance of this document george smith
dibble who is a direct descendant of silas smith and who is also
related to mary duty through cleone atwood dibbles direct ances-
tor william stickney received this document from his mother
emma jane smith who it is believed received it from her
mother martha eliza bennett smith who was silas smiths wife
one assumes that she received it from her husband but it is un-
known how he would have obtained the document

this manuscript illustrates the independence ofofasaelasaelasaei smiths
family mary duty and asael smith the paternal grandparents of
joseph smith were strong willed individuals who stood by their
convictions their first son jesse states in this document that he
stood alone as the only one opposed to an action taken in 18131815 by the
presbyterian congregation to which he belonged 1 being the eldest
jesse naturally commanded considerable respect from his siblings
and his 1814 certificate is powerful evidence of his skillful ability
to state his opinions forcefully

byustudies33BYU studies 33 no 1 1993
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jesses controversy with his fellow church members arose over
a set ofresolutions they had adopted onjunedonjuneonjune 5518131813 voting to return
to congregational autonomy and to employ jacob alienallenailen a con-
gregationalist as their minister 2 in the process jesse objected they
had assumedassume d the right to bind and loose and had dissolved
the government and diciplinedisciplinedicipline sic of the central church in addi-

tion they had rejected the idea of infant or minor membership
although jesse had once been a universalist 3 he firmly espoused
presbyterian views here and later in his life

he objected to these resolutionsprimarily on scriptural grounds
for example in injesusjesus blessing of the children jesse found evidence
that all family members should be allowed to partake of the blessings
of the church directly he recoiled at the idea of membership in a

church congregation where his entire family could not participate
it is unclear however exactly what steps had been taken in this regard
by the majority of jesses parish or what issues were actually in
controversy but it appears that the so called halfway covenant defin-
ing the membership status ofchildren stood at the root ofthe problem 4

jesse also found in the new testament clear evidence that
church authority to bind or loose to make laws or administer
government or discipline or to transfer this power to others by the
imposition of their hands was given only to the apostles and elders
authority could not be reconstituted in a mere determination of
the body of the church jesse cited the apostolic council in acts 15

and the procedures of deuteronomy 17 as examples that a repre-
sentativesentative body of central church leaders having jurisdiction over
lesser bodies had exclusive authority to decide issues of church
governance such as the adoption of the local resolutions to which
jesse objected accordingly jesse rejected the action taken by these
local citizens because they were acting outside the mode ofgovern-
ment authorized for the church by jesus christ

unfortunately the document itself contains no explicit state-
ments about the immediate circumstances that finally provoked
jesse smith on november 18 1814 to memorialize his religious
convictions and reasons for disagreeing with his presbyterian
brethren in tunbridge for seventeen months he had hoped for a
change but at length imperious necessity compelled him to action
perhaps his position had been misunderstood or misrepresented
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in the congregation he had probably been subjected to social
criticism he was eventually excommunicated 5

ultimately jesse objected to the involvement of state law in
church government the articles ofagreement that legally organized
the local congregation in tunbridge were constituted under the laws
of the state of vermont particularly under a law entitled an act for
the support of the gospel 6 this law and these articles gave the local
populace considerable control over every attempt of the church to
call and settle a minister moreover these legal instruments allowed
local courts to foreclose on a persons houses or lands or both as
surety for the collection of any salaries owed to a minister of the
gospel thus it seems likely that someone was trying to compel him
to pay his legal share toward the support ofofjacobjacob alienallenailen the minister
whose hiring he had opposed and that in addition to stating his
religious convictions jesse was following the procedure outlined in
vermont law to claim exemption from that local assessment 7

in 17851783 the general assembly of vermont had passed a law
enabling towns and parishes to build churches and to provide for the
support of ministers of the gospel by a majority vote a town or
parish could levy a tax sufficient to cover the costs of hiring a
minister to be assessed on the polls and rateable estates of persons
living or estates lying within the limits of such town or parish 8

in addition the statute recognized that many people within the town
or parish might be ofdifferent sentiments in respect to their religious
duties whose conscience this act is not to control and likewise
some perhaps who pretend to differ from the majoritywithmajority with a design
only to escape taxation therefore the act provided that a person
who belonged to a different church could dissent from the majority
view and be exempt from the tax but only if he she or they shall
bring a certificate signed by some minister of the gospel deacon
or elder or the moderator in the church or congregation to which
he she or they pretend to belong being of a different persuasion 9

in 1787 a law entitled an act for supporting ministers of the
gospel restated the 1783 law and required simply that the certificate
shall make known the party to be of the religious sentiments of the
signer thereof 10 in 1801 the act for the support of the gospel was
amended further to provide that if any person acting alone who
was either in the minority of said vote or who was not at the meeting
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at the time of passing such vote shall have liberty to enter his
dissent in writing on the records ofthe town or parish as aforesaid
and on paying up all taxes and assessments until that time and for the
whole of the year in which such dissent is made shall forever
thereafter be released from any furtherfarther taxation for the support of
such minister I111I1

although the law of 1801180iso1 did not expressly require the towns
person to state any particular religious grounds for his dissent jesse
smiths statement followed the earlier convention setting forth his
beliefs in good faith and making known his religious sentiments
with respect to the entire issue accordingly his first point was to
establish that he never did agree to any such thing and his
lastpetitionlast petition quoted the psalms with legal significance 0 god
plead thine own cause 0 let not the oppressed return ashamed
Ps 7421 22 indeed this document was used for legal purposes

for a copy of it was written into the tunbridge town records
jesse declared himself unable to continue in fellowship with

the church so long as the offending resolutions remained in force
nevertheless he went out of his way in the end to affirm his open
mindedness his eagerness to be convinced otherwise should he be
in error his willingness to assume personal responsibility for any
public harm he might have caused by any such error and his
goodwill toward his opposers

in several ways this document is part ofthe background for the
restoration of the gospel ofjesusofjesus christ it illustrates the intensity of
religious debates and study occurring during the period shortly
before the youthful joseph smith entered the grove where he
received his first vision jesse examines doctrinal issues with a
remarkable scriptural facility he quotes the bible extensively accu-
rately and readily and he has given considerable thought to the
practical implications of several passages in the bible for example
he realized the importance of apostles and elders of conferring
authority by the laying on of hands and of the applicability of divine
instructions in the old testament even in the new age under christ

the smiths were very family oriented as this certificate con-
firms jesse insisted on scriptural authority that admitting a man
to the privileges of the church required also the admission of all

or any of his household he objected to membership in any society
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where my family could not partake of the benefit directly this
document also shows thatjessethatjesse was articulate and literate the hand-
writing the spelling the vocabulary and the literary style are the
product of a literate individual

the document also portrays jesse smith as a god fearing
religious man not satisfied with the events in his church he ques-
tioned unauthorized church acts and hoped that his church brethren
would return to the former vows they had made which he
understood to be more in harmony with the practices of the new
testament church or that if change was in order god would
spiritually confirm the decision of his congregation

this text also gives valuable information about the character of
jesse smith in 1857 george A smith a cousin ofthe prophetjosephprophet joseph
smith delivered a speech about the family of asael smith their
common grandfather george remembered his unclejesseuncle jesse as a man
ofgood education and had considerable display he was a religious
man a covenanter who came out with all his strength against
the book of mormon and exerted the most cruel tyranny over his

family prohibited my uncle joseph smith srjsrsaj from talking in his
house and threatened to hewdownwith his broad axe anywho dared
to preach such nonsense in his presence 111212 but the young george
got the best of his uncle who boasted the devil never shut my
mouth to which george quipped perhaps he opened it uncle
abruptly ending their conversation in 1830 whenjosephwhenjoseph smith sr
visited his parents andbrothers in stockholm newyorkjohnnewyork john smiths
journal describes jesses anger harshness and insulting abusiveness
toward any mention of the book ofmormon but also his melting into
tears when the brothers parted andjosephandjoseph sr pleaded withjessewith jesse to
repent 13 by 1836 when jesse ordered his two missionary brothers
not to talk about the bible in his house at all unless it was upon the
calvinistic doctrine of limited election 14 it was clear that he would
never again change religions unlike his brothers joseph asael jr
silas and john jesse smith never joined the church 15 his adamant
opposition to the book ofmormon was in character with his sole and
vigorous dissent against the otherwise unanimous decision of his
neighbors in tunbridge

accordingly this document indicates thatjessethatjesse was not always
opposed to every form of religion 16 but that he shared some of his
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fathers desire to test all religious opinions by the holy scriptures and
sound reason 1317111717 it also however shows him consistently to be very
conservative in his presbyterian views entrenched in calvinistic
theology 18 to be sure he was determined and uncompromising in
his religious and legal views but at least here in 1814 he also shows
himself to be deeply committed to the scriptures and claims willing-
ness to change his stance if shown to be wrong

on the 501301hofjulyofjuly 1809118091 was admitedadmired to the fellow-
ship and communion of the church in this town
organisedorganizedorganised and officered with ruling elders in presbyterian
form but destitute of a stated gospel ministry we had a
teaching elder who was by profession a presbyterian
having charge of a congregational church in this vicinity
whose steadfast belief and uniform declaration was that
presbyterian church government and deciplinedecipline was in his
opinion the onlyform recognized in scripture the church
having no teaching priest was not united to any particular
presbyterypresbyteryj being but few in number I1 believe all ex-
pected to make slow progress but as far as I1 understood
anything of the matter no one thot of going back or
returning like the dog to his vomit or like the sow that was
washed to her wallowing in the mire 19 for we are assured
that no one putting his hand to the plow and looking back
is fit for the kingdom of heavenheaven20heaven102010 undoubtedly meaning
the church it was also understood that every baptisedbaptizedbaptised
child was a member of the church and thus acknowl-
edged by by sic receiving the seal of the covenant which
ordinancejordinanceordinances say the assembly of divinesjdivinesdivinedivinesssj doth signify
and seal our ingrafting into christ and our engagement to
be the lords this is true otherwise I1 know of no meaning
to the coirmandthecomamandirmandco the lord is said to have given concern-
ing the poor debtor who owed ten thousand talents viz
that he his wife and children of all that he had should be
sold and payment should be made 21 thusencourthus encour-
aged by the prospect that I1 and mine might walk in the
light of the church be ruled and diciplineddisciplined by men in
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the vineyard of the lord elected for the purpose set apart
and qualified for the office and they with him who should
labor in word and doctrine if god should favor us with a

watchman on this part of the wall together with the
whole body of the church each in their station should
come forward with mutual endeavor for the instruction of
our children in the ways of thruth and righteousness
teaching them to mind the same things for the edification
of themselves and others and of building them up in the
most holy faith according to those precepts and those
only which are laid down in that gospel thro which
life and immortality are brot to lightfighthight this appeared
to me and stillstiffstinn does appear like building again the taber-
nacle of david together with the ruins thereof that the
residue of men might seek the lord 22 these are
some of my reasons for joining the church and such was
the church when I1 did join it I1 came forward I1 trust
under the influence of the holy ghostjghostghosto I1 still hope I1 did
not trust in a vain thing the vanity of the gentiles or
an arm offlesh but I1 think I1 had and still have some reason
to believe that my cheif hope and dependancedependencedependance was and
is on him who inhabits the praises of israel before whom
the nations are counted as the small dust of the bal
lamceclamce sic and who taketh up the isles as very little thing
lebanon is not sufficient to bum nor the beasts thereof
for a burnt offering 2313 before whom all nations are
counted as nothing yea less than nothing and vanity 2421

notwithstanding my remaining corruptionscorrupt ions which at
times seem to be carrying me away as with a whirl-
windwindawindj my motives were good my object was and is to
come up to the help of the lord against the mighty 2521

the church remained in this situation till the memorable
5th51hath of june 1813 about which time mr jacob alienallenailen ap-
peared as a candidate for the ministry oftheodtheofthe congregational
order so called the members of the church generalygeneradygeneraly es-
teemed the man and finally settsettled1 ed him as their minister

but as a preliminary the then government and disci-
pline of the church must be abolished for it seems the
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man was honest he would not act contrary to his own
understanding of the scripture as he had been taught
at this time the members of the church in general meeting
for the purpose didddid to my astonishment and in opposi-
tion to all I1 could say or do asasumeabsumeAsume the right to bind and
loose 2616 passed a decree dissolving the government
and diciplinedisciplinedicipline of the church together with the idea of in-
fant or minor membership and to my understanding the
church also I1 was then in the minority with only one
A other person who has sinsebinse gone with the multitude so
far as to attend for the present on the ministry and the ordi-
nances I1 now stand alone the only opposeropposerto to the decree
and the maner of passing the same I1 have waited more
than 17 months hoping and praying that the church
would return to their former vows as I1 understood them
or that god wouldawouldawauld open the eyes ofmy understanding so
as to see them in the right if they were so but neither of
these have as yet come to pass and the time has arrived
when imperious necessity compellscompellocompells me to enter solemnly
my protest against this unprecedented act of the church
in decreeing its own disolution as I1 understand the mea-
sure I1 now therefore declare in presenseprepensepresense ofthese men
whom I1 have considered as my brethren who were mine
acquaintance with whom I1 took sweet council and with
whom I1 walked to the house of god in company feeling
willing to appeal to that god who driethtrieth the reins and
searches the hearts of the children of men for the purity
of my motives that I1 cannot with grief do I1 reflect on the
causes that have led to this in consienceconstenceconsience subscribe to
this decree or consider myself bound by this act of the
church of the said 5th51hath ofofjunejune j neither can I1 fellow-
ship the church while under the guidance of this decree
and the subseqentsubsequent proceedings arising therefrom so as

statedly or occasionlyoccasionly to commune with them in the ordi-
nance of the lords super sic lorforor attend on the ministymanisty
supported in the present form for the following rea-
sons ptist I1 never did agree to any such thing 2112ndand I1 cannot
find in the scriptures any precepts or example for admitingadmittingadmiting
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a man to the privilegespriviliges of the church and ex eluding all or
any of his housholdjhousholdusholdhouseoldho our lord said suffer little children
and forbid them not to come unto me for of such is the
kingdom of heavenheaven272717 meaning the church he took them
up in his arms put his hands upon them and blessed them
I1 never had a serious wish to become a member of the
church or any other society where my family could not
partake ofthe benefit directly 3rd3ldald because I1 find no warrent
in the scripture for the church collectively to make laws or
decrees to bind any either themselves or others the great
head of the church gave to his apostles the keyes of
the kingdom of heaven28heaven28 or church and to no otherjotherothera

he authorized them to bind & loose aaa&& to transfer this
power to others by the imposition of their hands & says
upon this rock will I1 build my church and the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it29it 29 meaning by the rock I1 believe
the mode of government I1 do not believe thatjesusthatjesus christ
in any instance has authorized the whole body of the
church to bind or loose to make laws or administer
govermentgovernmentgoverment or discipline the church is called the king-
dom ofheaven and akingdom cannot exist acordingaccording to the
common aceptationacceptation ofthe termwithoutrulerswithout rulers and ruled
kings and subjects the first disputation which arose in
the christain church in the apostolic age was not deter-
mined by the members or brotherhood but paul & silas
and certain others went up to jerusalemtojerusalem unto apostles and
elders about this question 30 this I1 understand was a
representative body when convened having jurisdiction
over lesser bodies this was not an advisory council
there is there no advice offered but they utter their
sentence and the assembly agree to lay no grater burden
than these nesessarynecessarynesessary things &c31 A this burden these
rulers did lay & bind upon the subjects of the kingdom
in what country soever they might reside this mode of
procedure was in strict conformity to the plain command
of god in the inh chapter ofofdeuteronmydeuteronmydeuteronomyDeuteronmy if there arise a
matter too hard for thetheee in judgementJudgement between blood
and blood between plea and plea and between stroke and
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stroke being matters ofcontroversy within thy gates then
shalt thou arise and get thee up unto the place which the
lord thy god shalt choose and thou shalt come unto
the ppreistspreisr elststs the levites and unto the judge that should
be in those days and enquire and they shall shew thee
the sentence of judgment and thou shalt do according
to the sentensefentensesentense which they of that place which the lord
shall choose shalt show thee and thou shalt observe to do
according to all that they inform thetheee according to the
sentencssentensentencescs of the law which they shall teach thee and
according to the judgment which they shall tell thee
thou shalt do thou shalt not decline from the sentence
which they shall shew thetheee to the right hand or to the
left 32 I1 am aware some will say this was in another age
and a new order ofthings have suceededsucceededsuceeded I1 reply we have
the same lawgiver under the new as under the old dispen-
sation I1 state also that this command has never been
repealed again I1 understandjerusalemunderstand jerusalem to be the only place
god had at that time made known as the place of his
chosen for the seat ofofjudgmentjudgment and it seems the apostles
and elders together with a representation of the whole
church thought of going to no other place for a decision
about this controversy between plea and plea much
scripture I1 believe might be brot in support of this mode
ofofprodedureprodedureprocedureprodedure but I1 am not allowed to be lengthy my 4thath

and last reasonre a son for absenting myself from the church
is the manner of settling and supporting the minister
I1 am not able to leamlearn from athehe scriptures of the old
and new testament that the church of christ in any age
of the world had any right to form any connection with
those without concerning the calling settling suporting
or dismising their pastor or teacher but in looking over
the grogroundAund work of the call settlement and support
of the minister & also provision for his dismisiondismissiondismision if need
bedbejbe I1 do find the whole predicated upon a legislative act
of the state ofvermont which by the authority of the sas6s rail d

state is declared to be an act entitled an act for the support
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of the gospel33gospel 3555 .3333 here are articles ofagreement called the
constitution of the first congregational or presbyterian
church and society in tunbridge these articles are

fourteen in number signed if I1 mistake not by nearly all the
male members of the church and a number of others &

declared to be binding on them and those who shall come
after them except the eighth article in these articles
there is pointed out and defined the right of the church
and the colatteral rights of the society or those without as

relates to the call settlement and support ofthe minister so

long as he livesfivesilvesbives or till he is dismiseddismissed in the transaction of
all this business J the people without the church by these
articles of agreement or this constitution have in their
power if they please to defeat every attempt of the church
to call and settle a ministerjministerministeri there is no higher authority
quoted in all or any of these articles than that of the astateassateA state
of vermontjVermonvermontvermontetJ there is not a single expression in this
whole instrument which is copied from the word of god
or anything which alludes to divine revelationjrevelationrevelations there is

no law recognized for the collection even amoungamlung the
saints for the suportduport of the ministry but the political code

of our country which is ever varying its course and
object the church or as many ofthem and others as have
signed this instrument have bound themselves to mort-
gage their houses or lands or both as surety for the
nillfillmentfullfillment of their contracts with the minister and one
another which mortgage is liable to forclosureclosureforeclosurefor by order
of a political court of judicature at any time on the fail-

ure of the mortgagor to pay the interest of the money he
has funded therefore considering as I1 do this con-
stitutionstitution as it is called to be to say the leastjleastleasta not in
conformity to the word of god I1 must I1 am constrained to
protest against the measure in all its bearings I1 cannot
I1 dare not proceed on this ground the consequences to
myself and family notwithstanding I1 fear god and not man
and wish to worship him in the beauty of holiness and in
conformity to his own appointment I1 cannot subscribe
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to this mode of procedure I1 must now commit my char-
acter to the mercy of that god who knows my motives &

to the impartial judgementjudgement of the church so far as it by
them may be known at the period when the greatness of
the kingdom under the whole heaven shall be given to the
people of the saints of the most high

arise 0 god plead thine own cause34cause3lcausell 0 let not the
oppressed return ashamed let the poor and needy praise
thy name35 blessed be the lord god the god ofoflsrealisreal who
only doth wondrous things36things36 and let the whole earth be
filled with his glory 37 I1 now subscribe this my
protest with some reasons which have aopperatedpperatedoperatedpperated to
produce it with mine own hand and in presenseprepensepresense of the

lord of all the earth promising his grace assisting that if
ever I1 should be convinced that I1 ought not to have done
this thing I1 will use of all the means which may then be in
my power to retract and that ainalnm the most suitable public
manner if I1 continue to think I1 am right I1 feel a determina-
tiontiongtionj god willinwillinggJ to use my best endeavor to bring the
church back to a sense of their duty and to this purpose
I1 mean to employ my influence if any I1 have and to these
purposes I1 mean to devote myself either to be convinced
myself or to convince my opposersposersop done this ism181 day of
nov in the year of our lord christ 1814

jesse smith

introduction by john W welch professor of law at brigham young university and
editor of BYU studies with assistance from richard L anderson milton V

backman jr richard L bushman larry E dahl jonathan A dibble and lamar
garrard transcription by doris brower melindamelmdajeffressjeffress and marnymamy K parkin

NOTES

this document located in the archives division church historical depart-
ment the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah is used by
permission the version of this protest recorded in the tunbridge town records
begins protest ofbrotherjesseof brother jesse snsmithjithaith against a voteavoteabote oftheodtheof the church passedjunepassepassed junedJune 25th25th
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1813 the private text published above conforms with the public document in
almost all substantive respects and the recorded version has been used to clarify
obscure places and tomtorn edges in the private document with those words shown
above in brackets the symbol A indicates words or letters inserted above the line
in the original

I1 the tunbridge community church operated under the presbyterian form of
church government for eight years deciding in 1813 to return to congregationalism
james ramage centennial celebration of the congregational church tunbridge
vermont montpelier vt watchman 1892 25 26 jesse smith purchased pew
twenty two in this church building in 1794 ramage centennial celebration 5

courtesy of lamar garrard from records in the state library montpelier vermont
2 under the plan ofunion presbyterian and congregationalist churches could

hire ministers from either faith the plan of union resulted in the transformation of
many congregational churches into presbyteriansPresbyterians but this development also
created tensions withinamerican presbyterianism the plan ofunion was rescinded
by the presbyteriansPresbyterians in 1835 and by the congregationalists in 1852 obviously the
controversy over various forms of church polity was heated not only in tunbridge
but also throughout new england new york and the western reserve albert E

dunning congregationalists in america boston pilgrim 1894 32133321 33 and
gaius glenn atkins and frederick L fagley history ofamericanof american congregational-
ism boston pilgrim 1942 14246142 46

3 he joined sixteen others including his father asael and his brotherjosephbrotherbrothe rjosephjoseph
in forming a universalist society in tunbridge in 1797 tunbridge town record
188 located by lamar garrard

4 dunning4dunning congregationalists in america 17188171 88
5 the records of the tunbridge church mention that jesse an influential

member vigorously protested and had to be excommunicated ramage centen-
nial celebration 26 27

6jesse smith appears to refer here to a subsequent version of the law en-
titled an act for supporting ministers of the gospel 1787 vermontvermontlawslamslaws october
1783 1 no law named an act for the support of the gospel has been found in
the vermont laws or in the vermont state office but an 1801 statute is introduced
in the vermont laws as an alteration of an act entitled an act for the support
of the gospel

7the tax issue had been a problem in tunbridge from the beginning in 1794
a heated debate over whether to raise money by taxing the members or selling pews
resulted in a compromise lamar garrard the smith family and the first congre-
gationalgational church in tunbridge unpublished manuscript and tunbridge town
record 191 93

81783 vermont laws october 1783 1

9178391783 vermont laws october 1783 2
101317871017871787 vermont laws october 1 1787 3

1118011801 vermont laws november 331801180 1 section 3 proviso 2 also pursuant
to this law joseph smith sr like several other citizens of randolph vermont
recorded a protest in the randolph town records on july 1118021802 stating 1 I do not
agree in religious opinion with a majority of the inhabitants of this town
randolph liber primus miscellaneous records commencing 1790 7711
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1211 brigham young journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool england
R james 1858 6thath reprint salt lake city 1967 5103

13lucy13 lucy mack smith history ofjosephof joseph smith ed preston nibley salt lake
city bookcraft 1957 17276172 76 see also lamarflamarlamaraF garrard thetheasaeltheastelasaelasaei smith family
moves from vermont to newyorknewyork 1806 to 1820 inregionalregionalstudiesstudies in latter day
saint church history new york ed larry C porter milton V backman jr and
susan easton black provo utah department of church history and doctrine
brigham young university 1992 293029 30

14 richard L andersonjosephanderson joseph smiths newenglandheritageengland heritage salt lake city
deseretbookdeseret book 1971 111lillii1111 citing john smith journal august 20 1836

15 15andersonanderson joseph smiths new england heritage 109
16 E cecil mcgavin the family of ofjosepbjoseph smith salt lake city bookcraft

19632219631965 22
17 mcgavin17mcgavin family of josephofjoseph smith 21
1811 anderson joseph smiths new england heritage 111 jesses opposi-

tion to the restored gospel has earned him a negative reputation that has been used
to accentuate the contrast between jesse and his brothers for example while
acknowledging jesses religious motivation mark L mcconkie characterizes jesse
as frenzied and recusant censorious with a violent and acerbic tongue the
father odtheoftheof rhethe prophet salt lake city bookcraft 1993 11 59 121211

19 2 peter 222
2021 luke 962
21 matthew 1824 25
22 acts 1516
2321 isaiah 4015164015 16
24 isaiah 4017
25 judges 523
26 matthew 1619 1818

matthew 19191414
28 matthew 1619
29 matthew 1618
31acts30 acts 1522 29
331 acts 1528
32 deuteronomy 17811178 11

33see33 see note 3 above
34 psalm 7422
35 psalm 74217421
3661psalmsalmsaim 7213
37 psalm 7219



0quiltingniltingbilting sisters
richard G oman

bishop sheetssSheetss quilt eighth ward relief society salt lake city
1872 collection of the museum of church history and art gift of
mrs eva west

the quilt shown on the front cover of this issue was a gift by
the female relief society of the salt lake eighth ward to a beloved
bishop elijah funk sheets bishop sheets served the eighth ward
as bishop from 18518566 to 1904 the longest service ofany bishop in the
history of the church 1

the center panel depicts a beehive surrounded by bees sym-
bolizingbolizing latter day saint cooperation order and industry 2 what
better symbol for the eighth ward relief society working together
in a quilting bee than the bees surrounding the hive above the
beehive is embroidered an all seeing eye representing the lord
above that is embroidered holiness to the lord which served to
remind all that everything we do should be done in accordance with
the will ofthe lord F R S stands for female relief society 1872
is undoubtedly the date the quilt was completed

surrounding the center panel are blocks depicting roses and
baskets fullfallfuli of grapes and strawberries zion is blossomingblossoming as a
roserose3rosea3andbandand bountifully producing crops in outer blocks are doves
each holding an olive branch a joining of two ancient symbols of
peace 4 the border of the quilt is an applique of intertwined vines
vines have long been an ancient symbol of israel5israe15israela but can also
symbolize christ 6 the quilt tells the eighth ward relief societysSocie tys
bishop that they are righteously laboring to bring forth the lords
kingdom on earth

this quilt was made one year after sheets was given the addi-
tional calling ofbeing a traveling bishop to several stakes in central
utah in this job he supervised temporal affairs for the church
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detail frombisbopfrombishopfromBishop sheetssSheetss quilt courtesy museum of church history
and art
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he also served as assistant trustee in trust for the church under
brigham young 7 the relief society probably made this quilt to
celebrate bishop sheetssSheetss additional calling

senatoredmundsssenator edmundssEdmundedmundsossquilt womens home mission society ofogden
utah 1882 collection of the museum of church history and art

american women have used quilts to express their opinions and
celebrate important events for almost two hundred years the quilt
shown on the back cover ofthis issue was made byprotestantwomen
in utah as a gift to senator george F edmunds ofvermont to express
their appreciation for his part in passing the edmunds bill the bill
placed severe legal penalties on the mormonscormons for practicing polygamy

this quilt is a parlor throw quilt made in a tumbling block
pattern on it are embroidered the names of 130 non LDS women
from ogden utah plus mrs rutherford B hayes the honorary presi-
dent ofthe womens home mission society in the center is the name
of the recipient gov F edmunds US senator from vermont 1 I8

in the late nineteenth century parlor throws became fashion-
ably upscale rich cloth especiallyvelvetsespeciallyvelvetsvelvety and silks with deep saturated
colors were avidly sought for these quilts cloth was especially
prized if it had been part of a wedding dress silk hair ribbons from a
graduation a baby dress or other highly symbolic costume expres-
sive embroidery and rich fabrics rather than intricate and time
consuming quilting were the main decorative embellishments
these quilts were not used for personal bedding rather they were
placed in parlors for viewing by visitors 9 the donors probably
expected or at least hoped that the edmundsesEdmundedmundsenses would display this
piece in their parlor

A parlor throw quilt was the perfect vehicle for the womens
home mission society to express their social status group solidarity
yet individuality and up to date fashionableness to senator edmunds
perhaps the self consciously upscale nature of the quilt was meant to
contrast with the inferred backwardness ofmormon women as de-
picted in the popular press the quilt mixed the concept ofwomen
taking a growing public role with an overtly domestic art form

contrast this quilt with the one made by the eighth ward relief
society both quilts were made by utah women both were gifts
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details from bishop sheetssSheetss and senator edmundssEdmundedmundsoss quilts courtesy
museum of church history and art

to men who were seen as championing the womens values both
were seen as supporting a religious point of view yet one quilt
celebrates individualism stylish fashion public display and an
appeal to secular power the other focuses on cooperation unity
building zion private display and a celebration of religious power

richard G oman is senior curator of the museum of church history and art

NOTES

acquisition record form bishop sheetsSheetsss quilt museum of church history
and art

I21 richard G oman beehive symbol encyclopedia of mormomsmmormonism ed
danieldarneldarmeldammel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 19921991992 1 99

3 isaiah 3355 1

I41 george ferguson signs and symbols in christian art oxford oxford
university press 1971 35

5 psalms 80880sos 8 10 isaiah 515 1 7 alma 161716 17
66johnjohnajohn 15115 1 5
7 andrew jensen latter day saint biographical encyclopedia 4 vols salt

lake city andrewandrewjensenjensen history co 1901 36 16141 614166l4 16
8 acquisition record form senator edmundsEdmundsss quilt museum of church

history and art
9 carleton L safford and robert bishop americaamericas squilts and coverlets new

york city weathervaneWeathervane books 1974 297



brentsjapanesebrents japanese mission quilt karen searlesearieseanieseadie 1935 shelley idaho
1980 used by permission of brent searlesearieseanieseadie missionary quilts usually made
by the missionarysmissionarys mother or grandmother have become an increasing
popular form of distinctively mormon quilting this quilt was made by
karen searlesearieseanie for her son brent who was serving in the japan oyama
mission the oriental character means peace happiness and health
courtesy museum of church history and art



A non mormon religion professors
impressions of mormon missionaries

the commitment innocence and candor of mormon
missionaries impress a maine professor and his students

robert L lively jr

most students at our small state university in rural new england
have had little exposure to the variety of religious faiths many ofmy
students perhaps 40 percent claim affiliation with roman catholi-
cism another 30 percent with protestant denominations and the
remaining students have no affiliation in each class ofthirty to thirty
five there are always several who have never been inside a church
or synagogue partly to address this lack of experience with religious
movements I1 invite representatives of various faiths to address my
classes in the past eight years we have had presentations by the
following christian faiths roman catholic all the mainlinemain line prot-

estant denominations represented by ordained women whenever
possible latter day saint seventh day adventist christian science
pentecostal unificationist jehovahsJehovahs witnesses quaker unitarian
christian fundamentalist shaker and the way non christian faiths
that have been represented are judaism islam bahai confucian
hindu zen buddhism and wiccanwician

among these diverse religious movements locally available

representatives most often are middle aged or older with the ex-
ceptions of foreign students who may appear to speak about their
faith and of latter day saint missionaries who are about the same
age as most of the students in class while I1 might have invited a

mormon bishop or relief society president to speak I1 have always

chosen a set of missionaries primarily because the missionaries
represent their faith from a unique position due to their young age
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when I1 ask the students which of them has had mormon
missionaries knock at their door usually about 90 percent raise their
hands but very few have ever invited them into their homes or
apartments I1 then prepare the class for a visit by the missionaries by
focusing on two topics continuity and commitment the first topic
leads us to a discussion of religious tradition and I1 attempt to draw
attention to the natural resistance that develops against any new
religious movement particularly a faith that claims to have a living
prophet and new books of scripture as does the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints students can better understand the per-
secutionsecution endured by the early mormonscormons if they are aware of the
human tendency to cling to traditional beliefs and to view new beliefs
with suspicion or even fear

our discussion of commitment leads us to realize that most of
us are committed at any given moment to a movement or idea or line
ofaction and further that the amount of time money and effort we
devote to this commitment indicates the depth of the commitment
the class also comes to accept the notion that since we do not all

share the samegoalssame goals what maybe important to one person may seem
inconsequential even strange to another I1 ask students to attempt
to determine the commitment level of the two missionaries who will
visit the class and to identify specific elements in their presentation
that provide clues to this for example I1 suggest that they might wish
to ask about the cost of a mission and where the funds come from

in addition to preparing the class I1 attempt to help the mission-
aries know what to anticipate several weeks before the visit
I1 telephone them to extend the invitation I1 make clear that while
I1 am not a latter day saint I1 am friendly to the church and admire
many of its members and programs As one might expect this
appears to dispel any anxiety that the invitation might cause be-
cause few of the missionaries have had much college experience
and many appear somewhat in awe of the world ofhigher education
of the ten or twelve sets of missionaries that I1 have invited over
the years none has ever been asked to speak to a college class before
but none has refused my invitation I1 once encountered a female or
sister missionary on the phone who quickly assumed I1 was one of

the elders playing a practical joke on her finally I1 persuaded her
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that my inquiry was legitimate and she and her companion made a
fine presentation to the class

the three topics that I1 suggest they address and these are the
topics I1 give to representatives of all of the faiths are the history
of the church in brief its basic doctrines and their own personal
stories were they born in the faith how did they come to accept it
spiritually and what led them to devote so much time to their faith
answers to the latter two of these three topics the representatives
personal connections with and commitment to the faith prove to be
the most interesting to class members

further preparations of the missionaries for their appearance
include my taking them out for a meal prior to their meeting with
the class this setting gives me a way of rewarding their efforts of
becoming better acquainted and of answering any last minute ques-
tions two or three ofthe missionaries have been bold enough during
these relaxed moments to inquire about the state of my own soul
usually I1 have actively avoided dealing with such questions during
this preclasspreclass discussion but I1 have not always been successful

ofall those invited to make a presentation only one missionary
appeared nervous he was still in the early months ofhis mission and
speaking before an unusually large class sixty students that semes-
ter may have contributed to his anxiety if other missionaries were
nervous they did not show it afterwards many admitted that the
thought of speaking to so large a group of unfamiliar people not of
their faith was intimidating as their experience before such groups
was limited to settings among their own faith with supportive
listeners the factor that appeals most to my students about the LDS

missionaries their being close to the students in age turns out to
be the very factor that brings the most anxiety to the missionaries
themselves younger audiences they claim look up to them while
older audiences appear to admire them for their commitment
manners neat dress and courtesy but their peers they believe
evaluate them differently perhaps more harshly more candidly one
missionary reported that while addressing the class he was constantly
wondering what are they thinking do they think im crazy

but the missionaries anxiety seems to have no grounds for the
students have always been impressed by them and an instant rapport
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appears to arise between them and the class probably in large
measure because of their similar ages with representatives of other
faiths this rapport is sometimes lacking perhaps in part because
many representatives are as old as the students own parents and
thus implicitly represent parental authority furthermore the mis-
sionariessionaries look like college students at least our more neatly groomed
ones one students comment is typical 1I didnt expect them to be
as normal as they were

generally the missionaries display an innocence and a candor
that students and probably most people find appealing an ex-
ample is the missionary who told the class that on the first night of
his mission when he was far away from home for the first time in his
life he cried himself to sleep another in response to a student
asking if he had ever slipped in regard to the mormon health code
quietly replied we have all slipped sometime in our lives the
classes have always responded well to the missionaries honesty in
admitting their ignorance of a particular issue or in agreeing that
perhaps there may be more than one way to view a situation or idea
in contrast older representatives from other faiths tend to be more
dogmatic in their answers and this firmness often turns students off
finally the class members often remark about the seeming genuine-
ness of the testimonies that the missionaries bear of their personal
conviction regarding matters of their faith

As for the actual approach that they use in class generally the
missionaries combine a videotape on early church history with an
oral presentation by them both in alternating style as if they were
conducting a cottage meeting with an investigator in someones
home this appears to work quite well before the class the only
topic with which a few of them have seemed uncomfortable is
the role of women in the church because our campus is about
70 percent female many in the class are likely to voice objections
when they hear that mormon women are not allowed to hold the
priesthood or church authority and they also might speak out on

the size ofmany mormon families one missionary informed the class
he was one of fifteen children at which even I1 joined in the gasps
throughout the room

another topic that causes some consternation among students
is the idea of various levels ofheavenly glory and that only mormonscormons
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in good standing will inherit the highest level the missionaries seem
more at ease holding their ground on this yet they are usually able
to do it without causing further alienation unlike many other more
sectarian more exclusive faiths students have trouble as might be
expected with several other unique aspects and doctrines of the
faith among these are the idea of joseph smith as a modem day
prophet the book of mormon as legitimate scripture complement-
ing the bible and baptism for the dead

As noted earlier however student interest seems to focus on
the personal involvement and commitment ofthe missionaries more
than on the various tenets of their faith most students cannot fathom
why LDS missionaries are willing to do what they do for two years
said one student my general reaction was what are these two nice
young men doing here why arent they home and in college why
are they here trying to convert people who dont want to be con-
vertedverted when I1 ask the class why so many young mormonscormons accept
calls to serve full time missions in spite of its high cost currently
about 350 per month regardless of where the missionary serves
throughout the world an amount provided solely by the missionary
and the missionarysmissionarys family the more perceptive students reply that
what costs us the most is often valued the most and that something
that comes easily is seldom regarded highly this comment seems to
suggest that young mormonscormonsMormons in working at various jobs to earn their
share of mission expenses come to value the mission experience
partly because it costs a great deal our discussion of this idea
frequently leads to our talking about it being more costly to be an
active mormon than to be active in many other faiths primarily
because of the churchschurche requirement of tithing to fund its vigorous
building program worldwide as well as its other expenses

another important dimension that I1 believe underlies my stu-
dents amazement at spending a class period with the missionaries
but one that rarely becomes articulated is that they cannot see
themselves being capable of doing what the missionaries are doing
before them is a young person their own age who is hundreds often
thousands of miles from home and family for two years without
the chance for a quick trip home constantly meeting and talking
with strangers having to speak in public knock on doors talk with
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people on the streets in some missions live twenty four hours
a day with a companion whom heshebeshe has never met before and
be self disciplined as well as a self starter the entire idea must be
terrifying to many in the class if they think much about it surely it
would bring out many of their insecuritiessecuritiesin

what these students fail to understand is that the LDS church
prepares its missionaries from an early age to accept even welcome
such a challenge in early adulthood and this well organized effort
contrasts sharply with the relative lack of such preparation of youth
in other churches mormon children and youth are invited and
encouraged from early childhood to speak before others to learn the
teachings of the faith to memorize scriptures of importance and to
incorporate the conservative moral values of the faith in their daytoday to
day lives most missionaries have taken four years of seminary
courses while in high school meaning they have met for an hour
each weekday before during or after school to study various books
of scripture thus preparing them with a foundation of gospel
knowledge and personal conviction

moreover virtually none of my students have been elevated as
young teenagers to the status that the LDS church gives its youth at
twelve a boy is given what is believed to be the royal priesthood
of god and a girl becomes part of the young women program in
which she is taught to demonstrate in her life what is believed to
be her divine birthright as a daughter of god membership in
these groups requires active involvement in the important inner
workings of the church and clearly must have a positive effect on
the young persons self esteem and level of commitment finally the
young person accepting a mission call is given intensive training
including if appropriate language training at one of the churchechurchs
missionary training centers thus what my students do not fully
realize when they first meet the missionaries is that despite their
youth openness and relative lack of formal gospel training the mis-
sionariessionaries are the products of a longtermlong term grooming process

in discussing missionary work with older members of the
church I1 have come to realize that the missionaries we have in new
england while typical of those churchwisechurchwidechurchwide in a general sense are
not typical in every sense for instance new englanders being the
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somewhat stubborn yankees that they are generally resist efforts to
convert them to mormonism even though joseph smiths roots
actually began in upstate vermont during two years in the region
a missionary might aid in the conversion of perhaps a dozen or
fewer persons there are other areas of the world that prove even
more difficult for such proselytizing such as the predominantly
roman catholic countries of france spain and italy and proselytiz-
ing in arab countries is not allowed at all on the other hand
missionary labors are extremely fruitful in many central and south
american countries in the philippines and in the south pacific

where the number ofconverts during a two year mission might be as
high as five hundred

the church has always promoted the active spreading of the
gospel and a few of the earliest missionaries like wilford woodruff
heber C kimball and parley P pratt were responsible for the con-
version of literally thousands mostly in england but just as the
popular evangelist billy graham has observed in our own time
the quick convert is usually quick to depart too mormon leaders
understand this phenomenon and they encourage todays mission-
aries to answer as adequately as possible any concerns and questions
that their investigators have to take their investigators to church
meetings at least once prior to their baptism and to involve them
in other dimensions ofofldsoflasLDS life in addition missionaries are assigned
to seek out less active members of the faith and to reestablish
ties with them aiming to bring them back into activity

while the church obviously benefits from the steady influx of
new converts some claim they are the lifeblood ofthe church the
personal growth of the missionary must be of nearly equal value to
the church in the long run I1 have often reflected that two years as a
mormon missionary is undoubtedly an excellent learning experi-
ence the list of benefits surely is longer than the following but
these occur to me as an outsider independence from family self
sufficiency personal discipline self motivation financial manage-
ment practice with interpersonal relationships development of
communication skills learning to deal with adversity experience
with travel exposure to different often foreign cultures and values
and for many the learning of a foreign language
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all these benefits are assured I1 believe by providing the
missionary with a tightly knit organization and support system that
also provides frequent counsel and guidance from a mission presi-
dent and his spouse as well as senior missionaries granted a few
missionaries never make it through the MTC a few leave their
missions early for reasons other than illness and some go through
the motions only because of pressure from home but even in such
failures the missionaries leamlearn important aspects about life and

about themselves all members regardless of mission experience
are expected to be member missionaries a concept first enunci-
ated by president david 0 mckay in the 1950s and it is not
surprising therefore that many returned missionaries continue
throughout their lives to invite their friends and acquaintances to
investigate their faith

it is through such lifetime missionaries that I1 first became
interested in the church in the late 1960s when my wife was a

brown university graduate student while I1 was studying at the yale
divinity school her study carrel was next to that of an active
mormon both ofus were attracted to the genuineness and the calm
and friendly manner of our new friend and his family when he
learned of my studying at yale he presented me a book of mormon
eventually my interest in the history of the church was sparked to
the point ofwriting a dissertation at the university of oxford on the
churchschurche nineteenth century period in britain in the course of my
research I1 spent some time with president gordon B hinckley who
also impressed me with his warm courteous spirit despite his ever
increasing burdens as a major leader in the church president
hinckley has found time to respond to subsequent inquires that
I1 have made about church history he told me once the time will
come when you and your family will join the church rather than
take offense at his boldness I1 felt it was a compliment given in the
true spirit of member missionary work finally I1 have a colleague
in my department at the university who is a latter day saint primarily
because of my ongoing interest in the church and my respect for its
members he was the first person whom I1 looked up when I1 first
arrived on campus we have been good friends ever since and he has
been especially helpful in answering my questions and in sharing his
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experiences with me some day I1 may even follow his oft repeated
suggestion that I1 read the book of mormon from cover to cover

I1 recently spoke with a young man who was preparing to leave
on his mission he was nervous excited and after so many years of
anticipation relieved that he was finally going to go he is the first
missionary in his family and his parents are proud yet nervous too
during our conversation he sometimes had to struggle to articulate
his thoughts and feelings he lacked the polish that the MTC and
experience in the mission brings but that is what I1 liked best about
our discussion so much of what awaited him he only dimly per-
ceived but one thing he was certain ofwas that he would be a better
person for the experience I1 am sure that he is right

robert L lively jr is associate professor of religion at the university of maine at
farmington dr lively would like to thank his friend and colleague professor J karl
franson for his helpful comments on earlier drafts of this article it is dedicated to
the franson children of farmington maine and the brown children ofofprovoprovo utah



hmong picture cloth sister ofoftongogtongtong lor lee thailand 1984 thousands
ofhmong living in laos served in a secret CIA army during the vietnamwar
their specific mission was to rescue downed american airmen behind
enemy lines after the fall ofvietnam and laos the communists used con
ventionalvenationalventional and chemical warfare to retaliate against the hmong many hmong
villages were destroyed and an estimated one third of the 350000
hmong in southeast asia were killed tens of thousands ofhmong refugees
fled across the mekong river into thailand from their mountaintopmountain top
villages this picture cloth documents the typical refugee experience
because so few hmong spoke english picture clothsclaths such as this were one
of the few ways they could tell the world about the horrors they had
personally experienced

about sixty thousand hmong eventually made it to america where
many joined the church this picture cloth was acquired from tong lor
lee ofofkeamskearnsKeams utah who in turn had acquired it from her sister who was
still in the ban vinai refugee camp in thailand the cloth was in the
exhibition hmong textiles an art form in transition at the museum of
church historyandartinhistory andart in 1985 wherethewhewhererethethe storyandartstory and antartann ofmanyhmongofmany hmong latter
day saints was exhibited courtesy museum of church history and art



another winters tale
there is in cape town a season when people awake to cold and

a hunger that cannot be assuaged by crusts and coffee

tessa meyer santiago

cape town in the winter the mountain sulks under grey cloud
the ocean pounds empty beaches streets swim in rain the mother
city is silent a resentful silence she pays now for seven months of
decadent hedonistic living seven months of sunsoakedsunsoaked saturdays
and coconut oil seven months of mango grape fruit salad in glass
bowls she pays now for that time of indulgence the elements were
tamed then they were bored now they run rampant school is out
for the winter the wind shrieks as it rips the green shutter from the
white walls in the grey late afternoon it rushes through the oak
lined avenues the next morning the victim lies branches broken
a weeping gash in its side leaves wispingbisping in the breeze

such destruction always brought a sadness into our lives for a
while for a while we traveled back to the springs the summers the
autumns of those great oaks it was their first green leaves bursting
boldly onto the grey palette of winter that heralded the coming
world of color it was on those thick dependable limbs that we sat
barefoot sucking sourballssourballs two for a cent devouring the daring and
audacity of nancy drew it was their acorns we threw at the pale
bare legs of the preparatory school boys walking beneath us in their
grey shorts it was beneath their fallen finery that I1 played tutankh-
amen and laura searched for hidden treasure

now it is winter that wet dismal time ofretribution no longer
do the engineers and architects the managing directors and the
corporate heads crawl home in shirt sleeves sweaty brow and air
conditioned mercedes in the background the melody of summer
sprinklerssprinklers played on green lawn but that tune is over another has
begun the windscreen wipers work furiously in the winter deluge
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while behind the screen sits a 100 percent cashmere sweater and a

pale face

the mercedes turns left into canigou avenue rounds the
cornercomer past the grey slate roof house where the dachshund lives

and pulls into the double garage next to the white audi 5000 the
architect gathers the evening newspaper from the seat behind him
he shoves the plans for the casino on the west coast under his arm
and glances through the rain towards the house gleaming white
against the petulant winter sky the gutters spew their contents into
the drain the windows smile a smug domestic warmth the slam

of the car door carries through the rain he runs towards the lightfight of
the brass lamp glowing gold in the glass head down he runs past the
pink hydrangeas past the lemon tree past lauras bike forgotten on
the grass over the clover patch through the french doors to stop
balancing raindrops on the end of his nose

from the lounge comes the sound of stravinsky in torture
laura stumbles on the fifth bar of his concerto her blue eyes squint
above the freckles the firelight is throwing shadows on the white
page twilight has gone the night descends in a deeper grey laura
rises to turn on another brass lamp stepping over arthur who lies

comatose bathed in the heat of the fire his fur glows golden in the
orange light his long legs stretch across a rainbow of carpet
afghan and persian in a blaze of winter color arthur whimpers he
dreams he is chasing bitches across open plains laura smiles and
returns to her masters she curses softly

in the dining room the silver collected over thirty years reflects
in the dark ofthe polished mahogany table teapots and punchbowlspunchbowls
struggle to survive amongst pauls books and boots he was on his
way to the fridge he sits at the table now chewing loudly on cold
turkey examining charlie brown and office space to rent across
the table the lightfighthight shines on a lighter brown head bowed in fierce
concentration long young fingers bend the book into submission
forcing the pages to surrender their message she sees nothing only
the bewildering world of adulthood and consummate knowledge
she breathes heavily janej a n e in a rush and a smile dick and jane
run across the page alexandra in hot pursuit upstairs I1 lie immersed
in the heat of vaseline bath oil and the exploits of hercules poirot
outside the rain falls
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in the rain they come from the flats where the sand always
blows from across the highway and under the railway over the
common where the pine trees shiver they come sons of kings and
warriors children of the shanty towns they come I1 do not know
what brought them to our door perhaps the rain perhaps the cold
and the empty stomachs or the cries of the children maybe it was
the orange ceramic sun dad bought at the annual pottery fair
it hung next to the door above the potted mandarin orange tree
paul gave mom for christmas perhaps it was the sun whatever
the reason they came A bizarre winter tradition they stand on the
doorstep cap in hand barefoot the rain beating on their heads
have you ever looked into the eyes ofa dog just beaten still brown
deep trusting unfathomable eyes

I1 reach for the orange tray rigs at the supermarket I1 flick on
the kettle the breadbinbroadbinbreadbin squeaks as I1 reach for the wholewheatwholewheat loaf
on the bottom of the bin lie the shriveled kernels of loaves winters
and orange trays gone by the peanut butter jar is greasy in my
hand I1 reach into the fridge my arm brushes the cold turkey the
flesh hacked by an impatient hand I1 draw out the sweetmilk cheese
and the apricot jam the edges of the jam tin glisten with droplets of
summers fruits the kettles hiss changes to a scream and I1 reach for
the elephant mug the elephant caught in eternal flight behind the
golden glaze we bought the mug on one ofour trips to the northern
game reserves last spring the mug is used only in winter when the
rain starts to fall and the brown eyes plead nobody else is that
hungry steam curls from the muddy brown brew and over the rim
hangs the tag five roses top quality tea

in the same room where the brass lamp shone through the rain
there is a man one of them his feet rub the braided coils of the grass
mat does it make him remember 1JI dont know and I1 probably
didnt care he sits tentatively on the floral couch as a small pool of
water forms beneath his feet he stumbles slowly to his feet as
I1 enter then for one briefmoment black and white meet over three
slices of bread and a charging elephant I1 leave him his dignity too
quiet for my young white eyes he eats with the brass lamps and
the art books perched on the edge of a marigold upstairs I1 look for
that sweater that gran made me one christmas it glows in the dark
and after the elephant is empty and the bread is gone head bowed
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and feet bare he walks down the garden path in the rain in my
sweater that glows in the dark behind his back the sun smiles

so it went all winter every winter we lived our lives as we
always had lived them until the doorbell chimed then the dark
unfathomable eyes would see what we had and what we did and
after the peanut butter and the jam and the cheese were gone their
bare feet would walk down the garden path the warmth of a white
wealth in their stomachs glowing sweaters on their backs I1 cannot
remember the faces or the names I1 was busy with life all I1 can re-
member is the bread and the elephant and the rain and the eyes

it rained again that winter and from across the flats they came
across the highway and under the railway through the rain they
came to the white suburbs the feet were bare and the eyes were
dark they remembered the brass lamps and the piano the persian
carpets and the art books and they were cold and they were
hungry and they were black in a white land on a grey winter day

winter came early that year the sound of cricket practice was
still in the air when the rain started to fall the cloud came again to
claim the mountain in its yearly occupancy and the shutters were
battened down in a futile attempt to thwart the wind I1 had just re-
turned from a year in australia it was a year in which I1 thought I1 had
learnt the intricacies and delicacies of the human existence weath-
ering a year away from the nest at the tender age of seventeen can
make you overly confident of your own abilities and powers of
understanding I1 had experienced a culture far removed from the
pulsebeatpulsebeat of a confused africa it had been difficult to adjust to
the lackadaisical attitude of acceptance of that unique breed the
australian it had been a lesson a growing experience as my mother
would have sagely said and I1 thought I1 had graduated with my sanity
still intact my powers of understanding heightened and my aware-
ness honed to the desired edge it was this edge that allowed me to
boast of knowledge of life so I1 thought

I1 opened the door on yet another of those dull days that makes
cape town such a wet place in the winter what greeted me was not
new I1 had seen it before although the actual sight had been missing
from my life for a year it was a sight that made my mother guilty and
my father mad it was the sight that told me it was time to get out the
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trusty old orange tray ferret out the elephant mug and put on the
kettle the ritual had begun

but this one wasnt a ritual she was black she was cold she was
hungry she looked like any one ofthe hundreds who had been there
before so what was the difference or more frightening still was
there any difference had they all been through what she had I1 do
not want to know the answer

she told me her house had been burned down in a fire the week
before we had read about these fires every winterweek oil lamp
causes shanty death ofof5ofa5 1 I1 was not shocked I1 did not understand
and I1 had heard so many stories before she told me again that her
house had burned down the week before I1 know she could see
disbelief in my eyes

1 I got no food for my children madam my house bum down
when my husband sleeping madam I1 live in the bush for three days
now I1 got nothing to give my children madam no I1 live in the
bush now madam they drink water madam theys only young
madam madam all my money is burnt in the fire madam no I1 no
got work madam because my old madam fired me but how could
I1 be to work madam when my husband was dead

I1 had heard it all before either the husband wasvas dead or the
grandmother had cancer or the wife had left him this one to the odor
of liquortownLiquortown special of the week did they really expect me to
believe couldnt they just say they wanted food and get it over with

madam I1 have nothing only this the skin had been burnt
white the scars twisted their way down her thighs white snakes
against a black log they curled around her knees licking the flesh
there she stood in the rain lifting up her dress to show the madam
that she did not lie madam I1 have nothing only this she stood
waiting on madams eighteen year old generosity and it was only
then that I1 caught a glimpse of the other side

I1 invited her in habit compelling me to give her the orange tray
and elephant mug but this time she sat in the dining room where we
had sat laughing only the afternoon before before her she had three
slices ofbread and a mug oftea behind her the silver of thirty years
and inside her I1 dont know mom and I1 were laughing in the kitchen
over family trivia the radio was proclaiming the latest trends on the
johannesburg stock exchange and in the dining room this wet
scarred strong woman bowed her head to thank her god for three
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slices of bread a mug of tea and a fire I1 can still hear the rain falling
as I1 looked through the door onto the other side

but I1 could not think for too long I1 had another part ofthe ritual
to fulfill I1 had to go and find that glowing sweater or the undesirable
equivalent I1 had not taken the full wardrobe to australia and some
of the forgotten clothes were out of date I1 found my glowing
sweaters on the top shelf the dust of last season in their folds

you dont have a petticoat madam the woman sat in her
wet dress the scars showing through the bare cotton making pat-
terns where the material had none of course I1 had petticoats did
she want a half fullfallfuli beige black or becomingly sultry I1 found
myself retreating into the mental sarcasm I1 employ to protect the
emotions if I1 started now id be a mental wreck by the time winter
was over better to give not share she pulled the petticoat over
her knees inched it past her thighs the scars disappearing behind
the white sheath now the skolliesolliesskollinssk wont follow me home now
madam ten lusty black men flashed through my mind as they
charged over the dunes in the dusk of the dusty township after a
frantic white petticoat

the clothes disappeared into the shopping bags folded with
meticulous care and exclaimed over like a gift on christmas mor-
ning the shoes she refused to wear even though her sandals were
scant protection against the cold because they going to be so
jealous madam when I1 wear the shoes to church yes the grey
jacket was shrugged over the shoulders the red skirt was pulled on
over the petticoat and wet dress only to be taken off again because
jealousy was what she was after I1 stood by watching in silent
amusement half doubting the sincerity and half wishing I1 was back
in the days ofofsourballssourballssourballsbalisbails acorns and nancy drew head back against
the wall arms folded in smug satisfaction I1 watched her performing
her delight in guttural haagshaais and hoboshooos her black eyes dancing
across the patterns her fingers drew on the softness she turned
towards me with the infectious grin that turned her black face into
lightfighthight she slipped slowly off the chair onto the cold floor and came
on her knees towards me her hands groped for mine I1 was held fast
as she bowed her head and prayed for me she thanked me for my
goodness for my kindness for my love for her she knew the lord
was in me because she had seen his light she knew this madam was
a good person who cared for her people her black forehead pressed
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against my hand as she told her god bless the white madam father
bless her she kissed me and her face was wet

I1 felt a sadness a hollowness life was ebbing as I1 watched
her through the window and the rain climb on the train that took her
back to the bush

epilogue we are sitting in the living room not the one with
the brass lamps and the persian carpets but my living room
with borrowed brown couches and african prints on a provo wall
an attempt to bring home what seems so far away sometimes it is

seven years later and mom and I1 wait for the birth of my first child
as april rains beyond the windows mom told me the end ofthe story

sheila of the scarred legs and the wet face also had a child
matthews was his name a sickly little black body that would lie
coughing on the couch in the study as his mother cleaned my mothers
house my mother had given her a job when she visited us I1 didnt
know that until I1 returned home three years later before my mission
sheila cleaned for five years every tuesday and friday morning she
came through the carport gate at 800 ready to face kitchen floors
unmade beds dining room windows and her own foil wrapped
plate from sunday lunch on the second shelf in the fridge

after matthews was born she brought him to work on her back
wrapped tight against her spine then he took his place in the study
while his mother cleaned house at lunch time she slipped through
the back gate to the chemist to buy cough medicine for her child
he didnt really have a chance in the small shanty made of corrugated
iron which sheila called home my mother tried to make it more
livable by giving her a gas stove they had no electricity blankets
and gas heaters but they were always stolen while sheila was away
at work so it didnt really help to give her anything

my older sister gillian had a son during the same week luke
in fact gillian and sheila would compare bellies during the preg-
nancy im sure there was no laughing and giggling between
friends rather a smile and a knowing glance between two women
who although separated by life and law were participants in a sacred
ceremony that knows no legally defined boundaries or morally
responsible ages in fact they probably never even touched each
other as they grew bigger and bigger and more clumsy im sure
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their conversations were more exchanges than conversations gillian
wouldnt know what to say to a black woman sheila wouldnt know
how to reply ifshe did once the babies were bomborn gillian gave sheila
lukes old clothes when he had outgrown them matthews was so
much smaller than luke not surprising really matthews coughed a
lot but they all thought it was because of the rain and the damp one
night he coughed so much that sheila tried to take him to the clinic
the next morning she wrapped him in a blanket tied him to her
back and walked through the rain he was dead when she arrived
the hospital couldnt do anything for her so she wrapped up her
baby put him on her back again and walked to the police station
there she waited for the coroner to tell her her son was dead she
waited four hours with her dead child on her back pneumonia was
the official verdict he had lived eight months five of them in the
rain she went home to the transkeiTranskei to bury him

A couple of weeks later my mother and gillian were sitting in
the afternoon watching luke crawl on the grass beneath the lemon
tree the sun was warm on their legs as they hoisted their skirts up
over their knees to get a tan the smell of lemon leaves and faint rose
petals wantedwanned through the garden the talk had been of sheila and
matthews and why things are the way they are weighty matters
for a summer afternoon on the patio slowly the carportgategateopenedopened
and sheila walked in with a friend I1 wasnt there but my mothers
voice filled with tears as she told me the two women one black one
white one her daughter one her maid one still a mother one not
took each other in their arms on that summer afternoon and cried
together I1 wonder if luke knew that his mother had touched a
black woman for the first time inher life I1 wonder ifhe even stopped
to look as his mother ran past him to gather that tall scarred woman
in her arms I1 wonder if matthews knew that his life wasnt just a
slipping away wasnt just another case of pneumonia on the cape
flats I1 wont say that gillian has changed forever or that sheila will
never lack again thats not possible to promise all I1 can say is that
if gillian and sheila can meet and touch in a side garden in south
africa and that neither knows that the other is black or white nor
cares that perhaps solutions and answers are possible

tessa meyer santiago is a part time english instructor at brigham young university



lower campus

in the interests of the ecclesiastic weal
the academy spiritual syllables designed
the paradigms of air suspending asterisks
of wonder that god was real west of chicago
in a circlet of mountains west from denver
over the divide and the arch range shading
south into mexico the hewn and homespun
city that honored etienne provost gathered
filaments of learningleaming from prairie flowers
sage and the grain of books so carefully
aligned and kept on a few shelves to edify
when seen available at the touch of a hand
to mollify inquiry under the godly discipline
of maeser a german saint rounded and sized
to fit a charity and a dedication for query
and learningleaming far from nauvoo the beautiful
but amid the signs of lightfight over folded hands
classes began homespun as if from vibrancy
of patterned cloth across a counter for sale
abounding for room the academy kept its edifice
of spirit in the stone of a round of buildings
halls of morning and a bell to ring to begin
its meek prestige south of the capital city
in the circlet of snow and greendarkgreenbarkgreendark pines
beside a desert lake and the tenor of expanse
westward still urgent whispering eloi
eloi meant sorrow or the gaiety of sheaves
of pages worn from their bindings from sallies
of will very marvels of what they came to be



education building lower campus south side in this view one can
see the year 1 l1881881ssi above the second level and the academy name over
the main entrance courtesy of the photoarchivesPhoto archives harold B lee library
brigham young university



in rituals of gods beneficence grammar
and penmanship if nothing more and surely
never less but like a rustic hint becoming
A sceptresceptry of light the academy became itself
always seldom with abrasions of intellect
but careful within names arising for its mood
osmond swensen nelson pardoe reynolds
madsen harris et al who never said finality
for arts and sciences but only in behalf of god
who gave them a liberal purview of reality
before the paradise of crystal earth soon
to be classrooms inhabited until their wood
split or warped kept golden as students used it
well nicking identity here and there for fame
soft steps solemnly to and from middle worn
from trudging the balanced weight of learning
carried in primer manuscripts desks in rows
for the forward motion of hands and periodic
competence soft lights and bells of glass
on cords for luminescence with switches there
high ceilings that echoed rhetoric and doors
that opened softly to the meekest gesture
all who listened listened well as the academy
moved to higher ground ledge of its spirit
translated into natural size but meek as breath
that is held on a prospects edge then shimmersimmersschimmerssh
into statement

clinton F larson



hearing mercy

thou art merciful 0 god
for thou hast heard my prayer
even when I1 was in the wilderness
yea thou wast merciful
when I1 prayed concerning those who were mine enemies
and thou didst turn them to me

yea 0 god and thou wast merciful unto me
when I1 did cry unto thee in my field
when I1 did cry unto thee in my prayer
and thou didst hear me

and again 0 god when I1 did turn to my house
thou didst hear me in my prayer
and when I1 did turn unto my closet 0 lord
and prayed unto thee thou didst hear me

yea thou art merciful unto thy children
when they cry unto thee
to be heard of thee and not of men
and thou wilt hear them

yea 0 god thou has been merciful unto me
and heard my cries in the midst of thy congregations
yea and thou hast also heard me when I1 have been cast out
and have been despised by mine enemies



yea thou didst hear my cries
and wast angry with mine enemies
and thou didst visit them in thine anger
with speedy destruction

and thou didst hear me
because of mine afflictions and my sincerity
and it is because of thy son
that thou hast been thus merciful unto me

therefore I1 will cry unto thee in all mine afflictions
for in thee is my joy
for thou has turned thy judgments away from me
because of thy son

zenos

editors note written before 600 BC alma 33411334 11 features several qualities of
parallelism and repetition the incessant refrain ofwords such as cry cries prayer
prayed benrhearbear beard afflictions or merciful gives these lines a plaintive voice
bespeaking the sincerity of the pleading prayers repeatedly offered by the prophet
zenos his thought flows progressively from the most remote wilderness through
his field and house into his most intimate closet it then moves in reverse from the
personal image of children to the public assembly and back out to the condition of
the outcast in the wilderness affirming that no circumstance is beyond the hearing
of mercy



worlds withoutwithoutendend terryyoungTerrterryyoungyYoung 1944 myton utah 1983 this quilt
depicts moses when he was taken up on a high mountain and shown a vision
ofthe worlds created by the lord and as one earth shall pass away and the
heavens thereof even so shall another come and there is no end to my
works neither to my words moses 138

most religious quilts in america are quite abstract thus many people
unfamiliar with quilting tradition do not recognize those quilts inherently
religious themes in contrast terry young has used a narrative style and
even embroidered the scriptural reference this quilt was one of the first
made by the artist who has become one of the top quiltersqualtersquil ters in utah she
currently lives in provo reproduced courtesy of carolyn taylor



book reviews

ERICH ROBERT PAUL science religion andmormonand mormon cosmology
urbana university of illinois press 1992 xi 272 ppap 24 illustrations
glossary bibliography index 299529.952995

reviewed by richard F haglund jr professor of physics at vanderbilt university

in the morning of the restoration joseph smith recorded that
when he and sidney rigdon had retranslated john 529

while we meditated upon these things the lord touched the eyes of our
understandings and they were opened and we beheld the glory of
the son on the right hand of the father and now after the many
testimonies which have been given of him this is the testimony last of
all which we give of him that he lives for we saw him even on the
right hand of god and we heard the voice bearing record that he is the
only begotten of the father that by him and through him and of
him the worlds are and were created and the inhabitants thereof are
begotten sons and daughters unto god dacd&c 7619247619 24

thus the prophet joseph adumbrated the themes which constitute
the distinctive mormon cosmology a myriad of worlds the over-
arching redemptive mission of jesus christ and the simultaneous
spiritual and intellectual communication of that vision from god to
his children

this cosmological vision was further illuminated in the book of
moses as god declared that worlds without number have I1 created

for mine own purpose and by the son I1 created them which is
mine only begotten moses 133 to fulfill their roles in this cosmic
drama ofredemption latter day saints were enjoined to instruct one
another in theory in principle in doctrine in the law of the gospel
in all things that pertain unto the kingdom of god that are expedient
for you to understand of things both in heaven and in the earth and
under the earth things which have been things which are things
which must shortly come to pass dacd&c 8878 79
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by the nauvoo period the foundation had been laid for a remark-
able complex set of spiritual and intellectual relationships between
latter day saint theology and cosmology and between mormon
religious practice and secular scientific and technological progress

erich robert pauls science religion andmormonand mormon cosmology
presents a carefully crafted analysis of this relationship and an
assessment of its impact on latter day saint thought and theology
an unabashedly scholarly history it is replete with learned footnotes
and includes an excellent bibliographical essay itmay be a sign ofthe
times that it was written by a latter day saint professor at an
institution of higher learning on the eastern slope of the appala-
chians it may also be portentous that the bookwas published by the
university press of a state whence the mormonscormons were driven out at
gunpoint in the winter of 1846 a press now boasting one of the
longest book lists on mormon history plainly bound but graced by
illustrations ranging from medieval cosmological schemes to the
hertzsprung russell diagram of stellar evolution the book is a sub-
stantial contribution to the growing library of books on mormon
intellectual history

the issues raised by the complex relationships among science
LDS theology and its revealed cosmology have philosophical theo-
logical sociological and scientific ramifications paul has chosen to
analyze these issues in a historical perspective permitting the reader
to see the cultural settings in which the relationships of science and
religion have been shaped this approach is critical to understanding
the perceived conflicts between science and latter day saint theol-
ogy it may also help us eventually to recognize that the dilemma is

more artificial than real stemming from an incomplete comprehen-
sion of the character of science and of theology as intellectual and
spiritual enterprises

the book is divided into two sections issues in science and
religion and mormonism and cosmology in the first paul out-
lines the development of modem science with a heavy emphasis
on physics 1 as an intellectual social and cultural enterprise and
traces the genealogy of the conflict model of the relationship between
science and religion he is especially successful in showing the
tentative revisionist character of modem science and its inability to
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root out of its systematic approach to nature all hedges intuitions
and purely aesthetic model constructions here for example is the
restive newton revising his speculations on the character of light in
order to excise unwanted hermetic tendencies inherited from al-

chemy only to replace them by the universal law of gravitation
according to it the same place of pride once accorded magic

in this chapter paul also introduces modem cosmological
views of the age and origin of the universe the current big bang
model of the universe and the idea of the plurality of worlds the
plurality of worlds is a major theme which occupied many in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and from the churchschurche earliest
days captured the imagination of many latter day saint thinkers and
theologians in an engaging reprise in the penultimate chapter paul
gives an overview of the current search for extraterrestrial intelli-
gence SETI a quest of truly epic potential for making contact with
other life forms who might be the inhabitants of those worlds
without number which moses and the prophetjosephprophetjoseph saw in vision
moses 133 see also dacd&c 7624 9310

the third chapter the nature of modem science presents
the scientific enterprise as an extraordinarily dynamic process of
engaging the world in dialogue with itself and the human mind al6166l1
for most latter day saints raised on a diet of imprecise statements
about true science and true religion as allies in aprettifierprettifiedprettified search
for truth which leads along a magical yellow brick road to true
reality this chapter is likely to administer a healthy shock compar-
ing the methods and metaphysical foundations of science and
theology rather than their objectives paul finds fascinating similari-
ties and points of contact as well as the familiar differences indeed
the warfare model for the relationship between science and
theology may be as much a cultural hangover from the late nine-
teenth century as darwinscarwinsDarwins nature red in tooth and claw 2 latter
day saints through most of the nineteenth century seemed to feel no
particular sense of conflict and there is a substantial basis for a
synergistic relationship 3

the thematic heart of the book is its second section in which
paul focuses on mormon cosmology as it relates both to the physical
and the transcendent universe here paul has ranged broadly to
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portray the influence of contemporaneous religious and scientific
thought on individual LDS thinkers and leaders he begins of
course with joseph smith using the idea of plurality of worlds as

connective tissue in limningliening the prophets far reaching view of god
man and the universe brigham youngs fascination with astronomi-
cal topics is briefly described 111414 16 and one sees enough to
wish for a more detailed exposition in some future work A subse-
quent chapter is devoted to orson pratts unified atomistic and
cosmological theories based on theological and scientific consider-
ations firmly in the grip of the nineteenth century mechanical view
of the universe pratt is nevertheless as modernmodem as P A M dirac
in understanding the central role of theory as opposed to baconian
induction as the primary determinant of meaning in scientific
thought 4 the general themes of governing worlds a plurality of
worlds and creation as a process oforganizing preexistent materials
were all in place at an early stage of church history helped along to
a significant degree by both pratt brothers as well as by brigham
young for the remainder of the nineteenth century speculation on
these topics found a favorable place in the sermons ofchurch leaders
and in such publications as the millennial star the improvement
era and even the young womanscomanswomansiournaljournaltournai

the drive for education and the practical bent for using science
and technology to improve the material lot ofofzionzion sent many young
latter day saints back east to graduate school at the end of the
nineteenth century in a chapter on science in the church hierar-
chy paul traces the ways in which the optimism about science and
technology typical of the period shaped several men whose careers
in science were cut short by calls to ecclesiastical service richard R

lyman joseph F merrill james E talmage and john A widtsoe of
the council of the twelve apostles these men whose professional
acquaintance with science allowed them to interpret sympatheti-
cally its discoveries and inner workings to members ofthe church
were largely responsible for the moderate attitude toward science
which prevailed until the 1940s and 1950s the most prolific exem-
plar of this mormon scientism however was B H roberts who was
without formal scientific training but was a man of keen and adven-
turesometuresome insight in pauls study elders roberts and talmage emerge
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primarily as the exponents of LDS cosmology elders widtsoe and
merrill on the other hand are seen to focus on the rational character
of science viewed as a search for truth and on the potential for pro-
ductive individual synthesis ofscientific thought and religious faith

cosmology as the study of the structure and dynamics of the
universe as a physical system posed little threat to latter day saint
theology however toward the end of the nineteenth century the
focus of scientific discussion shifted to evolution and cosmogony
the study of the origins of humankind and of the universe these are
by nature much thornier for the church as an institution and for its
members because here the models and the language used by science
are necessarily different from those usually invoked by theologians
As paul points out even during this era of mormon scientism a
conservative indeed a reactionary trend was developing led at first
by joseph fielding smith and later by bruce R mcconkie paul has
coined the term neoliteralismliteralismneo to describe their literal interpreta-
tion of the creation narratives in the books of genesis moses and
abraham in preference to evolutionary theory and standard old
earth geological models of creation if we are to judge by the
statements quoted by paul it appears that among the twelve this
neoliteralistneo literalist position now predominates even though the official
positions taken by the first presidency seem not to explicitly reject
scientific points of view

much as widespread speculation on the plurality of worlds in
the nineteenth century was a part of the intellectual universe of
orson pratt current attitudes toward science among church author-
ities mirror a fundamental ambivalence about science now found in
the general population fully half of all americans no longer believe
that the theory of evolution correctly describes the origin ofhuman-
kind though it is arguable that the version of evolution in which
they do not believe bears scant resemblance to current scientific
theories or models given the recondite vocabulary of current
scientific debates about origins exemplified by such interdiscipli-
nary arcana as biophysical geochemistry it is unlikely that anyone in
the leading councils of the church will provide interpretive discus-
sion like that found in elder widtsoesWidtsoes A rational theology 5 the
tremendous strains of a truly worldwide church on its leadership
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leave precious little leisure for such things instead the increasing
number of mormon scientists who now do leading edge science in
these areas must leamlearn to explain their work from an LDS point of
view to a curious church public

the tragedy of the neoliteralists inside the church and out
is their evident determination to freeze both theology and science at
the current or even at a previous stage of understanding thus they
have failed to comprehend that the relentless self critical drive of
astrophysics and the revolutionary partnership of physics and biol-
ogy have completely changed the terms of the debate over theories
of creation evolution and the origins of man and the universe the
feared and imagined darwinist enemy is no longer inside the gates
he probably does not even exist current discussions of biological
science are full of words like self organization smart genes and
anti chaos all hinting at purpose self organization and other

plainly ontological and teleological concepts which scientists as a
rule dislike but which the scientific evidence no longer permits
them to avoid 6 pauls study of the neoliteralistneo literalist reaction to science
deserves a sequel in which the evolution debate is set in its current
cultural and scientific context just as he has juxtaposed the discus-
sion of plurality of worlds and cosmogony with the current search
for extraterrestrial intelligence

if and when such a sequel is written it ought also to incorpo-
rate an analysis of two more recent developments in cosmogony and
evolution one is the impact of nonlinear dynamics7dynamics7 on our under-
standing of human freedom our approach to this seminal problem
in both theology and the behavioral sciences must change because
the nonlinear version of newtonian mechanics is forcing scientists
to give up the traditional link between deterministic ie lawful
behavior and predictability 8 the other is the so called dark matter
or missing mass problem the discovery that the visible matter on
which all present cosmologiescosmologies are based may amount to as little as
five percent of the total mass of the universe 9 should this turn out to
be the case our present cosmological theories and the underlying
physics would have to be viewed merely as special cases of far more
general and still undiscovered laws

one crucial aspect of the scientific enterprise figures only
marginally in pauls analysis the mechanisms of consensus which
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shape the character of theory and experimentation in the scientific
community science is not just an activity carried out by curious
individuals determined to ferret out the stubborn irreducible facts
of nature 10 it is more importantly an ongoing conversation in
search of truth carried out under mutually agreed rules of art and
sustained by a community subscribing to a common faith in that
larger purpose the dreary repetition of such statements as there
is no conflict between true science and true religion tends to
obscure this central truth for many latter day saints who are certain
that the end of science is to reveal the grand secret of how it all
happened or to write down the wave equation of the universe
but science defineddennedbenned as the activity in which scientists engage
depends in critical indispensable ways on scientific consensus for
the validation of knowledge what paul describes as mainstream
science is in fact the only science those who refuse to submit to
the discipline ofcritical review within the scientific community may
have training or advanced degrees in science but they are only
spuddingstuddingspudding in their own gardens not practicing any science worthy
of the name

paul notes for example that the church education system re-
fers in its institute classroom materials to reputable scientists who
are said to endorse young earth theories but science is public
knowledge 12 based on consensus and no such position is accepted
at the present time anywhere in the scientific community young
earth theories are of course sustained by conservative evangelical
christians under the guise of creationism but it is not clear that
latter day saint theology should be moved to a position having so

much in common with the larger world view of creation science
just to save the appearances

As paul suggests the debate over science and religion also
suffers from the pervasive confusion of technology with science
technology and science are now more intimately intertwined with
each other than ever in the past and are generally viewed by the
public as inseparable however their motivations sources ofknowl-
edge and cultural impact are vastly different technology with its
practical bent for doing what can and must be done stands apart
from science just as religion often stands apart from theology
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the lensmakerslensmakers of delft operating without the benefit or hin-
drance of theories of optical physics gave to galileo and newton
the instruments with which they dismantled the cosmology of the
medieval church indeed technology is to science in many ways
what religion is to theology technology tempers science forces it
out of comfortable paradigms creates societal justification for the
pursuit of science and simultaneously provides science with new
tools technology not only has a certain kinship with religion but
indeed can be serviceable to it president spencer W kimball was
fond of observing that god revealed the paraphernalia of modem
technology to man to bring temporal and spiritual blessings to his
children 13 this intermingling of motivations and benefits may well
be a principal source of the ambivalent attitude toward science now
common inside and outside the church

thus though this book is unlikely to be the last word on the
complex interactions between science theology and latter day
saint religion there can be no question that erich robert paul has
brought new clarity and depth to the issues most mormon presen-
tations of the science and religion debate such as henry euringseyringsEyrings
reflections of a scientist 14 or the more recent essays by robert
fletcher victor cline and carlfredcar1fredearlfredCarlcarifred broderick in A thoughtful
fuithfaith15faith tumturntub on the ways individuals resolve the dilemmas of
personal belief while living in an overwhelmingly secular and scien-
tific culture while these are unquestionably crucial issues for indi-
vidualsvi such writings give little guidance for evaluating our stance
vis ad vis science as a cultural and intellectual enterprise by setting the
science religion debate in its historical context paul has presented
us with a well marked guidebook for understanding how we got to
where we are

where we take the discussion from this point however is
problematical whatwilliamjameswilliamWillia mJamesjames called that passion for unity and
smoothness which is in some minds so insatiateinsatiate1616 operated in the
middle ages to claim for religion the role of supreme arbiter of the
fundamental questions of life in the nineteenth century the claim of
conventional theologies for an imperial stewardship over human
thought and culture was ceded to science but that grant of cultural
power has brought no peace and precious little insight into the
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human condition writing at the high water mark ofamericas post
world war II11 enthusiasm for science jacques barzun observed that

it is not just because science is unfixed tentative often backtracking
and always unorganized that it is unfit for monarchical rule far more
disqualifying is its irrelevance in a myriad situations that are of
immediate moment to living beings the facts that science collects
the models it invents the relations it measures are in those situations
meaningless or disorienting to livefive in society which is to say in
the relations of love work conversation parenthood or conviviality
calls for judgments incommensurable with those of scientific fact
and truth 17

nevertheless science is an important part of our culture and its
inseparable companion technology provides material benefits we
cannot and at least in some cases should not do without

it appears that the root of our conflict is that in theology as in
science we can know and prophesy only in part until that which is

perfect is come 1 cor 131310151010 however where either science or
theology is uncertain latter day saints have no reason to resort to
conflict let alone to warfare As paul points out mormon theology
makes man and woman necessary rather than contingent partners
with god in the creation and redemption of the universe hence the
search for meaning in either science or theology when pursued in
faith with our divinely ordained intellectual and spiritual endow-
ment must necessarily be pleasing to god given a religion predi-
cated on the belief that god will yet reveal manygreat and important
things A of F 9 and given a science in which the ground shifts
constantly to incorporate new discoveries and models it scarcely
makes sense to construct a maginot line between the two

NOTES

one minor problem occurs in pauls explanations of quantum theory and
relativity relativity is indeed a field theory but field theory is not opposed to quan-
tum theory quantum field theories have shaped cosmology through the theory of
elementary particles and the big bang as well as providing the basis for modem
condensed matter physics

I21 the two books which shaped the attitudes ofindividuals toward discussions
ofscience and religionwerereligionwere bothproductsboth products ofthe darwin erajohnwiuiamera john william drapers
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latter day saints are bible believing christians but with a

difference xx such is philip barlows central thesis according to
him that difference lies in part in the unique relationship which
existed within mormondom between the bible the american reli-
gious climate of the early nineteenth century and the prophetic and
creative spirit of the mormon founder joseph smith in addition
barlow indicates that over time an ecclesiastically sanctioned doc-
trinal conservatism diminished the impact of some of the more
creative luminaries within the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints thereby leaving mormonscormons with no developed theory or
doctrine of scripture adequate for a modernmodem world 226 in es-
sence the book attempts to examine the sociological context in
which LDS biblical interpretation arose along with how the bible
was interpreted by select representatives ofthe latter day saint faith
in the later portions of his book particularly barlow contrasts the
principles he perceives to be at work among mormonscormons with the
interpretive practices at work in other christian traditions chief
among the practices used for comparison is the historicalcriticalhistorical critical
methodology currently employed bynumerous protestant and catho-
lic biblical scholars

this book contains an extended preface an introduction en-
titled the bible inantebellum america and six chapters on various
aspects of latter day saint biblical interpretation 1 before mor-

monism joseph smith and the bible 1820 1830 2 from the
birth of the church to the death of the prophet 3 diversity and
development the bible moves west 4 the mormon response
to higher criticism 5 why the king james version and
6 the bible in contemporary mormonism the content of each

chapter is sketched below mymain interest is to make clear barlows
methodologies and main presuppositions
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the preface lays the groundwork for the book barlow notes
that until we can ascertain whether mormonscormons have tended to use the
bible in ways that are more like or more unlike those of other
american religionists assertions about mormon similarity or dis-
similarity to american religion more generally remain on insecure
ground the scholarly discussion to date simply lacks a dimension too
central to ignore ix clearly cultural factors and not merely
exegetical principles must be examined and this volume has a strong
sociological base in my opinion too strong

barlow states briefly his personal allegiances indicating

that I1 am a practicing mormon and second that I1 have on many issues
a greater personal sympathy for liberal than for conservative religious
expressions of course labels can be dangerous guided in part by
advice from the book of mormon my kind of latter day saint is likely
to have as much in common with liberals and moderates ofother faiths
as with staunch conservatives of his or her own church xviii

he also states his presuppositions for example he defines objectivity

I1 use it broadly here as a shorthand to connote a method that embraces
such values as balance fairness openness integrity the willingness to
be self critical honesty in the attempt to present and follow even
difficult or painful evidence a modesty which respects opposing
competent views an absence of dogmatism and the ability to produce
history which seems responsible to diverse but intelligent and in-
formed people of good will xvi

he notes however that there are certain areas of life which tran-
scend the methodologies ofhistorical study and which are therefore
closed to the historian historians can deal only with the visible

I1 am convinced that reality has dimensions far transcending human
capacities to ascertain if those forces are discernible at all
though the discernment must come through private intuitions or the
vision of prophets or the inspiration of poets or the speculations
of metaphysiciansmetaphysicians they are not discernible through the tools of
historians strictly speaking whose more modest task is to deal with
things visible xvi

having said this however barlow sets a lofty goal the historical
task can and should be essentially a constructive work for humanity
possibly having as one of its positive goals the distinguishing of
moral spiritual and intellectual wheat from chaff xvii 1
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the introduction and chapter 1 then examine joseph smith in
his cultural and religious context before 18501830 chapter 2 traces the
development of the prophets understanding of scripture and his
relationship to it there is some interesting and very helpful material
in these chapters especially for those who seek to gain an under-
standing of the milieu in which the restoration of the gospel oc-
curred barlow rightly stresses the powerful biblical climate which
affected all aspects of early nineteenth century life there was a

reverence for unmediated scripture 7 and scripture interpre-
ted by the individual was the great equalizer which enabled men
and women to confront the highest secular authorities 8 such was
the environment into which joseph smith was born an environ-
ment without any central magisteriummadisterium to define how one should
interpret scripture

the author also examines joseph smiths language against and
within this biblically laced society according to barlow smiths
mind was so steeped in biblical thought and phraseology chiefly
that of the kingjameskingjames version that such language colored accounts
of his visions the content of the doctrine and covenants and even
his memory of reported events while these assertions have a prima
facie ring of plausibility ultimately they cannot be proved nor can
their implications barlows point that the king james version influ-
enced joseph smiths memory of history and other matters would
seem to imply that barlow believes that some of the recorded events
may not be fully historical or possibly not technically literal simply
because joseph expressed himself in biblical idioms 14 19 2211

barlow couples the above reflections with the argument that
the text of the bible was more fluid for joseph smith than it was for
his contemporaries while other people like the campbells be-
lieved in the all sufficiency of scripture joseph smith came to
believe that the bible was open to correction and to additions either
in the text itself or by the addition ofother volumes ofscripture 57
while asserting this point barlow also points out that joseph held
a highly literalistic view ofbiblical events when the bible reported
that god spoke with moses face to face and that angels appeared
to human beings that was the way it was smith knew it to be so
because he too had been visited by god and angels indeed his literal
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mind set may have helped make such divine appearances possible
for him 65

in chapters 1 and 2 the author also explores the major influ-
ences of the king james version on joseph smith barlow talks
about the imperfections in the KJV as represented in the corrections
to the existing text of malachi as quoted by moroni 16 17 which
barlow suggests led to josephs willingness to revise the text of
the KJV while others set out to correct these imperfections by
scholarly means smith mended the bible by revelation 47 barlow
catalogs six types of revisions that were made in the joseph smith
translation of the bible ie long passages which claim to restore
texts with no biblical parallel common sense changes interpretive
additions harmonization miscellaneous many of which reflect a
propensity to remove italicized words and the most common gram-
matical improvements technical clarifications and modernization
of terms 51 53

the reason joseph smith could treat the old and new testa-
ment texts as he did according to barlow lies first in the nineteenth
centuryscenturys understanding of authorship in which a writer could put
words in an historical figures mouth 58 60 and second in smiths
prophetic consciousness in which he felt he had received enlight-
enment from god for the entire world 60 61

chapter 2 ends by noting the revelations received during
the process ofproducing the joseph smith translation the concept
of typology which enabled joseph smith to see the church as a new
israel and the inherent biblicism which was part of his life

likeuke many who wrote the bible and unlike his nineteenth century
antagonists he felt his access to deity was more direct than the written
word itself his authority was therefore at least as great as the texts if
sydney ahlstromsAhlstroms and fawn brodies label of megalomania serves
any useful purpose in describing such attitudes and practices we must
also remember it is equally applicable to many biblical writers and
prophets with whom smith himself identified

the bible fundamentally shaped joseph smiths developing
thought and he in turn reshaped biblical theology for himself and
for those who followed him As distinct from his evangelical rivals
he did not seek to enthrone the bible as final authority he sought
rather to restore the authority truth and prophetic gifts recorded
in the bible 72
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chapter 3 contrasts the views of brigham young and orson
pratt concerning the place of the bible in early mormon thought pratt
was the leading LDS intellectual of his time and tried to reconcile all
mormon doctrine with the biblical texts thus the bible spoke pro-
phetically of the restoration brigham young on the other hand
clearly saw the bible as one source among many biblical truth was
reverencedreverencerreveren ced but modem truths could supersede it living revelation
and the spirit made the bible understandable not intellectualization
barlow sees a contrast between these two men especially when he
notes that pratt was far more tied to the bible than was eitherjosepheithereitheeltherelthe josephrjoseph
smith or brigham young 92 94 2

at the same time barlow highlights further the LDS doctrine
that god speaks to his people through living prophets with the
following observation on brigham young

brigham young fundamentally a bible believer inherited this distinc-
tive tradition from smith his sermons often self consciously secular
were fully as authoritative as the bible for him mormon doctrine was
bible doctrine the catch was that scripture which had been written
by the spirit had to be interpreted by the spirit unless one

understood mormon theological insights one did not really understand
and believe the bible from one angle of vision this is merely a case of
blatant scriptural eisegesis but as young read the bible only he who
hath eyes to see could see 96 italics in original 3

thus the bible was limited by living prophets and therefore the
canon was inevitably open 102

chapter 4 explores the latter day saint response to higher
biblical criticism using the works of B H roberts joseph fielding
smith and william H chamberlin to represent the spectrum of
mormon thought As noted earlier barlows sympathies clearly lie

with persons open to historical critical biblical interpretation
thus he appears to feel a kinship with the little known chamberlin
chamberlin was trained at the university of utah the university of
california and at the university of chicago in the latter two uni-
versitiesversi ties he studied philosophy ancient languages and biblical
criticism 129 34

according to barlow the antithesis to chamberlin was joseph
fielding smith he had no use for human knowledge that did not
conform to the revealed word of god as interpreted by a severe
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though selective literalism 122 similarly barlow reflects on
smiths interpretative assumptions

elder smiths most fundamental hermeneutical assumption was that
the bible and other mormon scriptures were essentially gods speech
in print scripture to him represented actual facts history and
science were theory

he was simply an ordinary man with extraordinary influence a

man whose loyalty to god as he understood god was virtually
boundless

what he lacked or rejected was a modem historical conscious-
ness the conviction that knowledge of divine things like knowledge
ofordinary things must be found squarelywithin the historical process
or not at all he believed that revelation ancient and modem com-
pletely transcended history 126 27

the author views B H roberts as a midpoint between
chamberlin and joseph fielding smith roberts engaged to some
degree the biblical scholars who used the historical critical method-
ologies in dialogue but inadequately in barlows mind since roberts
continued to return to his dominant criticism that the academic
methodologies failed to take seriously the possibility that prophetic
scripture could foresee the future 116

chapter 5 contains the authors summary ofofjofaJ reuben clarksdarks
arguments for the use of the king james version of the bible com-
pared with other translations of the bible the king james version
according to president clark was

1 doctrinally more acceptable 2 verified by the work of joseph
smith 3 based on a better greek text 4 literarilyliterarily superior 5 the
version ofofldsoflasLDS tradition and 6 produced by faithful prayerful church-
men who were amenable to the holy spirit rather than by a mixture of
believing and unbelieving or orthodox and heterodox scholars igl161igi111tiglal16l6l1

barlow notes that wording changes in the revised standard
version of the bible which appeared in 1952 concerned clarkdarkoark and
thus led to his writings in defense of the KJV of particular concern
was what clarkdarkoark perceived to be a diminution of the divinity of the
savior 162 interestingly barlow appends a chart showing the
eight new testament passages in which christs divinity is poten-
tially affirmed of those eight the new international version affirms
the divinity clearly in seven the revised version in six the revised
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standard version in four and the king james version in four 181

he also notes that not all within the church agreed entirely with
clarks view of other translations the most notable being president
david 0 mckay 169 70 barlow argues further that clark sub-
verted his own position when he admitted that he could not
understand much of paul 170

above all barlow feels that the stance the church has currently
taken with regard to the normative nature of the KJV runs counter to
what the church originally held about the fallible nature of the entire
biblical text it contained error the very reality that led to thejosephththejosepheJoseph
smith translation and the openness of the church to latter day
scripture 156 172 barlows position however overstates this
tension and at the same time underemphasizesunderemphasizes the several factors
that have contributed to the standard use of king james english
in church publications 4 the real issue for barlow then becomes
the churchschurche full acceptance of the king james version in the 1979
LDS edition of the scriptures

despite this diversity ofopinion in mormon ranks church authori-
ties in 1979 published an official LDS edition ofthe KJV heavily cross
referenced with other mormon scriptures

As they approach the twenty first century they have settled on an
early seventeenth century translation as their official bible unlike
many other christians any controversy over the issue has been decid-
edly muted at least on this matter though partly for their own
distinctive reasons the saints have traveled a well worn path show-
ing themselves to be more conservative even than most of their
evangelical peers 17778177 78

chapter 6 contrasts the views of elder bruce mcconkie and
those of lowell bennion on the bible mcconkie is viewed as the
conservative dogmatist and bennion as the enlightened humanitar-
ian in discussing bruce mcconkiesMcConkies perspectives on biblical inter-
pretationpretation barlow observes

one can quickly grasp mcconkiesMcConkies essential perspective on
the bible by attending to five dimensions of his approach his dis-
dain for higher criticism his criteria for proper interpretation his
concern for correct doctrine his selective commitment to literalism
and inerrancy and the limitations he put on biblical authority without
imposing them on revelation generally 187
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he sees lowell bennion as a distinct contrast to mcconkie especially
in his attitude toward the interpretation ofscripture he feels that by
the 1960s bennion was recognized by some LDS scholars as being
among the seven most eminent intellectuals in mormon history

having published numerous books and articles on a wide range of
topics G19595 in barlows view bennion by his own admission was a
liberal 3151155 this meant that the overriding concern for bennion was

not theology but rather justice and mercy 199 bennionsBennions assess-
ment ofvalid interpretation of scripture hinged on whether it 1 is
consistent with gospel fundamentals as defined above 2 is con-
firmed by the prompting of the holy spirit 3 appeals to thoughtful
ethical judgment 4 has won wide agreement among informed and
rational persons ofgood will 5 allows for the human as well as the
divine in revelation and 6 is primarily concerned with scriptures
religious intent 203205205203 4

on the basis of this analysis the dominant difference between
mcconkie and bennion is that mcconkie stresses revelation to the
limiting of reason while bennion too believes in revelation but
does not believe that it is contrary to natural human reason 6 using
his discussion ofthe differences between the conservative mcconkie
and the liberal bennion barlow once again returns at the end of
the chapter to his assessment of the 1979 scriptures released by the
church he feels that they represent a distinct conservatism that does
not reflect the whole of the mormon community

however as I1 have argued mormon scriptural understandings are not
monolithic hence what is most interesting for present purposes is
not the mere fact that mormon theology is proffered in the new biblical
supplements but rather the kind of mormon theology expressed the
interpretations adopted in these supplements are far closer to bruce
mcconkiesMcConkies view in many cases they are mcconkiesMcConkies views than to
lowell bennionsBennions 209

thus according to barlow the conservative influence in the
church particularly represented by mcconkie has been so all

encompassing that there exists no modem informed scholarship
on biblical issues among mormonscormons and more than occasional doses
of literalism 227

mormonscormons have no developed theory or doctrine of scripture adequate
for a modem world lowell bennionsBennions efforts are a thoughtful begin
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ningrung by a nonspecialist but naturally they do not enjoy official
stature

yet the churchschurche constant urging to study the scriptures
without any serious discussion of scriptures nature and coupled with
what are implied to be the normative views of the 1979 biblical
supplements and the recent generation of religious educational publi-
cations based not on informed scholarship but on dogmatic concerns
insures a minimum of competent thought about a quintessential aspect
of mormonism 226

the consequences of this are that the majority of mormonscormons remain
in a hermeneutical eden innocent of a conscious philosophy of
interpretation 227

in summary barlows efforts in this book are provocative he
raises questions which many will feel need to be addressed and
which many others will feel have already been answered he cer-
tainly shows streams of thought that have been present to a greater
or lesser extent in the church but his presentation tends to accen-
tuate and imply the existence of a greater gulf between the various
persons examined than actually in fact may have existed in this
sense his work does not yield an entirely balanced representation of
the typical LDS experience with the bible

one final issue needs attention while the book is predomi-
nantly concerned with a historical and sociological analysis there is

another dimension obvious to those versed in the hermeneutical
discussions discussions about how one interprets the bible carried
on in the twentieth century in the final analysis barlows book
revives in a mormon context the hermeneutical debate that began
in the 1930s between karl barth rudolf bultmann and bultmannsBultmanns
successors in 1927 barth published his first attempt at a systematic
theology under the title die christlichechristliche dogmaticdogmatikDogmatik im entwurf
christian dogmatics in outline he then stopped his work to

write a commentary on st anselmsanselmaAnselms fides quaerensQuaerens intellectumIntellectum
faith seeking understanding when he returned to his theological

project he returned with anewvisiona anewnewvision realizing that what he wanted
to say could not be cast in the language ofofnonfaithnonfaithnonfaithfalth but could be said
only in categories that had meaning within the community of the
faith ie within the church to the world ofofnonfaithnonfaithnonfaithfalth the categories
ofrevelation inspiration of the spirit and the divine sonship ofjesusofjesus
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christ were meaningless thus barth started the theological process
over this time writing church dogmatics because of barthsearths move
away from interpreting the christian faith in philosophical terms and
categories rudolf bultmann accused barth of ceasing to interpret
scripture and of returning to a naive biblical literalism and dogma-
tism that should not be tolerated in the modem world bultmann
believed that the language of the bible was time bound and needed
to be demythologized or more accurately existentialized 1177 exis-
tential philosophy coupled with historicalcriticalhistorical critical analysis could
remove the chaff from the grain

bultmannsBultmanns successors suggested other hermeneutical keys for
getting at the true meaning of the text for gerhard ebeling man is
a linguistic being subject to words thus the word event finds a
correspondence in man 8 for wolfhart pannenberg the historical
event in its historical context is the revelatory event 9

these efforts apart from karl barths had one thing in com-
mon a basic optimism about human reason and a reticence about
revelation the situation appears to be similar with barlows book
because he with his chosen tools cannot or does not access con-
tinuing revelation prophets and an active holy spirit who inspires
understanding in readers of the bible he seeks to find mormon inter-
pretive principles in places different from where mormon leaders
have always claimed them to be found ie in the spirit ofrevelation
thus barlow by sympathizing with modem historical critical meth-
odologiesodo logies abandons the historical mormon hermeneutic and in
effect significantly limits the scope andvalue ofhis enterprise which
is to ascertain how mormonscormons have interpreted the bible to compre-
hend adequately the principles upon which mormon hermeneutics
are based the categories of the theologian are essential the tools of
the historian are not wholly adequate to the task

NOTES

1 if as barlow suggests the historians task is to deal with the visible one must
wonder how historians can identify moral and spiritual truths both of which have
their roots in a plane beyond the visible realm
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2formostfor most latter day saints this is not surprising for the prophets ilkilkelikejosephliklike josepheJoseph
and brigham are the conduit for new truths that have not yet been made known to
others like pratt

3 both313oth luther and calvin held positions on the spirit much like that of brigham
young reason alone the tools of the scholar or the authority of the church were
insufficient for an adequate interpretation of scripture apart from the spirit there
was no true interpretation john dillenberger states luthers use ofthe term right
reason was a demand for sensible interpretation of scripture against the
presumptuous claims ofthe church such interpretation involvedbeing grasped
by the biblical word and the spirit conjoined in such a way that one was laid hold
of by more than what the text said it was being grasped in ones depth being
redirected in ones total being including heart and mind by the living word john
dillengergerdillenbergerDillengerger ed martin luther selectionsfromselections from his writings garden city NY
anchor books 1961 xxxi similarly calvins heading to book 1 chapter 7 in the
institutes leaves little doubt where he stood on the role ofthe spirit scripture must
be confirmed by the witness of the spirit thus may its authority be established as
certain and it Is a wicked falsehood that its credibility depends on the judgment
of the church john T mcneill ed calvin institutes of the christian religion
trans ford lewis battles 2 vols the library of christian classics series vol 20
philadelphia westminster press 1967 174

41 fundamental to mormonism is the belief that it is not a particular translation
which makes the bible understandable but rather the spirit of god which takes
any imperfect translation and makes the text clear to the reader secondly latter
day saints see themselves as a people under the authority of a living prophet it
was the prophet of god in this case harold B lee who made the decision to use
the kingjameskingjames text in the 1979 edition of the scriptures for official church purposes
in english speaking areas see the article bible king james version in daniel H
ludlow ed encyclopedia of mormonism new york macmillian 1991 since
latter day saints believe the prophet to be inspired they need not question that
institutional decision having said this however any latter day saint is free to
consult other translations to assist in the interpretative process as directed by
the spirit

I1barlows footnote 44 on page 198 states bennionsBennions definition of a religious
mormon liberal denotes a person with an ethical emphasis who is concerned with

people more than with doctrine who is prepared to adapt the theology and
structure of a church to serve human values and who is open minded and free to
think rather than feeling obligated a priori to accept the pronouncements of either
scripture or human authority figures barlow cites A saint for all seasons an
interview with lowell L bennion sunstone 10 10februaryfebruary 198571985 7 17 andlowelland lowell
L bennion being a liberal in do justly and love mercy moral issues for
mormonscormons centervilleCenterville utah canon press 1988 859485 94

6 it seems to the reviewer that barlow makes a sharper dichotomy between
bennion and mcconkie than is necessary neither position is absolutely exclusive of
the other the dominant difference is in emphasis even though the two individuals
in question may have felt that they were quite removed from one another

I71 see rudolf bultmann new testament and mythology in kerygma and
myth ed hanshanswemerbartschwerner bartsch new york harperharper&row& row 196111961iggi 1 16 andandrudolfrudolf
Bultmannbultmannjesusbultmanne5m5jesus christ and mythology new york charles scribners sons 1958
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I81 see gerhard ebeling god and word trans james W leitch philadelphia
fortress 1967 and gerhard ebeling theology and proclamation dialogue with
bultmann trans john riches philadelphia fortress 1966

9 see Wolwoiwolfhartthart pannenberg what Is a dogmatic statement and redemp-
tive event and history in basic questions in theology trans george H kehm
22volskvolsvolsvois philadelphia fortress 1970 11822101182 210 and 11580115 80 respectively and
Wolffiwolfhartart pannenberg dogmatic theses on the doctrine of revelation in
revelation as history ed wolfhart pannenberg and others trans david granskou
new york macmillan 19681231968 125123 58
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reviewed by brian Q cannon assistant professor of history at brigham young
university

in this work bruce van orden associate professor of church
history and doctrine at brigham young university surveys and ana-
lyzes the life of george reynolds the author assigns reynolds to a

second echelon of latter day saint leaders whose influence was
considerable during their lives but whose names are not easily
recognized by most church members today viii

although reynolds the husband of three wives and the father
of thirty two children is best remembered today for his role in
testing the constitutionality of the morrill anti bigamy act in the
united states supreme court he fulfilled a variety of ecclesiastical
and civic responsibilities reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss activities included service as
a secretary to the first presidency from 1865 to 1909 member-
ship in the first council of the seventy service as a missionary and
church emigration agent in britain and zealous labor as a sunday
school administrator As proof of reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss contribution to gospel
scholarship van orden lists in an appendix eight books including
the monumental complete concordance of the book of mormon
and 463 articles reynolds was van orden maintains one of the
most influential people in the church from 1870 until his death in
1909 vii

van orden draws upon an impressive array of primary sources
as he surveys reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss life information from court records quo-
rum and ward minutes newspapers correspondence reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss
five journals covering the years 1861 to 1906 and his published
writings enliven and enrich this biography students of mormon
utah and legal history will find this work useful

As van orden observes reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss life casts fresh light upon
important aspects of LDS church history As a secretary to the first
presidency for instance reynolds recorded revelations as they
were dictated by john taylor and wrote brief but illuminating
accounts of the revelatory process in his own journals he also
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attended and kept minutes of crucial deliberations of the council of
the twelve regarding succession in the presidency following the
death ofofjohnjohn taylor and helped to revise and edit the 1890 manifesto
in preparation for its release to the press

given the intriguing excerpts from diaries and letters that
van orden quotes in this book one can only wish that reynolds had
written more in his journal about his involvement with the council
of the twelve and the first presidency reynolds may have been as
patient and forbearing as van orden suggests but he recorded pithy
incisive assessments of the character of his associates and of the
nature of administrative challenges when federal appointees made
life difficult for the mormonscormons in the 1870s for instance reynolds
complained in a letter to his father in law that the mormonscormons had
become pissing posts for every hell hound that is sent here as
governor judge marshall &cac 5939 in his missionary diary rey-
nolds described the youthful francis M lyman as a severe com-
manding spirit full of the go ahead yankee with uncompromising
resolutions to overcome evil a mormon every inch 13

unfortunately reynolds emerges in many places in this book
as a perceptive individual whose journals add fewer new insights to
mormon history than one might expect given the fact that he
worked so intimately with fourprophets the reader will come away
from this book with only a partial understanding of reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss views
and experiences because it is based upon a fragmentary record
van orden labored under a disadvantage in writing about reynolds
lacking access to the full corpus of reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss writings including
reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss minutes of key church councils

van orden deserves commendation for his focus upon an
individual whose primary accomplishments lay in the realm of ideas
as a theologian and scriptorialscriptorianscrip torian he seriously probes those ideas and
convincingly contends that reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss work strongly influenced
scriptoriansscriptorians and leaders from B H roberts to gordon B hinckley
furthermore he shows that even reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss somewhat amateurish
studies of book of mormon geography and egyptology established a
precedent for serious scholarly study of the book of mormon and
pearl of great price

one of the strengths of this book is the manner in which
van orden places reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss ideas within the context of the times
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and distinguishes his original contributions from others ideas that
were incorporated within his scriptural commentaries for instance
the author traces many of reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss ideas regarding membership
of the anglo saxons within the house ofisrael to a secular cult of the
anglo saxon that attracted many adherents in the victorian era
then van orden shows how reynolds rejected some of the major
tenets of this school of thought likewise he shows how reynolds
responded to anti mormon allegations regarding the spaulding
manuscript by melding others arguments with reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss own
research and ideas

As the biography of a member of the second echelon of
church leaders this work makes a modest step in the direction
of social history the study of ordinary people rather than great
figures although he did not belong to the first echelon of church
leaders reynolds was clearly extraordinary in terms of his ecclesias-
tical positions nevertheless as van orden shows reynolds differed
little from the average resident in salt lake city in terms of wealth
and his polygamous marriages resembled the average in terms of
timing living arrangements and spousal relationships

in identifying the significance of reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss life van orden fo-
cuses as biographers ofgreat figures traditionally have upon service
rendered in prominent administrative positions and on tangible
accomplishments such as reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss writings another reason for
george reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss significance albeit one that van orden does not
emphasize is the fact that his life and journals reveal much about
the experiences and emotions of ordinary people ranging from
missionary service to relations between parents and children in an
era when death frequently claimed the lives of children in infancy
and early childhood

readers with an interest in social history will appreciate van
ordens care in extracting and presenting information regarding
family relations in reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss polygamous household and the practi-
cal arrangements that fathers and husbands were required to make
prior to their departure on missionary assignments van orden re-
ports for instance that when reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss second wife amelia com-
plained to her imprisoned husband that he wrote more frequently to
polly the first wife than to her he responded last night after
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receiving your letter I1 counted up and find I1 have written twenty
letters to you and sixteen to polly or five to you to every four to her
so you see your complaints on that score are not just 110 this
book leaves one yearning for even more details about reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss
private lifefifeilfefivehive his reactions for instance to the death of a child or his
feelings about the necessity of masquerading as a woman to attend
his wifescifes funeral during the raid against polygamists and more
attempts to extrapolate from his experiences to those of others who
lived at his time

one of the sterling accomplishments of this work involves
van ordens careful reconstruction of the evolution of the reynolds
court case van orden dismantles the myth that reynolds volun-
teered for this role and casts doubt upon the notion that reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss
poor health in his later life resulted from his incarceration following
his conviction the author shows that what commenced as a coop-
erative effort on the part of ecclesiastical and federal officials to test
the constitutionality of the morrill act evolved into a bitter rivalry
with church leaders doing their utmost to prevent reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss con-
victionviction this research demonstrates that this failure to cooperate
with federal officials predisposed president rutherford B hayes to
reject pleas for a commutation of reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss prison sentence

on balance this attractively illustrated and gracefully written
biography merits careful attention readers will find themselves
agreeing with van orden that reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss life and writings help to
illuminate some of the most important events issues and individu-
als in LDS church history viii
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what to do A respected colleague dies leaving an important
but unfinished manuscript gene sessions professor of history at

weber state university answered that question by sorting through
almost a dozen drafts of a book length manuscript left by his friend
don moorman and bringing them to publication

moorman was a fixture at several utah archives before his
death in 1980 A transplanted illinoisan who had found the ways and
history ofnew friends inutah to be compelling moorman first hoped
to write a brigham young biography for almost two decades he
worked his hard labor put together one of the finest collections of
brighamyoung material now available for research currently housed
at weber state university where he ended his teaching career

somewhere along the way moorman became diverted from
his first task instead ofbiography he resolved to tell the story of the
utah expedition the US army force that came west in 1857 to
quell the so called mormon rebellion and then stayed three years

to keep the peace establishing camp floyd in rush valley thirty
five miles northwest ofofprovoprovo the two thousand or more dragoons
infantrymen auxiliaries and camp followers had a short but remark-
able effect on utah development in 1861 the civil war summoned
the army back east

keeping the peace meant keeping the mormonscormons at bay it
had little to do with domestic tranquillity as moormans colorful
anecdotes constantly remind the reader A third of the manuscripts
sixteen chapters are devoted to the raucous turmoil that the army
brought to utah either at camp floyd itself in nearby fairfield
utah or at the very center of the saints zion great salt lake
city itself there the social change was so manifest and unfortu-
nate that president brigham young contemptuously renamed main
street whiskey street and for many years refused to walk down its
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sidewalks more than drinking the neighborhood had gaming
prostitution robberies and more than an occasional homicide

moorman might have broadened his title to include the armysardys
work on the overland trail five chapters deal with the role of the
dragoons in great basin trailmakingtrail making or with their attempts to de-
fend the california road from paiute and shoshonishoshoneShoshoni raiders who were
it seems abetted by white ruffians at first these impoverished west
desert indians whom travelers derisively called root diggers
were badly mistreated by some of the california emigrants but by
the late 1850s the natives had learned enough of the white mans
ways to give almost as much as they got and often had the california
road in tumult

moorman provides several counterpointscounterpointecounterpoints to these larger
themes and each of the secondary topics probably deserves more
extended treatment than they receive there are chapters on the
contest between mormon leaders and federal territorial appointees
when associate judge john C cradlebaugh and his civil and military
friends tried to wrest control of the territory from the mormonscormonsMormons we
are also briefly told about the considerable impact of the gentile
invasion on the regions economy finally moorman tells of that

awful catastrophe which present day mormonscormons neatly sanitize with
the brief caption the tragedy of mountain meadows it was of
course far far more than that

here is enough for a gripping book and no doubt it is its very
theatrical quality that led moorman to the topic he likes a good
story he piles colorful anecdote upon anecdote scene upon scene
and in the process adds much new information particularly to an
understanding of the mountain meadows killings in the future
anyone interested in the themes ofthe bookwould do well to consult
it its freshness argues in its favor

but he or she must be careful this is wheat and chaff history
wheat may predominate but it is often found in loose kernels
lacking the smoothness of a refined and integrated narrative chap-
ters passages and even paragraphs are often episodic synthesis
and interpretation are thin and the style well this is always a
matter ofpersonal taste my view is that moormans writing is much
overdone striving too often for effect or frequently reaching for
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the right word but not quite finding it A couple of chapters into the
text some readers will wonder if moorman ever met a noun that he
didnt wish to modify or a verb that he didnt try to intensify

historians have done much with the utah expedition there
are perhaps three or four score theses articles and books that deal
wholly or partly with the topic but most of these moorman has
chosen to set aside in favor of primary sources such an approach
has advantages but in moormans case it limits his ability to reach a
synthesis to provide an understanding of what all the incidents
and events of his narrative mean this tendency is made more acute
by the failure to use the secondary literature of the past decade or
two after moorman stopped his research and began writing

the book then is much as moorman left it a manuscript
awaiting the painful but necessary molding into a final draft gene
sessions who prepared the text for publication seems aware of
the resulting deficiencies but justifies the lack of remedial labor
on the grounds of personal loyalty don was an intensely proud
scholar who would have been unhappy with any distortion of his
work sessions writes our loyalty to him served as a constconstantant
sentinel as we undertook the privilege of finishing his book xv

perhaps on the other hand all scholars accept the need for
revising and even the best writers understand the difference be-
tween overwriting and good writing which often requires just
another draft perhaps with the help of a fine editor nor would
most scholars willingly deny themselves the benefit of the views and
findings of the last twenty years work on a topic

A critics job is not to carp about what might have been but
to judge the product for what it tries to be given this reminder
moormans book may be praised for its contribution as a post-
humous and unfinished publication it enlightens its judgments
are often astute and almost unvaryingly balanced it is often an
enjoyable read we learn we are the better for having it
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benson wrote in the book of blackburn 1827 1908 was never-
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paring
remarkable for the hundreds

for the second coming of healings he mediated through
by careful study of that time period his gift of faith and his knack for
we can determine why some were doctoring he served not only the
destroyed in the terrible judgments people in his own and surrounding
that preceded his coming and counties but also those who trav-

eledwhat brought others to stand at the from as far away as canada and
temple in the land of bountiful and mexico to general conference partly
thrust their hands into the wounds to meet him and be healed he often
of his hands and feet A witness spent entire days administering to
and a warning salt lake city people many of his healings are re-
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checkedof helaman ways in which modem for accuracy the book is
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written in a staightforwardstraightforwardstaightforward readable such spiritual gifts as healing and
style often the authors have al-
lowed

speaking in tongues in the lives of
blackburn to speak for him-

self
women from kirtland days to the

through quotations from his present carol cornwall madsen ex-
ploresdiaries the book is further enriched the centrality of temple wor-
shipby several maps reproductions of its power and purpose in the

key documents and many photo-
graphs

spiritual lives of the first generation
by professional photogra-

pher
of mormon women 103 she pro-
posesgary B peterson and others that the meaning of the tem-
pledoris R dant remains unchanged for women

two articles focus on scrip-
tural definitions ofwomen melodie

sisters in spirit mormon women moench charles notes the diverse
in historical and cultural per-
spective

valuations of women as depicted
spective edited by maureen ursen-
bach

in the scriptures and presents her
beecher and lavina fielding opinion as to which valuations have

anderson university of illinois been selected by modem mormon
press 1987 paperback 1992 culturejoleneculture jolene edmunds rockwood

citing several LDS authorities liber-
ateswhen sisters in spirit first eve from the stigma of the sub-
jugationappeared it was one of only a and curses sometimes read

handful of scholarly works about into the garden of eden story in the
mormon women collectively as process she suggests that modemmodern
opposed to works focusing bio-
graphically

woman reappraise herself
on an individuals expe-

riences
the nine articles in sisters in

riences it also broke ground as the spirit offer significant though not
first scholarly book to discuss sev-
eral

definitive accounts As grethe ballif
cultural issues affecting the self peterson comments these work-

ingidentity of an american mormon definitions of priesthood are
woman those who missed sisters limited they come from only eight
in spirit in 1987 may want to take women though they echo concerns
advantage of this new printing heard from hundreds of women in
its articles are still basic to a discus-
sion

dozens of settings they are still
of mormon culture in process and very directly related
some of the articles seek to to individual experiences 268

clarify the present through the per-
spective

inherconclusion linda P wil-
coxspec tive of mormonismsMormonisms past jill also notes the workings ofdiver-
sitymulvay derr traces the rise and the the wideningtheologywidening theology con-
cerningfall and the signs of a rekindling heavenly mother which is

of communal sisterhood linda P developing is more of a folk or at
wilcox looks at the changing offi-
cial

least speculative theology than a
views of motherhood and their systematic development by theo-

logianseffects on womens feelings of or a set of definitive pro-
nouncementsinadequacy linda king newell nouncements from ecclesiastical

provides one view of the role of leaders for the moment mother in
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heaven can be almost whatever an recognize that mormon women in
individual mormon envisions her to the past were not as emancipated as
be 74 he supposes and he oversimplifies

these articles have stimulated the complex queries female latter
research and discussion both of day saints deal with today
which have been further fueled by yet he is willing to ask the hard
the diversity of mormon women questions about women in the
themselves mormon church past and present

doris R dant that some inside scholars might
shy away from foster at least gives
us a point from which to begin

women family and utopia com-
munal

a discussion
experiments of the shakers jessie embry

the oneida community and the
mormonscormonsMormons by lawrence foster
syracuse university press 1991 scriptural teachings of the prophet

joseph smith annotated by richard
gentilesrushgentiles rush in where saints galbraith deseret book 1993

fear to tread might be a good sum-
mary for lawrence fosters women before buying this hefty vol-

umefamily and utopia drawing on take a good look when I1 first
his research published in religion saw this books cover I1 was thrilled
and sexuality three american here 1JI thought is a new book dis-

cussingcommunal experiments of the joseph smiths teachings
nineteenth century new york about various scriptural topics in-

steadoxford university press 1981 and I1 was surprised to find a ver-
batimpreviously published articles foster reprinting of the familiar

looks at women in the shaker 1976 edition of joseph fielding
oneida and mormon communities smiths 1938 teachings of the
despite fosters efforts to provide a prophet joseph smith augmented
continuing thread to tie the theories with three brief additions one alter-

ationtogether the book still reads like and thousands of scripture
disconnected essays reference footnotes

the information is not all a those footnotes were gener-
atedrehash though foster updates the by computer searching a pro-
cedurechapters by including modem femi-

nist
that hits a few real gems but

jargon and trying to imagine also tons of unsifted scree some
how women of today would view footnotes lead the reader to specific
the positions of their sisters in the quotes but others are based on
past with respect to the mormonscormonsMormons single words or loose verbal or con-

ceptualhe believes that the church gave similarities I1 would have
women liberating opportunities in appreciated some indication of
the nineteenth century but is re-
pressive

which word or phrase is tied to each
today and he attempts to scripture reference how the less

analyze data according to that hy-
pothesis

obvious scriptures are pertinent to
pothesis foster however fails to the text or when one might believe
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thatjosephthat joseph smith had these particu-
lar

joseph who have left their names
scriptures in mind as he spoke in the registry at the caimcairncalm on the

while this book will serve well lofty summit the book contains six-
teento encourage more meticulous study chapters essays talks articles

of the teachings of joseph smith in notes and comments together with
light of his unparalleled scriptural copious illustrations
fluency the volume missed a good no guide is perfect but every
opportunity to utilize some of the page of this book reflects the wis-

domrecent textual research on the words of an old man of the moun-
tainsofjoseph smith one whose deep love of the

nevertheless the title has an peak and whose constant attention
undeniable lure to it it will undoubt-
edly

to its details have produced re-
markablesell like hotcakeshotcakes insights and the impelling

john W welch desire to share them with others
I1 cant think of a better guide to
do some climbing with and after

temple and cosmos by hugh W all you wouldnt want to climb
nibleynibleyvolvolvoi 12 in the collectedworkscollectedworks mt everestwithout an expert along
of hugh nibley deseret book and john W welch
foundation forAncient research and
mormon studies 1992

if the temple is to be seen as
the cosmic mountain then think
of this book as a mountaineering
guide A good guide knows the ter-
rain the routes of ascent the wea-
ther the equipment and everything
necessary to lead a party success-
fully to the sunsummitunit more than that
a good guide loves to climb

temple and cosmos puts the
temple on the map and marks all
the main features of its idealized
topography and eternal coordinates
it discusses temple gear clothing
compasses symbols holy ground
and the rules of the trail as one
makes the step by step journey up-
ward into the presence of the lord
it expands the enjoyment of each
vista that opens beneath the rising
trekker and it exults in the view
from the top it reminisces with oth-
ers like adam moses benjamin
apostles of jesus and the prophet
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